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BSTRACT 

The Mesozoic rocks of that area consist chiefly of 

limestones which range i.n age from Middle Zurassic to 

Lower Cretaceous. 

Previous research is summarised. 	Little detailed 

work has been done on the lithology of the Mesozoic succession 

and the limestones have not previously been the subject 

of detailed petrographic study. The general geology of 

the area is described with emphasis on the lithology.  
The lithological divisions have been mapped on a scale of 

1:201000. Three mountain ridges cross the area from 

tzorth to south. Th*uet faults occur on the western sides 

of at least two of theme  

In the laboratory, the limestones were studied by means  
of thin sections and etched polished surfaces. Several 

specimens were analysed chemically► for magnesia)  lime and 

ferric oxide; insoluble residues were also determined. The 

calcilutittes are described and their possible modes of 

origin are discussed. A scheme of nomenclature is 

presented for calcarenites, based on three componint tt 
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pellets, ooliths and bioc astic fragments. The depositional 

characters of each rock type are outlined. Diagenetie 

modifications involving 'deposition and redistribution of 

calcite due to "mechanical" processes are distinguished from 

those due to "physico-chemical" processes. 	in partially 

and completely silicified rocks it is suggested that there 

were possibly four phases of silicification. The textures 

of dolomites and dolomitic limestone are described and 

their origin discussed. 	In'both silicification and 

dolomitisation the selective nature of the processes is 

demonstrated, Dedolomitisation is shown to be an important 

process.which.has-prodUced a variety of replacement texturee. 

The occurrence'of-dedolomitised rocks was not formerly 

recognised in the Jura and Vie replacement textures have 

not been described. previously in Western Europe or America. 

Systematic petrographic studies were made of each 

formation and possible depositional - environments are deduced,  

Sote formations, which show rhythmic sedimentation,were the 

subject o more detailed studies 
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Frontispiece. 

The Charvaz Ridge, looking north, with the Lierre 
Ridge in he foreground. 

The Charaz Rid;., £Dodnr east* 



CH SR I  

PTROWCZION 

The Jura Mountains form a crescent on the map which • 

extends from Baden in Switzerland to Grenoble in France, 

On the convex side of this crescent there are areas of 

essentially flat lying rocks which are known as the 

plateau lure or "Jura tabulaire" in contrast to the folded 

Jura or "Jura plisse" of the Jura proper (Fig. 1). The 

Jura rocks are Mesozoic in age, and consist dominantly of 

unmetamorphosod limestones with subordinate marls, They 

are separated from the basement rocks by Triassic sediments 

with thick salt and anhydrite formations. 

Along the greater part of their length the Jura 

Mountains are separated from the Alps by the Molasse plain, 

Towards the southern end of the French Jura however, the 

sweep of the crescent brings the Jura rocks into contact 
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with the subalpine front In the Grand Chartreuse. 

Research by Imperial College in the southern part 

of the French folded Jura was initiated by Dr. D.V. Ager 
in 1956, with the purpose of ultimately building up a 

regional picture of facies changes and palaeoecology, 

As a part of this project the author commenced work in 

the summer of 1957 in the area to the west of Lac du Bourget 

in the western part of Savoie. At the same time, the , 

late S. Taha commenced his research in the area immediately 

to the west and northwest, centred around Vivien le 

Grand in the adjacent part of the province of Mn.. It 
was intended that the work of Mr. Taha and the author 

wuld be combined to give a broader regional picture of 

the geology. The premature death of Mr,. Taha early in 

1959, in the later part of the second year of his research, 

has not made it possible for the regional aspects of the 

work to be presented at this stage. Uowever, reference 

will be made to certain aspects of Mr. Taha's research 

in various sections of this thesis, 

The area described in this thesis lies tovards the 

southern end of the French folded Jura in the western 



part of the province of 3avalc. It is bounded naturally 

on the oast by the Lae du !ourgat ana on the north and 

west by the river 'Rhona (rig. 2). Topogra!,hica!ly the 

area consists of throe lonc essentially north to south 

mountain ridges separated by flat or gently undulating 

areas o lake anl river alluvium, glacial de?oalta and 

Tertiary golasse. Those ridgcs ara from oast to west; 

the Charvas Mountain ridge, the Liorre Mountain ridge 

and the Parves Mountain ridge. The Meeosole rocks are' 

on the telole wee l exposed, but some parts or the area 

are heavily forested. The various seaters of the 

sumo elon eomconly develop characteristic topographie 

featurla which allow the: to be traeed with senfidenee 

on air photographs, even through the forest areas. The 

topography or the region is partly pre•molanoe in ago, 

since the Volasse Is generally believod to have boon 

dopoeitc.d. in tectronle basine surrounded by the nouly 

risen mountains. Vhe pro..molasee enrfaee le only 

erposed in one locality in the area, that Is, at 011644,1u. 

The topography has been modified by the Pleistocene 

glaciation which has left a v:mcer of boulder elan 7 and 

orratlez of schlat ani gnot a particularly on the lower 



slopes or the ridges and on the Moloese country. 

The work involved in the preparation of this thesis 

consisted of two summer seasons (1957 and 1958) in the 

field)  in the course of which the Mesozoic rocks were 

subdivided stratigraphically into a number of formations 

on the basis of lithology, and then their distribution 

mapped on the scale of 1 to 20,000. In the course of 

the first field season, rock specimens were collected 

from all members of the stratigraphie succession, and 

ware subsequently studied petrographically in the laboratory. 

011 the basis of this preliminary laboratory study it was 

decided that certain parts of the succession would be 

amenable to detailed petrographic study. Such a study 

w)uld be a contribution to sedimentary petrology in 

general, and in particular would serve as background for 

later regional studies of fades changes at these levels 

throughout the Jura* Field mapping continued during the 

second field season, and extensive collections of specimens 

were made from the selected formations. Laboratory 

study of these specimens continued throughout the second 

year of the research. 



The thesis is in three parts. The first part 

deals with the field aspects of the works  that is, the 

stratigraphic succession, lithologies and structure; 

while the second part is concerned with thelaboratory 

study and gives a petrological account of the Mesozoic 

limestones, These aspects or the work aro brought 

together in the third part TAlich comprises detailed 

petrographic studios of the individual formations and 

conclusions as to their depositional environments,. 

1$. 



CHAPTpl  

OF P13IMIOt3 110 

e area between the Lae du Bourget and the Rhone 

has attracted numerous workers in the field of geology 

Localities such as la Balm° gorge,. Vions, Chan= and the 

Col du Chat have beclzie classic, especially for the 

study of etalovian and Portiandtan • Purbeekian faunas. 

In 18/044  members of the Geological Society of Prance 

visited the area and Chamousset published an account of 

this ecursion. In the Col du Chat the Neocomian was 

described as consisting of white limestones, marls and 

sandstones with green grains. 	The last probably refers 

to the glauconitic calcarouttes of what is here called the 

Bourdean Beds since there are in fact no,sandstones in the 

Meseta succession of the area. In the Upper Jurassic, 

white limestones and dolomites were recorded. Chamousset 

wrongly applied the term "oolitic limestones" to the bioclas 

tic calcarenites of the Middle Jurassic. In 185% Pillet 

and Girod published,a geological memoir on the area centred 

16. 
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aronnd Chanaz. They recognised the-presence of 

Bathonian Callevianf  Oxfordian, Cerallian and the 

Neocomian.- . The abSenceof the Portlandian Purbechlan 

from their succession was probably'duo'to the scarcity of 

macrofauna. Pillet (1863) recorded a fresh water fauna 

in the Purbeehian of the Mont due Chat. and also recognised 

Valangenian stage in, the Lower Cretaceous. This had 

previously bean classified.as Upper Jurassic 	Lery (1864) 

noted t!le presence of 'coral l -p#praq and Uerine, in - the 

white limestone of the Col duthat. In the-same- year 

Bbraty (1864) recognised the I3ajocian stage at Chanaz. 

Choffat (1878) in his memoir on the Callovian and 

Oxfordian of the Southern and Western Jura described in 

some detail the succession between Lucey and Puthod and 

at the Col du Chat. Hollande (18301  188) published. 

two volumes which dealt with the stratigraphy of much 

of Savoie. By covering larger areas, he attempted some 

stratigraphical correlation. He recorded for instance 

a bed rich in Oqtreq in the Purbeckian of the Mont du Chat, 

Colombier, awl other localities, though use of this genus for 

correllation cannot be considered as having much value. 



The Geological Society of France held its extraordinary 

session in the 'Tura in 1885. Excursions under the 

leadership of Fillet and nollande were made to La Balm° 

gorge, Vions and Chanaz. Pilot (18351 who recorded 

observation. made on this occasion paid special attention 

to the Purbeckian fauna, These, however, were confined 

to the macrofauna, particularly to the gastropods. 

more complete list of fresh water fossils from the 

Purbeckian or Tenno was given by Maillard (1885) 	In 

a note in the "Revue Savolsienne" Hollande (1835) described 

the Purbeckian of the Mount du Chat as consisting of 

alternations of fresh water and marine beds, From further 

study at Bregnier - Cordon (Aim) he concluded that this 

alternation of marine and fresh water beds is typical of 

the Jurassic . Cretaceous boundary of Savoie and Ato. 

His conclusions were later confirmed by the study of micro-

fauna 

 

by Dense (1950). 

More detailed work was carried out later by Rolland° 

(1885), who gave a list of macrofossils and described tho 

lithology of the Jurassic and Laver Cretaceous at Chanaz, 

Vions and the Grand Colombier at Culoz, Hollanders account 

18. 
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includes thicknesse., of the various lithological groups, 

which had hardly been mentioned earlier. He further 

showed th4t the "white oolitic" limest'Ine at Chanaz and 

the Col du Chat is of Lower Kimmeridgian age, but that 

it occupies a different stratigraphical level at Culoz. 

Although true oolites of Lower Kimmeridgian age have not 

been recorded by the writer, Hollandels observation 

,emonstrates that rapid facies variation in the Mesozoic 

limestones of the area. Pollande further maintained that 

the Portlandian varies in thickness from 30 and 35 metros 

at Vions and Chanaz respectively to 45 metres at Columbier. 

It is surprising that from the study of macrofossils he 

claimed an accurate delimitation of this stage in spite of 

the fact that even with more recent studies of the micro• 

fauna the delimitation of the Portlandian is rather 

difficult in this part of the Jura. A few years later 

in 1888 (evil published a paper on the Middle and Upper 

Jurassic of the !ont du Chat. Although his structural 

account was shown to be incorrecC- by Ayme (1951), his 

section on the stratigraphy of the JUrassic is undoubtedly 

the best yet produced. The so.called "oolitic limestone" 
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In the Kimmeridgian of the Col du Chat was stated to thicken 

considerably at Chanazy This apparent thickening is now 

known to be due to oblique faulting*. 

The geological mapping of the area was carried out by 

Riche, ''XI0D46mi and Holland° between 1894 and 1899, and the 

official geological map was published in 1901 (Uo. 

1 z 80000), Hollande was concerned with the mapping of 

the sub.salpine region and part , of the Jurassian region 

which includes the area surveyed by the authors Hollande 

(1898) maintained that a synclinal structure existed at 

Billieme in the Hauterivians The present writer regards 

this structure as a thrust fault bringing these beds 

against the Upper Jurassic. Aymi (1951) has also shown 

that Hollandets geological mapping of Charvaz mountain 

was an oversimplification of the structure. 

In a comprehensive work on the "Gdologie des Chaine 

Jurasiennes et Subalpines de la Savoie" Rtivil (1911 e• 13) 

devoted some sections to the geology of Mont du Chat and 

that of Mont Fournier. In these anticlines, Rivil, showed 

that the amplitude and intensity of the folding is 

generally less than it is in the Sub-alpine chain further  

east. He also concluded that erogenic movements affecting 
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this part of the Jura were numerous and. lasted until. 

Pleistocene times. The concept ot‘continuity of erogenic 

movements is very important.and is in agreement with the 

conclusions reached. by the.writer. • 

An important work on the Callovian ammonites of the 

Mont du Chat ridge was published.by Lemoinet1932) :  

Blondet (1935) described,severai species of the genus' 

Pecotrauates from the Bothonian of Chanaz. 

The. work ofTavre.and. Richard 11.927) on the Kimmorid.. 

gian to Purbecklan.succession of ,Pierre-Chatel and la 

Bairno gorge is by far.the.most detailed scientific work 

so far carried out in. the area. Besides observing field 

characters of each formation they gave an account of. the 

petrology of the Portlandian-;Purbeckiin, and from the 

study of sections they located  the fresh water horizons at the 

top of the Jurassic. They:havo,.hoWever, wrongly denied 

the presence. of dolomites.in:the baial Klmmeridgian and did 

not record the extensilie:dedolomitisatien in these horizons. 

In a paper concerned with the revision of the. ChambEiry. 

map (No. 169, 1 80,000), Clot (1047) pointed out.that.  

the folds in the Mont du Chat and Montage de Lierre have. 

more affinity' with those in the Sub-alpine zone than with 



the typical Jura folds found further west in Buoy. 

Vatan (1947) who was also responsible for the revision 

of the map of the Chambe'ry region dealt mainly with the 

Molasse and with the Quaternary deposits, 	paper 

merely recordel some field characters of these deposits. 

Gidon, who is at the present officially in charge, of a 

project for resurveying the Chambeiry region, has produced 

a series ofpapers which have dealt mainly with the 

stratigraphy and some structural aspects of the area. In 

the Chevelu region, ho described a "dimoiffement" structure 

which he maintained brought the Urgontan'to rest on the 

Molasse. The writer disagrees with Mon on some structural 

details in the area, which will be dealt with in the 

appropriate chapter, Gidon's interest in the area is, 

however, confined to the revision of the structure set out 

in the Chamb44ry map (Sheet 169, 1902)0  and other maps and 

sections, since published, 

His published works have not dealt in detail with the 

petrology of the limestones which forms the principal subject 

of this thesis. 

The fresh-water beds of the Purbeckian were studied 



recently by Bonze (1958) in the Col du Chat and at 

Vions. bonze has shown that the Purbeeklan facies at 

these localities differs markedly from that described by 

Favre and Richard (1927) at la Balms gorge. The latter 

is closer to that occurring in the Fier gorge. The 

localities chosen by Donne for the study of the Purbockian 

beds are widely separated. Further palaeontological work 

is needed at intermediate localities to make possible the 

construction of a more precise palaeogeographical picture. 

Among the major syntheses dealing with the Jura the 

two volumes of Nargerie (1922 - 1936) are of considerable 

value to the structural geologist. They include naps and 

section„, and comprehensive bibliographies covering the 

whole of the French Jura. The chapter on the Jura 
al 

mountains inuelwl. 
b
ell's "Jurassic Geology of the World 

useful summary, especially the section on the southern Jura 

which includes the area studied by the author. The eseellent 

work of Heim (1919) "Geologic der 'achy lz", although 

concerned mainly with the Swiss Jura is a valuable reference 

since many of the samples of folding well illustrated in 

section by ileim are encountered in the southern Jura in 



rru.mo, Thv. -40Mbir by :0 re! (1167) and the monocraphe by 

4o Loriol 	2.90to are valuable standard vrefs for the 

stratirrapher and palaemtolo.7int* 	'roe this brief 5ur9ey 

It LI apparent that the strueture,.ani stratigraphy have boon 

mom 0/1 doseribed but virtually no petrographical %fork 

he rP been den on the limortm,s of the area* 
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CHAPTER  

THE MESOZOIC supcEssm 

The Mesozoic succession presented in this chapter 

has been established mainly on the lithological basis,  

A representative collection of fossils made by the 

writer and other members of Imperial College resulted 

in the recognition of the stages presented in Table (1). 

The Faunas have been identified by Dr. Div., Ager, 

Dr, L.R. Cox, D. H. Dighton Thomas and Dr. J.H. Callomon. 

In published literature on the area stages seem to have 

been recognised mainly by comparison with adjacent 

localities where the fauna is either relatively more 

abundant or has been studied in greater detail. No 

lithological divisions have been proposed by French 

geologists in this region. 	In this thesis, formations 

are named after "type localities" where the succession 

has been studied in detail. This was carried out by 

the :triter in the area between the Lac du Bourget and the 

Rhone and by the late S. Taha in the area centred around 
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Virieu le Grand (Fig. 1). 

In the northern part of the Charvaz ridge, virtually 

the whole of the Mesozoic succession is reasonably well 

(:.posed, and this is where it was first studied by the 

author. In the course of mapping, however, it was 

found that some formations, namely the Parves and the 

Bourdeau Beds, are better exposed in the southern part 

of the area and thus the type localities for these 

formations wore chosen there. The succession is 

summarised in Table (I). Field evidence for oath 

formation will be described in turn. 

he Lucev Beds  

This formation is named after a village on the left 

bank of the Rhone in the neighbourhood of which it is well 

exposed and where it is easily accessabley 

In the type locality the Lacey Beds constitute a 

major cycle of sedimentation which begins with a coarse» 

grained clean»washed calcarenite, becoming progressively 

finer grained upwards. A fairly thick suceest7ion of 

calcarenites and charts follows. Higher up in the cycle 

events must have followed in a reverse order thus the cycle 
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ends as it began with clean-washed, coarse-grained 

calearenite 	The skeletal components of the bioclastic 

calcarenites, which constitute the main part of the Lucey 

ITN's, weather differentially. 	This makes it possible 

to distinguish in the hand specimen fragments of erinoids 

and bryozoa amongst the other constituents. These 

fragments often stand out in relief on the weathered 

surfaces giving them a typical granular appearanee, which 

in fine grained bioclastie calcarenites can easily be 

mistaken for dolomite. It is convenient to recognise three 

subdivisions. Each of these will be described in turn. 

1 	Low9r. Imeey Beds 	This subdivision consists of a coarse 

or medium-grained eaIcarenite (L1), and a fine to very fine-

grained ealearenite (L2). (See Fig.3). The lower group (Li) 

is cross-bedded, while the upper group (L2), shows wavy 

bedding surfaces and fairly uniform bedding thicknesses 

ranging from 25 to 30 cm. The coarse calcarenites of the 

former group form thick beds truncated by concave surfaces 

which also trune:Ae the cross...laminations (Fig. 4). 	Ench 

cross-bedded unit usually begins with a thick bed of v0/7 

coarse calearonite. This is followed by finer-.grained 
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calcarenite which forms cross-laminations ranging from 3 cm. 

to 10 Cm. in thickness. The unit ends with fine-grained 

arenaceous and laminated calcarenito. 

2. 2.xi4d1 	v pedp. 	This unit consists of fine.grained 

calcaronites with charts. 	In the field it is possible to 

recognise three subdivisions. These vary in bedding 

thicknesses, the type of abort and the presence or absence 

of very thinly bedded arenoceous layers (see Fig. 3 ). 

(L3) In this sub-division bedding thickness 11 fairly 

uniform (17 20 cm). The fine-grained limestones are 

interbedded with arenaceous layers each of which is about 

2 cm. in thickness. The middle part of each limestone bed 

is siliceous. 11he 'chart' nodules usually occupy about 

1/3 of the thickness, In spite of the nodular character 

of the latter, bedding surfaces are planar, and this is 

probably related to the presence of arenaceous and slightly 

argillaceous layers. 	hen these layers are, absent, wavy 

bedding surfaces become dominant, 

(L4) In this sub-division the average bedding thickness 

is greater than in (L3). 	Thicknesses vary between 45 and 
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The Lower Lueey Beds, north of Lueey 

FIG, +B Cross.bedding in the Uppur Lucoy calcarenites, 
west of Co]. du Chat 



150 cm. Two generations of chert are found (i) nodular 

chert arranged parallel to the stratification and related 

tote wavy bedding surfacs and (ii) tabular chert, cutting 

across the stratification. These are parallel to vertical 

joints, which are won developed in this formation, and are 

obviously related to the joints. These cherts are therefore 

regarded as past -tectonic and must have formed later than the 

nodular cherts. 

CL5) this last sub-division is characterised by 

sphaeroidal cherts which show concentric structures. 

Bedding thicknesses are fairly uniform ranging from 50 to 

60 cm. 

3. Upper Limey Beds. The uppermost division of the Lucey 

consists of very fine to fine-grained calcarenite below and 

coarse to very coarse-grained calcarenite above. In the lower 

group (L6), particle size increases progressively upwards, and 

boding thicknesses range from "40 cm. to 105 om. In the 

upper group (L7), bedding surfaces are indistinct, 

Instead, stylolites with columns up to-2i1. in height are 

of frequent occurrence, In tho Col du Chat, however, 



cress..bedding is well developed (FigJ+B 

The Lucey Buds have yielded the following fossils: 

Lower Lucey Beds. 

Uhaptorhynchia sp. 

Crustacean fragment 

Lucey. Beds. 

Pecteu sp. 

Lobqt)7ris,bu 	David son) 

IsastwaL ,714 	(M Coy) 

Is4WAWIN 

Upper Lucey Beds, 

;po9rinqa cf. X.androge  ,Desor 

Parallelodqn (Beushaps pia)  sp. 
Posidonomyal sp. 

:he Lucey Beds are exposed in continuous outcrop in 

the escarpment which e7tends from Chanaz to Lucey. Tt 

is extremely resistent to weathering and thus often forms 

almost vertical cliffs. The escarpment increases in, 

height progressively southwards from Chanazt  but decreases 

in height .again as it approaches Lucey. Exposures are 

31. 



thuS on aoco,:siblo in - 	ray} chbou hool of Chanaz anl 

Lowy. In the southern 	uma auothor important 

outcrop along a utoop esoant. t- Lends rrom Just north 

or month "v to lo tivalierie v 	v)eyonl. 	In tA.e o'iterep 

tha Luc ey 	am Inwlved,In thrust.faq7ting le outs 

out pa.• or csAlo wIcaosslon. An wutollent seet!c.n in, 

however enposod.south of the Col du Chat. :AtholorleallY 

the Lacey Veds bore are simaur to those o-postl in the 

Chun=ftey inearimonti lmt.  certain 11416 nhow a marked 

increase In thiettnesa. .As in. tho. typc Saotiou aranweoue 

laycra 	Important up to tbe basal part of tit() Mae 

I/Icor but arc absent from tho upper part. Thl etaleeren tee 

of the Upprr Litany measured here t.2 metres ee, parel with 

20 metroll north of Lucey. 	inereaao in ttlecoons in 

mainly in thef1no..crained ealearenites .hi& aTount to 

26 metroa eorparcvl with 10 metres .in tho northrn outcrop. 

Mar* ‘triltinr It 	Variations aro displbycl trvet 

or tta arm studied by the author, timely, in nucey. to 

the netchbourhoed or St. Bois, the Piedie Lucey eons!. to 

mainly of mars() rainA lImstone ritqw In eor., 

terbratW'IOn LIT!  r3tyrachor111,3s. 	lortalIty 

ray (p vato 	neaaured some 2n metros 

of t sic coral...Me! faelocl. 	To s11147onun limestones which 
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amount to 26 metros at the Col du Chat are only 

4 metres .thick in St, Deis, East of the latter, in 

the neighbourhbod of Chazy Bons Mc. 2), the coralline 
facies is ,..gain encountered. S. Taha (private 

communication), who mapped this area, recorded 12 metres 

of dolomitisod coral reef facies at Cuzieu and 13 metres in 

the vicinityof Billi6% The siliceous limestones here 

are only 7 metros thick. - Thus during the Middle Lucey 

times, coral reefs must have existed in Bum. They 

coralline facies thins out in an easterly direction and 

is absent from the area between thd Rhone and Lac du 

Bourget* The overlying limestones with Chort increase in 

thickness in the same direction and at the Col du Chat 

reach 26 metres. 

1112.01Paz 

This formation is well exposed just south of the 

name village of Chanaz, in the northern extremity of the 

area. The excellent exposures and the ease of accessibility 

here have made it a classic locality, especially for the 

study of the Bathonian'and Callovian fauna which the Chanaz 

Bads have yielded. 

The Chanaz Beds differ from the Luce., Beds in being 
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FIG. 5 The Chanaz Beds, south of Chanaz. The shaly 
beds at the bale are the Lover Chanaz Beds. 
The Upper Chanaz eherty ealearenites form the 
cliffs at the top. 



more argillaceous and the cross-bedding, so typical 

of tho Lucey Beds is absent from this formation. In the 

Chanaz area it is possible to distinguish three divisions 

(Fig. 3)1  e ch of which makes a markedly different topographic 

feature, 

1 Lovzor Chana 33er4v 	This division consists of a rhythmic 

alternation of dark grey argillaceous limestone and shales. 

In the lower part shale an limestone are almost equal in 

proporations. Towards the top the latter becomes more 

important. 	Fossils include: 

ilma of 10,,rigidulA (Phil ips) 

Goniomya V. erAta (Sowerby) 

Pholtadomva crqsso (Agassiz) 

Pholadomya lvrpta  (J. Soverbv) 

Morriscerils (?) sp, 

Pyocerites  sp. 

Wpoperac sp. 



2, 	Middle Chanaz T3ec s.  Thts division consists of very 

thick-bedded*  grey argillaceous calcarenites interbedded Jith 

some marly horizons. The latter are ottremely rich in brach-

iopods ammonites, lamellibranchs and echinoids. The fossils 

are 	preserved and these beds togeth-ar with the uppermost 

sub-divIsion of the Upper Chanaz nods, constitute the most 

fossiliforous horizons in the Mesozoic succession of the 

area. ,'hey are readily recognisable in the field anti 

serve as a usefa, marker horizon. They have been, for 

instancel.or.considerable value in.ellucidati-  the 

structure in-the thrust zone of the Monthou7,: region 

map), Details of the ction measured at Chanaz-is,given 

in the table beim' 

Thickno 
In cm. 

15. Grey argil aceous calcarenite 700 

14. Grey calcarenite with ammonites, 
brachiopods and lcznellibranchs 3 

13. Gre',• argillaceous calcrenite 100 

12. Calcarenite with echinoids 30 

terns for thickness of strptification are those proposed 
by Ingram (1954) 
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11. Grey calcarenito with brachiopods 
scattered throughout 	 180 

10. Calcarenite extremely rich in 
terebratulids and rhynchonellids 	20 

80  
4 

200 

50 

20 

Grey calcarenite speckled with iron 
oxide; scattered oysters 	 100 

Marl extreme1r rich in rhynchonellids 
and tere4ratuids 	 18 

Grey calcarenite with brachiopods 

Grey argillaceeus , calcarenite, poorly 
fossiliferous 

The Middle Channo fauna includes: 

Acanthotiliris cf. A poinosa Lamark 

iiiothyrip sPN 

Parkinsonia sp, 

(see also below)..  

9. 	'Grey calcarenite 

8. 	Calcarenite rich in rhynchonellids 

7 	Grey calcarenito with rhynehonellids 
near the base 

6 	Grey. ark 	calcarenite 

Marl eXtreMely .rich in rhynchonellids 
anOzterctmatutids 

30 

170 



3 

In:aor Charm.. nods. Those beds form the highe t part 

of the escarpment at Chanaa and is feet it retains tilis 

pas/4i a along the greater part of Lho escarpment facing 

the Rhone betwa;.In Chanaz and Lucoy. 	his is iue in part 

to Ses sillous trAturo, which makes it extremely rosistent 

to weathering, anti partly because 11 is suceadoci by succession 

of marls and limestones. i.xposures of these beds are 

dif:lcult to reach for the greater part of Its outcrop. 

Jame good exposurs are, however, easily accessible both 

at Chanaz and immediately ‘;(:) the northmoost of Lueoy. The 

following lithological groups have boon recognised In the 

field (see Pig. 3 for thicknesses), 

03) This group consitits of grey flnewgrained 

calcarenite 	charts anti sub-ordinate shales. The 

charts form irregular nodules scattered at random. The e 

silicified limestones differ from those In the Lueo' nods 

in the Irregular nature and random orientation of the chart 

nodules in reLltion to the stratification, ani in the 

predominance or flc:t bedJing surfaees. Bedding thicknosses 

two gonDrally gretzter than those of the Luecy Beds, ranging 
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from 30 cm, to 100 cm. 
(Cif ) This group is similar to that described above  

except that shales become more important, forming beds 

between 5 and 15 cm. compared with 0.5 to 2 cm. partings in 
(C3). 

(C5 and C6) These lithological groups, which form 

the top of the Chanaz Beds, are not exposed in the 

northern part of the area. In the southern part of the 

Charvaz ridge, however, between Monthoux and the Cal du 

Chat, the limestones with shorts are overlain by very 

thick-bedded argillaceous calearenitos free from chart. 

These are followed by a ferruginous, oolitic limestone 

extremely rich in ammonites and brachiopods. Locally, 

this uppermost fossiliferous limestone is extremely rich 

in iron and was formerly exploited for iron ore in the 

Chanaz area. Although fragments of these ferruginous 

beds are widely scattered at the latter locality, nowhere 
is their outcrop exposed at the present time. These 

celebrated beds have been the subject of important 

palaeontological papers by Lomoine (1932) and several 
other workers, who showed that they represent a part of 

the Callovian stagec. 



Fossils, collected from various levels of the 

Chanaz Beds, from the areas studied by the author and by 

S. Tells, comprise the following: 

Chomatoseris aff. c. complanata(Defrance) 

Corynella (7) sp. 

Morphoceras inflatun (Quenstedt) 

Oehetoceras sp. indet. 

ODpellidae indet. 

AlAiggticeras sp. indet. 

Parkinsonia sp. indet 

Pgrimhpigtick indet, 

The Chanaz Beds have a similar areal distribution 

to the Lucey Beds. In their southern outcrop, however, 

they extend beyond Monthoux where their outcrop is 

repeated by strike faulting. The lower part of the 

Chanaz Beds usually produces gentle slopes in contrast 

to the cliff-forming Middle and 'Upper Chanaz, 

The Chavolv Beds  

These beds are extensively quarried for cement in the 

strike valley which extends north-west and south-east of 

39. 
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the name village of Chavoley in the department of Ain. 

They were studied by S. Taha who collected rich ammonite 

fauna from these quarries. 

In ceneral terms the Chavoley Beds consist of 

rhythide alternations of marls and modiumftbed1ed 

calcilutites. Lithological subdivisions are based on 

the relative proporations of these lithologies. These 

include: (Fig. 6).  

(Chi) In this group calciluti.tes are subordinate 

to marls, but are present in sufficient quantity to 

produce a significant feature. 

(Ch2) This sub-division consists predominantly of 

marls. These form thin laminae rangini: from 1 to 2 mm. 

These thinly laminated beds' invariably give rise to low.. 

lying country, 

(Ch3) Calcilutite6 predominate over marls in this 

division, and e:thibit typical conchoidal fracture. 

The Chavoley Beds are rich In fossils, oepecially 

ammonites and'brachippods. These are generally well 

preserved and easy to extract. They tend to be 

concentrated at certain levels rather than being uniformly 

distributed throughout the fermation. The Chavoley fauna 
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inoludess 

Ornithellfk  cf. C. goeska  (Mayer) 

At, grleree  cf. A., 	(Oppel) 

MoonhAetes  cf. pi. Sqh1).11  (Oppel) 

=MUM= app, 
D,ohtomosphinqep  (?) ap. indet 
zumaraz=s,  talmarlinam (Oppel) 

(?)Immitaltatam (oPpel) 

0 eltidae  indet 

Creniceras  ap.  

Allpoloogras  sp. 

AvaelaPtopergs  sp. indet. 

SVP079e;Zgct  sPe indet.  

ZMMIlitailitli sp. indet 

QlehOomoeeras  sp. 

Taramp14ceras  sp. 

gremsonvria  sp. indet 

Alligatieeras  sp. 

Tulitidae sp. 

In the area mapped by the writer, the Chavoley Beds 

outcrop in a strike wally extending from Chanas to Tongieux. 
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They also outcrop north and south of Monthoux where they 

form an almost horizontal feature which separates the 

steep scarp of the underlying Chanaz and Lacey Beds from 

the escarpment of overlying resistant formations. 

the OjAncen Limestqp  

On the southern flank of the Mollard de ik(Olgnon 

(Ain) south east of Chavoley, this formation is fully 

exposed (Fig. 7), and was studied by S. Taha. It has 
been measured at Chanaz in a quarry immediately to the 
north of this village. It consists of rhythmic alternations 

of bluish calcilutites and shales. This formation is 

extremely well bedded, and this together with its bluish 

colour and rusty brown weathering gives it a very 

distinctive appearance in the field (Fig. 7). Variation 

in the limestone/shale ratios permit the recognition of 

three main groups in the field. These from the base 

upwards include (see Fig. 6 for thicknes es)s 

1. (or) In this division the. limestone/shale ratio is about 

5 : 10  The ealcilutites have fairly uniform bedding 

thicknesses ranging from 10 to 15 cm. 



2. (02  Or) This consists of very thick-bedded (1 to 

1,2 metres) .calcilutites'interbedded with calcilutito and 

shale alternations. In the rhythmic alternations, the 

limestone/shale ratios are'1e0- than above'  because of 

the increase of the thicknes6es of the shaly horizons» 

3. (06) In this division the limeStone/shale ratios are 

relatively high,' Tilighe ratios have resulted from the 

increase in' thickness of,the,limestones which range from 

30 cml to.106 cm, 

In the quarry outside Chanazi the top of the Oignon 

Limestone is marked by a'marIy - herizon with pyritised 

nodules. The marls are relatively rich in. fossils, mainly 

brachiopods. The total thickness'exposed here is 30 metres, 

In the type area, where about 40 Metres have been recorded 

by 3. Taha (private co,Amunioation), a pisolitic limestone 

about 4 metres in thickness occur at the top of the' Moon 

Limestone, At Chanaz, the marly horizons with pyritised 

nodules noted above is probably the lateral equivalent of 

the pisolite, In this locality a brecciated or eonglom. 

eratic limestone marks the base of the LoWer Virieu. 

Similarly, breccias have been recorded by 3. Taha above the 

,pisolitic horizon in Bugey. 
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Fossils are fairly common in the Oignon beds. 

They are usually well preserved and relatively easy to 

extract. These include: 

Dichotomosphinctes aff. D. sairiculatus Arkell 

ylAemnites vara4klus 	Phillips 

LaintbatlanaLa cf. A. sAimulosik  (olvel) 

The lithology of the nignon Limestone is fairly 

constant in the area studied. Ii7,posures at Chanaz, 

Lacey rind the Coi du Chat show almost identical bedding 

thicknes-,es, textures  colour and limestone/shale ratios. 

It forms an extensive outcrop from Chanaz to the neighbour.. 

hood of Tongieu7. To the oast oP the latter locality 

a thrust—fault, brings the.Oignen Limestone to the summit 

of the western escarpment of the Charvaz Mountain, This 

outcrop extemls across to the Col du Chat and beyond. 

The observed thickening of this outcrop is not stratographical 

but due to the development of zigzag folds to be described 

later. 

some significant changes at the top of the Oignon 
Limestone can be demonstrated by comparison with neighbouring 

areas. In the west, between Milieu and Verizieu (about 



25 km west of 	the writer has observed some 

0.metres of.pisolitic lithestene at the top of the Oignon 

Lime stone. Here the piseliths:are exceptionany large 

(1 	2 cm). East of Chavoley; a pisolite was:alsp 

observed but here It is only:4 to 5 metres thick. In fact, 

Taha (private communication) was.a7Ae to use the pisolite 

as a marker horizon'in,some structurally comple% fault zones. 

The pisolite observed in the ChaVoley region is generally finer. 

grained than'that noted in the neighbourhood,of 

J.W. Murray (private coMmunication) noted that the 

pisolitic liwstene occurs to the north of PremeyZel but 

not to.the south and east of that locality. Thus,,it 

appears that' a general decrease in'the thickness of the 

pisolite and grain size of the pleoliths e7Ist from east  
to west in Bugey. A line can be drawn from Premeyzel 

northeastwards to Vions, northwest of which the pisolitic 

facies is ,found. To the south-east of this line, which is 

In fact sub-parallel to the sub alpine front, the pisolite 

is absent. As noted above, the marls with pyrItIsed nodules 

could be 	lateral eqUivalent, and the breccias noted both 

at Chavoley and at Chanaz might have fo*mod contemporaneously, 

thus marking the instability of the sea floor just before t'le 



shallow water facies of the overlying Virieu Limestone uas 

deposited. 	Thirthr ror1, however, is needed in order to 

establish the possible correlation of these facies and the 

nature of the breccias need further investigation. 

L. 	 ne 

This limestone ferries part of the Virieu Mountain in 

the province of .in. 	Its easilyaaecessible outcrops 

opposite La de Virieu„ have been studied by S. Taha 

who recognised a lower division or "Bedded Virieu" and an 

upper division or "Massive Virieu". 

The VIried Limestone is eTposed in a continuous section 

in the magnificent la Balmo gorge. At this locality, the 

division made by C. Taha is recognised and utter sub. 

division is possible. (Fige ,6). 

;prat Viriei iimestone. This division is differentiated from 

the Upper Virieu mainly by the nature of its bedding. It eonsi 

sts mainly of pale grey ealcilutite with chest horizons in the 

lower part(V1),but eherts are virtually absent from the upper 
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part (V2) s  ((sec figure 6 ). The lower sub*division (V1) 

is 8.8 metres thick, The upper subdivision forms a 

vertical cliff where it was only possible to make a rough 

estimate of about 30 metres. Fevre and Richard (1927) 

measured some 37 metres of limestone free of chart sI 

Pierre.CIAtels  immediately to ,  the north of la Balme. 

Two types of bedding surfaces are displayed in the Lower 

Virieu; flit bedding surfaces of consistent nature divide 

the limestone into very thick beds, These range from 1.5 
to 5 metres in thickness. There are also wavy bedding 
surfaces with amplitudes between 1 and 3 em, These 
divide the limestone into much thinner beds ranging from 

5 to 15 cm, in thickness. These wavy bedding surfaces 
are characteristic of the upper groups  (V2), 

Fossils are not uncommon in the Lower Virieu. They 
are generally of uniform distributions  but there are also 

some concentrations at certain horizons, Immediately to the 

north of la Balmes  one flat bedding surface near the base of 

the Lover Virieu is crowded with extremely well preserved 

brachiopods. The fauna of the Lower Virieu includes: 



Solenoschrec  sp. 

PAPtrAst  s1)+,  

th4thvyle  sp. 

ilrichothvrig  sp. novo  

'Lobiodothvrip zieteri  (de Leriel) 

Septalillhor14, olnegta  (Roemer) 

qrnithella  sp. 

Stolmorhvnehla  sp. 

DRIemnites  sp.  

AO%nost(rallar  

lasassama ef. IA  cungrigto  Cox 

Ataxieceras  app. inlet. 

nom Vir4tivt Limestopm  

The most characteristic feature of this divi ion is 

the virtual absence of stratification. It consists mainly 

of's/hit() and yollowish limestones with some brownish masses 

of coarse-grained dolomite near the base. The limestones 

comprise calciautites and calcarenites. The latter differ 

in many respects from calcarenites observed in lower 

formations. As stated earlier the skeletal components in 



the Luny Beds, for instance, weather differentially giving 

rise to granular surfaces. Except for some coral 

colonies which weather differentially, the calcarnites of 

the Upper Virieu Limestone give rise to smooth weathered 

surfaces. In the.field it is possible to differentiate only 

one type of calearenite in this formation, namely that cemented 

with sparry calcite, and even this latter type requires care• 

fUl eTamination preferably on damp surfaces. Another 

characteristic feature of this formation is the relative 

abunaenee of cavities, some of which are several centimetres 

wide, especially in the lower r olomitised horizons. These 

cavities are filled with coarse clear calcite. Clear calcite 

is also common in the upper part of this division but here it 

generally fills entire fossils or fossil ,fragments. The 

upper Virieu Limestone in this part of the .Jura is wttremely 

rich in corals and, to some extent,,in lamellibranchs. ,The 

fossils listed below include also those determined in thin . 

sectionst 

plymina Agrassica, Fevre 

Textular4 sp. 

iQuinaueloculina 	sp. 



TrlxocuJ.na ep. 

AgtAmougrelIa eodoXiss Alth 

Aepularia sp. 

S_oleneuora sp. 

fientltvaltkt sp. 

Mgriphvilig sp. 

Thamnaqtraeg. sp. 

CaPumphvlAa sp. 

AbsrIPAa sp. 

The .Virieu Limestone forms a continous outcrop from 

Chanaz to JongieuN. In the northern part of this 

outcrop the Upper Virieu is only 126 metres thick compared 

to 200 metres ct la Balms gorge. The Virieu Limestone 

constitutes the summits of the charvaz mountain and its cliffs 

mark the highest part of the Charvaz ridge and extends to the 

du Chat and beyond, towards the Mont du Chat. At the 

"ol du Chat the Upper Virieu measures 260 to 300 metres while 

at the Mont du Chat, Gidon (unpublished Ms.) recorded some 

+00 metres. The Virieu Limestone also forms the major part 

of the northern estremity of the Lierre ridge.. This is the 

50. 



legality apart from la Balm° where chert3r horizons 

ware recorded in the Lower Virieus Revil (1888), however, 

maintained that some cherts occur both at the Col du Chat 

and at Chanaz. 

The Pary g Bets, 

These beds are magnificently exposed in la Balme gorge.  

Their outcrop continues northwards into the Parves Mountain 

after which this formation is named. The gorge of la Balme 

and the Parves Mountain, especially in the neighbourhood of 

Pierre.Chatel are, celebrated localities for the Portlandian-

Purbeckian succession, which corresponds in part to the 

lower division of this formation. 

The outcrops of the Parves Beds are very extensive and 

are generally well exposed, a continuous outcrop extends 

from north to south in the central part of the Charvaz ridge. 

It also outcrops in the escarpment facing Jongieux, and extends 

northwards to the east of Chanaz. A less continuous outcrop 

exists in the Montagne de Lierre, and good exposures are 

easily accessible in the isolated hill of Vions. 

In the field, at first sight, much of this formation 

might appear to consist of calcite mudstene or calcilutite.  



FIG. 8A. The Middle Parves Beds (massive at the top) 
and the Lover Parves Beds, La Balme gorge. 

FIG. 8B. The Upper Breccia Group in the Lower Parves 
Beds, La Palme gor so 
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After careful examination, however, it becomes apparent 

that although calcilutites are important in this formation, 

they are generally less abundant than calcarenites. Tim 

latter are similar in appearance to those of the Virieu 

Limestone and are designated in the field as pellet 

limestones to distinguish them from the bioclastic 

calcarenites of the Lucey and Chanas Beds. 

The Pavres Beds are well stratified (Fig8) and thus 

they are easily distinguished from the underlying almost 

unstratified Upper Virieu. It is worth noting, however, 

that although calcarenites or pellet limestones are important 

in this formations cross-bediing, typical of the Lucey and the 

overlying Bourdeau Beds is virtually now.e7istent. 

The formation is divided into three units, each of 

which is further sub-divided, Some of thee sub-divisions 

have distinctive lithologies and serve astaleful marker 

horizons. Reference to these will be made in the course of 

the systematic descriptions. 

renfor ParY9R BOO 	This division consists of thick» 

bedded, pale grey calcilutites or pellet limestones alternating 

with thinly bodied dolomites or dolomitic limestones, These 
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litho/ogles alternate in a rhythmic banner. The full 

significanne of this cyclic sedimentation can only be 

appreciated when a laboratory study is bade of spectrums. 

They are therefore liscassed in part TIT of this thesis. 

In the field it is possible to nub...divide this unit Into 

tvo main lithological groups (Ti.g 9). The upper group 

is characterised by tho presence of breccias and very thin 

marls which are absent in the lows* part of the formation. 

In la&Are, the bre--6isa occur at two levels (Fig, 9), 

separated by a relatively thick euecession of caletlutitcs, 

pellet limestones and dolomites.  

The lime tones, ant more col nonly the dolomites, are 

often larinatod. These laminae, uhich are only a few 

millimetres thick- feather dark brown and ara easily obsom. 

able in the field. Stylolites parallel to the stratifieation 

are abundont. They' ore often arranged in groups of five or 

more especially near the bedding planes. In Some beds 

tylolltes merge into each other producing. in ,laces:; 

intorerossing netvorks telich are roughly parallol to the 

stratification.  

The breceias consist of pale grey or blackish fragments 



embedded in a many matrix. The pale grey pebbles are 

fragments of fine grained lithographic limestones or 

calcilutites which in the field can be matched with the 

interbedded limestones of the Lower Parves. The black 

framents are similar in texture to the pale grey pebbles, 

but their source rock is unknown. The manly matrix is 

often light green in colour, and is invariably dolomitic in 

the lower group of breccias at la Balm°. The matrix of the 

upper group is, however, free from dolomite. In some brec• 

cies the pebbles or granules of calcilutite are .embedded In 

a groundmass con i-ting mainly of pellets of fine grained 

calcite.  

The limestone fragments in the breccias range in 
size from 1 mm, to 10 ems, They are often poorly sorted 

and angular. 	In the field they are seen as two different 

types. Firstly there are horizons, or lenses of mainly 

fine-grained breccias consisting mainly of granules ranging 

in size from 1 to 4 mm, These can easily be distinguished 

from coarse-grained breccias which consist mainly of lime-

stone pebbles and cobbles. The fine-grained breccias are 

usually better cement,:,d than the latter type. It is 

probably more significant to differentiate brecelas which 
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consist solely of pale grey fragments from breccias which 

include pale grey, dark grey and blackish limestone 

fragments. 

Most breccias thin out to nothing in a distance of a 

few metres. They frequently pass laterally into manly • 

horizons with which they are usually interbedded. The 

surface on which they rest is irregular and often channelled 

(Fig. 10), The overlying strata are usually undisturb©d and 

in the upper group of breccias a thin marl often caps the 

breccitlated horizon. 

Except for few ho zons which are rich in gastropods, 

fossils are relatively rare in the Lower Parves Beds. 

Fossils indentified in thin sections includes 

Actinonorplla,Dedolicik Aith 

C,vpeina prasspq Puvre 

Clvvelm.stirvtalp Carozzi 

Clavatoryeldt Graves 

01-AvaPr gr9vAfiis Harris 

The Lower Parves Beds show some significant lateral 

variations, even within the limit of the area studied by 



the author. some 44 metres of these beds are exposed north 

west of Bourdeau. This succession belongs to the uppermost 

breccia-bearing part of the Lower Parves. The breccias which 

are believed to correlate with upper breceias group in la 

Balme extend through a thickness of 16 metres and comprise 

11 horizons of breccias, compsred with 6 horizons extending 

through a thickness of 3.5 metres at la II:Ame. Immediately 

to the west of Ontex some 62 metres of Lower Parves are 

exposed. At this locality, as well as atother localities 

in the northern part of Charvaz ridge, breceias were only 

observed at the top of the Lower Parves succession, and 

it appears that the lower group of breceias occurring at 

la Balme is non-existent in the rest of the area. 

ldd/le 	ves J3edf 	This division is fully exposed in 

la Balme gorge (01g. V.-)). 	Here and indeed, throughout the 

area, two lithological sub-divisions are recognisable. 

The upper group measuring 15 metres at -la Balme gorge 

(Fig. 9) has a very distinctive lithology and is the only 

reliable marker horizon in the Parves. The upper breceias 

in the Lower Parves might also serve as a marker horizon, 
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but these tire usual poorly et-pose 

The Middle PtIrves Beds begin with brown ca/carenitess 

Th=lse are more or less pellet limestones at la Balm° gorge 

but biocla tic in the neighbourhood o!' Pourdeau, They are 

followed (Pig 9) by brown or brownish prey dolOmitic 

,tones, tho  lnttert  unlike those of tho Lower Parves are 

thick or very hick.bedded; tha beds range from 65 to 241 cm, 

In thieness 
	

Tee  are followed by some 22 metres of 

pale grer calcilutitos ani 	frequently seen In the Lower 

Parve thc=7 ecmsist or ,n ternation of very think with 

thin or mefilum.phed!od limestones, The averatm thickness'  

is however'  much higher than in comparable formations in the 

Lower Parves 

The upper lit ale cal snb.division is more argil/aceous 

and is interbedded with subordinate shales, The limestones 

are oolitic'  dark pray or blackish ,'Ith a distinctive reddish 

woathering Thin g onp is raletivoly rich' in maiilfaunnt  

especially 2arnollibranehs anc brachiopods, compared with 

other parts of the P:Avves Beds. Some linnite was noted 

in la BfAre gorge, while in the north, vest of 3indon, black 

pyritiseci nolules occur in the same group. ‘he fauna 



includest 

WILt1302213014 sp. 

Pipyklori4Tumtffe moeomientkis  (Pfsn4er). 

Ben?: T ?is division consists or fine-grained 

coarse pellet llroFtones, becominc: slightly bloelostio 

towards the top. The lower part consists of very thiek 

bodied limestones ranging from 2.5 to 4.5 metres. The 
rest of the formation sHows relatively uniform bedding 

thicknesses which range from 0 5 to 2.0 metres. The top 

of theParves Beds is marked by oyeter.eovered 	/Weer 

whieh occur throughout the area and mark the eto o of yet 

another phase o carbonate sedimentation, 

aim 	4 argillaceous nature of the 1c rem partof 

tiAn formntion makes I relatively less rtisistent to 

weathering and hence poorly exposed throughout the area.  

West of Bonrdeau, ho ;evert  these beds are wel/ exposed in 

an artificial cutting along the sig.zag row/ which leads to 

the Cal.cdu Chat. Tnis Is undoubtedly the most complete 

59. 
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section in the region and has been chosen as a type 

In general terms the Bourdodu Dods consist or argillaceous 

calcarenites'or marlsinterbeIied with clean-washed 

calcareniteSs. Their largest outcroP'etends from' the 

type locality northw rds to Conjw:t  forming a cultivated 

valley•sub.parallel to the western flank or Lac du Bourget. 

Another disc ntinuous outcrop e7tends from the Tunnel du 

Chat to the east of Jongieux. 	In'this outeroP the succession.  

is incomplete since it is. repeatedly cut out by faulting. 

A reasonably expos .:d outcrop etends along the greater part 

Of the Montagne de'Lierre 	In the southwest of . the area 

the Lotior Bourdeau Beds outcropping near Yonne disappear under 

the Molasse when :raced southwards 

In the type locality the Bourdeau Beds are divisible 

into a 1oWer and an upper lithological group. Rhythmic 

sediment(ition is the most significant feature of this, 

formation and the cycles *re easily observable in the e d. 

Details of the lithology are given belOw. 

The Low9F Bourdeau Dods.  This subdivision consists of three 



cycles each of which comprise three unitst 

Grey nodular calcarenite 

b. Gi,ey shalos and argillaceous calcaronites. 

a. Coarse, 'current.beded calcareaite. 

The throe aylces: abet  aba, aba e7tend over a thickness 

of 85 metros. 	'21-ic following succession was recorded in 

the typo section; thicknesses are given in Fig. 11. 

1. Reddish brown 	a *Trained calcarenites with tore. 

bratulids and oysters.. 

2. GAirrontiobedded (miasmata°. 

3 	rey shales., 

4 	Glauconitic limestones with a surface coveredith 

oysters. 

5. Grey shales. 

6. Grey,  nodular ealcaranites alternating with,shales (Lime-
stone/shale ratio is 4 to 1)k with aborts. 

CYCLE AI  

7 Coarse, current.bedded calcarenites. 

8 	Covered with vegetation. 

60. 



FIG. 12A. Nodular limestone in the Lower pauAeau Beds, 
north-west of Bourdeau. 

FIG. 1233. Limestone and shale alternation, in The 
Lower Bourdeau Beds, horth-west of ourdeau. 
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9. Grey, nodular calcarenites, with shales between the 

argillaceous noiulcs 

CYC 0  

10. Covxse glaucfy.litic currentbed ea calcarenites with 

shaley interbeds, 

11. Grey shales. 

12. Grey argillaceous cab 

13. Grey sales with a hard,bend'w h pholademyas. 

1+. Thick-bedded glauconitic calcarenites with an oyster 

covered surface, and burrows. 

5 E-posure covered with vegetation. 

164 Grey glauconitic calcareniteop 

17. osure covered with veOtation. 

18. 4rey nodular calcarenites. 

The nodular limestones consist of closely spaced 

spheroidal or lensoid nodules, ('ig. 12). The short 

diameters average 15,  cms, while the long diameters range 

from 30 to 50 ems, These nodules are often flattened parallel 

to the stratification. 	In Cylle /, the cores of these 

nodules are silicified, but charts is absent from the nodular 



2.1x, stones 	y les II and III. The nodules are 

usually embedded in shaly and argillaceous matri:-: to which 

they are very loosely attached. Relatively small nodules 

often bridge the "pore space" between the relatively largv 

noduirls. 	In spite of their nodular charatiter those 

limestones,e:thibit the clearest joint surfaces in the area. 

All calcarenits. vhich form unit (a) of the cycle are 

curront.bedlel whilst some of the,calcarenites are in units b 

or c. The cross-laminntion of the current-both od limestones 

are commonly truncated at the top by concave or flat 

Nulling surfaces. 

Upppr fogr4esn..p(x g. 	These beds show similar rhythmic 

sedimentation but the nodular limestones typical of the 

Lower Bourdoau Beds aro completely absent from this form-

ation. The cycles therefore include only two units, i.e. 

a and b. Also, the cyclic unit b$  which consists of shales 

or marls, and limestones, is very thin compprod with that of 

Lower Bourdeau Beds, and, thus in general the latter consist 

predominently of shales and argillaceous limestones with 

subordinate amounts of coarse clean-washed calcarenites 
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V+2 to 1). The Upper Bourdeau Bads, on the other hand 

consist predominantly of coarse current bedded ealearenites 

(Vig 13) with suhordinutc amount of shales or argillacoous 

limostones.(93 to 1). 	The succession of the Upper Dourdeau 

Beds consists of the following lithological groups (T`ig. 11). 

C!C IV 

19. Medium grained, known glauconitie ealcarenites. 

20. Covered with vegetvtion. 

21. Medium calcaranites with charts parallel to the 

stratification 

22. Medium, yellowish brown current.bedded macarenites. 

23. Argillaceous ealcarenites alternating with their marls 

(Limestone/marl ratio is 6.4 to 1).  

CYCiL4 V, 

24$  Brown medium cale renites, current.bedded. 

25 Argiilaceous calcarenites alternnting with marls (Limo. 

stone/Marl ratio is 6 to 1). 

WILa 
26. Drown, glaucon tic, current-bedded calcarenites, medium. 

grained. 



FIG. 13. Current-bedling in the Upper Pourlaan 
ealearenites, west of Conjw. 



27, pod.3ish brown glauconite rich calcarenites. 

28. Oolitic, current-bedded calcarortites. 

29. Coarse bioclostic calcarenites. 

30, 0o/itle current-bedOed ca/carenites. 

31. Bioclostic ealcarenitos with oysters scattered at 

random 

32. Coarse Oolitie, current-bed-7e1 calcarenites. 

,33 nine argillnoeous calcarenite alternating with shales, 

with ferruginous oystercovered surfaces, and burrows at the 

top. 

In the Bourlent Beds, fossilsoccur mainly In the 

shales and in the argillaceous limestones of the Lower 

division. Xhese includes 

ligmAlaorhvflehia  hilutcrixiepois Burnt 
TrAenia of. J. carinatg 

111',:corvra sp. 

PtiolWormA  

It is virtually impossible to trace the Lower 

Bourdeau Beds laterally because of the rarity of adequate 

exposures. The Upper Bourdeau Be:1s are, however, better 



exposed and have been recorded at several localities. 

14t,,st of Chc,velu along a newly constructed road, the 

Chambotto Lime tenet  together with about 30 metres of 

Upper Bourdeau Beds are uet1 exposed 	The latter are 

coarsely Oolitic at the top and relatively finer grained 

nng glauconitc.rich at the base, but while the Oolitic 

facic tcasures 16 metres west of 13ourdeau they are only 

5 metres in this cality which is only 2 kms. from 

Bourdeau. Further north, west of Dillieme, about 44 me 

are exposed in a moreo.or*less continuous section. The 

Oolitic facies is completely absent from this locality. 

The Upper Pourdeau Beds consists of coarse echinoderm 

calcarnnites. The lower beds are extremely rich in 

glauconite which in certain instances form laminated beds 

produced by the concentration of this mineral along certain 

horizons. Almost due north of Bourdeau immediately to 

the south of Billion about 32 metres were recorded between 

the uppermost nodular limestone of the Lower Beurdeau Beds 

and the Chambotte Limestone. The basal beds of the latter 

are extremely rich in oysters. An Oolitic facies measuring 

about 2 to 3 metres in thickness occurs almost at the middle 



'1G. 14. Thc! Chambotte Limestone at Vions. 



of this formation and separates nudium gleueonitic calearenites 

at the base from coarse to very coarse grained calearenites 

at the top which is almost free from glauconite. in the 

northern extremity of the Montagne de Charvaz, west of Conjux 

the Upper Bourdeau Beds measures about 36 metres, The 

Oolitic facies is completely absent at the latter locality. 

To summarise, apart from a considerable variation in 

thickness, the Upper Bourdeau nods show difrerent detrital 

facies. The Oolitic group is of limited areal distribution 

and probably occurs at more than one level. Cyclic se4imen., 

tation and the presence of glauconitic.rieh group at the 

base followed by a relatively coarse-grained, virtually 

glauconite free group at the top are persistent features 

throughout the area. 

The chambotte Limestone  

This is the last of the Mesozoic formations preserved 

in this part of the Jura (Fig. 14). It reaches its best 

development in the Chambotte ridge on the western flank of 

Lac du Bourget, where it forms some dazzling white cliffs 

above the gentler slopes of the Bourdeau Bede, The 

village of La Chambotte lies on the summit of the ridge 



which extends in a north-south direction east of Lac du 

Bourget. In the area mapped, this formation forms the 

dip slopes which are steeply inclined towards the lake, under 

which most of the succession disappears. A more complete 

succession sezists in the western part of the Lierre mountain, 

and perhaps the most accessible ani well exposed section lies 

just north of the. Tunnel du Chat. Lithologically the white 

colour is, very distinctive, especially since it contrasts 

with the underlying highly ferruginous limestones of the 

Upper Bourdeau Beds 

east of Chevelu some 77 metres are exposed. Here , the 

succession consists of very thick—bedded calcilutites 

interbedded with pellet and bioclastic calcarenites. Some 

or the pellet calcarenites are very coarse grained and those 

are better termed calcirudites. 

Immediately to the west of Billies°, much of the form. 

ation is hidden under the Molasse. Some 31 metres of the 

Chabotto Limestone are exposed. The succession at this 

locality is similar to that of Chevelu. The highest 

exposed beds at the latter locality, and indeed in the whole 

of the area studied by the author, are remarkably-pure 

limestones. They show ho indication of the marked 



pale 	ographical changes which must have preceded the 

deposition of the Molasse. Unless later beds are hidden 

under the Nolasse (which is doubtful sine the pre•Molasse 

surface is exposed immediately to the north of the Chevelu 

outcrop) it appears that the highest part of the Mesozoic 

succession have been removed by late Cretaceous or early 

Tertiary erosion. 
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GEOLOGICAL GTRUCTUR*  

In the araa between Lac du Bourget and the Rhone, 

the Mesozoic rocks outcrop in two essentially north 

south mountain ridges; (i) the ridge of the Parves 

mountain in the west and (ii) the ridge of the Charvaz 

mountain in the east. (Fig. 2 ). These ridges are separated 

by the Yonne lolasse Bas n, an area of low undulating 

country. A subsidiary north-south ridge of Mesozoic 

rocks, the Lierre ridge occurs within the area of the 

Morass°. These three ridges are generally referred to 

by Nargerie (1936) and other authors as anticlinal 

ridges. Bach of these ridges will be described in turn. 

(1) The pArves ? auntain Rift)  

The ridge' of the Parves Mountain is a part cif a long 

ridge extending from near Virieu - le . Grand in the 

north some 30 kms south towards Pressins. Only that 

part of the ridge between la palme gorge and the village 

of Traizo lire within the area mapped. Here the beds dip 
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eastwards at between le and 15° but the dip steepends to 

about 300  along the eastern side of the ridge where 

Mesozoic rocks pass beneath the Mollies° and recent 

alluvium of the Rhone. In the area mapped the Molasse 

lies unconformably on the Bourdeau Beds but immediately 

to the south it oversteps onto the Parves Beds. 

The west side of the ridge forms an impossing escarpment 

some +0O metres high. This escarpment is offset to the 

west on the north side of la 3alme gorge as if by an 

cast..west fault, but no evidence can be found of faulting 

along the line of the gorge. Riche (1909, 1910) recorded 

a strike fault which he traced along the escarpment of the 

Paries mountain north of la Balme; and he postulaW that 

this extends southwards across the area described in this 

,the-is but that there it was hidden beneath scree. 

Gidon (1951) denied the, existence of this fault. The present 

author found that in many places along thiS escarpment, the 

lower part of the face is lolally plastered with a reddish 

clayey veneer, which could possibly be remnants of a fault 

gorge. Holland() (1892) interpreted the structure of the 

Parves mountain north of IA Balme as an oimeold 9genor. 



anticlinal") overturned to the west but there is no 

evidence of this structure in the area mapped. 

(2) T)ie Lierte Mountain litdis 

At the southern end of the ridge the outcrops of 

the various beds tend to be signoidal, swinging from 

southeast near the Chevelu Lakes In the extreme south, 

to appro:dmately eastewest and then to northenorthewest 

along the middle part of the ridge (see map). Along this 

central part of the ridge the beds dip to the west, but the 

dip steepens as the beds are traced northwards, becoming 

vertical near le Grand and overturned and dipping to the 

east along the northern part of the ridge. 

The Lierre ridge would therefore appear to represent 

the western limits of an overfold which plunges gently 

towards the south or south-south-east. This interpretation 

is in agreement with that of Gidon (1951). !owever, 

Gidon, postulated a strike fault in the north along the 

western side of the ridge but hidden beneath the ?4olasse. 

The present author can find no evidence of this fault, but 

there is an oblique fault trending northwest south-east 

which crosses the ridge near le Petit causing a sinietral 



displacement of the outcrop. The swing of the outcrops at 

the south end of the Lierre ridge is probbly the 

expression of minor flexures on the normal limb of the 

major structure. 

(3) Tile Chary z t ountqin  Ridge  

The ridge of the Charvaz mountain extends from the 

northern end of Lac du Bourget southwards along the western 

side of the lake and beyond. Some 16 kms. of the northern 

part of the length of this ridge lies within the area 

surveyed. Generally throughout the area, the beds dip to 

the east, but there are local important (3v:captions which 

will be discussed later. The width of the ridge varies 

from 4 kms. near Saint Gilles to 1.8 kms. near Bourrieau. 

These variations in the width are largely due to changes 

in dip. In the north, where the ridge is widest, the dip 

averages about 30°  to the east but towards the south, in 

the narrowest part, the dip increases to between 50° and 

60°  east, locally reaching 80°. 

Near the village of quinfieux the regional dip of the 

ridge is interrupted by a minor asymmetrical fleTure with 
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its steep limb dipping at 81°  to the west (Fig. /6-b 	). 

This flexure pitches and iea out to the north. 

A major thrust can be mapped along the ridge from 

the southern boundary; northwards to beyond Onte',)Q. 

In the south it outcrops close to the western side of'the 

ridge, but towards the north it runs in towards the central 

part of the ridge. Along its length the thrust can be 

seen to cut across various memberS of the stratigraphical 

succession, both above and below the thrust plane. Its 

greatest effect can be seen near the'Col du Chat where it 

brings Luce;; beds against Bourdeau Beds, having cut out 

the greater part of the stra igraphical succession, 

(Soo Figs /cc, U Q s b  ). North-west of the Lacs de 

Chevelu, the thruSt passes into a complex thrust zone 

(Fig, ./6a ), 

Above the western entrance to the Tunnel du Chat, the 

B;)urdoau Beds and the Chambotte beds, which underlie the 

thrust, are overturned and show a reversed dip of 70°  to 

the east, but at the entrance of the tunnel ti.e.a short 

distance to the West) the dip becomes normal but to the 

west. The author's interpretation of this structure is 

shown. in Fl /6%6. 
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The Oignal beds in the Col du Chat and northwards 

along their outcrop to the west of the le Chavre arc 

characterised by zig zag folds with amplitudes varying 

up to 5 metres (Fig. /7) 	The Oignon beds consist of 

alternation of thin limestones and shales and are among 

the least competent beds in the succession, The zig zag 

folds aro believed to have.  resulted from compression 

operating on this incompetent formation. 

The structural interpretation of the Charvaz ridge 

by the author differs in several r spects from those 

of Gidon and /Wine (1951). Gidon postulated an asymmetrical 

anticline followed towards the vest by a syncline cut out 

at the base of the escarpment by a reversed fault, The 

present author finds no evidence to support this. Instead 

he foudd the easterly dipping Vivieu Limestone to be 

followed westwards by zig zag folcth in the Olgnon beds which 

overlie the thrust fault previously described (Fig. /5c). 

The latter fault has in fact resulted in the rcpetitinn of a 

part of the stratigraphical succession. Gidon envisaged 

another anticlinal structure under the scree of the Mouthoux 

hill, but the writer, further finds no evidence in support 

of this structure, 



The Ch arvaz ridge is crossed by a number of east-west 

dip faults and by north.ucstisouth-enst oblique faults. 

The majority of these faults have only resulted in a slight 

displacement of outcrops, 

t 

It has been state 	11,7r that the Lierre ridge 

appears to represent the western limb of an overfold. 

Both the Charvaz anti the Parves ridge, however show 

a predominance of eastern dips. Only in two localities 

viz, the'Chevelu region and the rauinfiew! region, are 

westerly dippin7, strata encountered, but those extend only 

for relatively short distances. It is therefore,important 

to enquire, as to whether true anticlinal structures do in 

fact exist in these ridges. The Parves ridge needs to be 

traced further along its length before sufficient evidence 

can be obtained to solve this problem. The evidence 

presented above for the Charvas ridge is capable of at 

least two interpr'tations. 

U) A thrust fault could have developed in easterly 

dipping strata at one stage of the Jura folding. This 

faulting night have been accompanied by local tilting of 
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(offer de Sitter) 



the str-ta tolmrdc 	even the overtulininr 

beds ob.servc'l 1.n rote lo alitic . 	Thi i iniee tho 

eoneept of nuT,rDf ( 6) base', on thil study of the 

tectonies 
	

the :'17r.r, ,nunta-,ns (71.g.,7 

(ii) Thc inrvaz ridge e 	also be regarded 
	

r:Iprosonting 

a thru:; v.fnult %nticlino developed along line envisngod 

by 	r 19%). The latter (p. 2Y . 11) rIn ntainol 

,teatthr,.st fault should ecvelop in the inner layers of an 

acymmatrica anticline hecanse of th- inch n, spneo in that 

pert e$ the frld. 	rie:litter further stator"Mtarally the 

slip alcmg the thmst diminishes and final disappears into 

a simple steep f)nnl,, or splits up Into tenr faults which 

cress ho anticline diagonally. The Jura Yountain for 

instance, show rant elzamples of transition of thru t. 

faulted anticline into nn asymmetric ono". The asymnetrical 

fle are of the 	rerinn cou/0 thus be the lateral. 

equivalent of the thrust-fault of the Chnrvaz 	he 

statel enr'isr, the ridges in the arca napped are cenvcn• 

tional/y mferrogl. to c anticlinal riglges by r6tril (1911 . 

1913), 1Tollande (11398) and several other werlrors. 	Vost 

of these authors have reached this conclusion by tracttr 

the ridges for ttte greater part  of their length, 



uming this inte7pratntion to be the correct one 

other 17,..ctr do fit into the structural pattern. 	The . 

ChambotteJiimestone, which is the .highest of the'competant 

formations, hhowstension gashes which are left unfilled 

with calcite. It was only possible to observe these 

gashes on bedding surfacesl 'west of the Col du Chat 'here 

two sets uere.observed. 	Their intersecti-ns ,,ith the 

beMinr planes make an cntae with the strike of 25°  and 

75°  respectively' 	The latter set of tension gashes are 

horter and more closely spaced. Below the VirieuJAmestone 

the zip; zag foldr of the Oignon be am believea to have 

resulted,frm.compression, The anticlinal fle7ure observed 

in the Quinfieur reren“lunges gently northwards. 

Assuming this plunge to be represent,tive of he 

Gharvaz'7entieline", the thrust zone observed in the 

Chevelu region wolild then be strnettrally 101/er in the 

fold and this wo ld PUrther - explain the development of 

several thrust fault6under a stronger force of compression, 

lickensiding along bedding planes is rather rare in 

the area. This is probably 'excuse manly' partings onmr in • 

almost every competent forrat ion. In In 13alme,gorge, for 
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instance, marls in the Lower Parves Beds have often been 

squeezed out into "pockets" and can be seen to thicken and 

thin out or even disappear in one exposure. These marls 

must have played an important role In lubricating bed lug 

plane slip, 

13tylolites parallel to the bedding are common throughout 

the Mesozoic succession, 	It has been observed, however, 

that where the beds show a steepening of dip, as for 

instance in la Balm° gorge near Yenne, stylolites normal 

to bedding become dominant, These 4 e generally rare in 

gently dipping strata, Part of the stress in the folding 

may therefore have been relieved along such stylolites. 

The Jura folding is generally regarded as a text-book 

example of "Abcherung" or "14Collement" structure, This 

concept of'Buntorf implies that the Mesozoic sedimentary 

cover has been detached from the basement and glided on 

the anhydrite layers of the Trills. According to Lees 

(1952) the anhydrite group measures 460 feet near Basel 

while in the French Jura 400 feet of salt deposits have boon 

recorded. While the basic concept of "d4collement" has 

not since been challenged, the exact role of the basement 



FIG. 17A. Zigzag folds In the Olgnon Limestone at the 
Col du Chat. 
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in the folding has been the subject of much controversy, 

Buxtorf (1916) maintained that a tangental pressure 

from the alpine front transmitted through the sedimentary 

cover led to a sliding across an undisturbed basement. 

Pubert (l945) and Lees (1952), however, underlined the 

active role of the basement in the folding and maintained 

that the Jura folds are the surface eypression of deep-

seated thrust anticlines. Gignoux (1950) envisaged the 

swelling up of the basement along certain zones to be the 

cause of the folding, a concept shared by Gidon and other 

geologists from the Grenoble school working in the Chambeiiry 

region. It wolad be premature to express opinions on such 

general theories from the mapping of a relatively small area. 

The Age of thq Folding  

Throughout the deposition of the Mesozoic rocks there 

is little evidence of tectonic movements. In the Upper 

Jurassic sediments of Purbeckian age limestone breccias 

occur resting on eroded and channelled surfaces. These 

are often associated with fresh water fossils which indicate 

a short period of emergence at the end of the Jurassic. 
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From the study of the Purbeckian over large areas of the 

French and the Jura Carozzi (1948) and Donze (1951) 
rs 

concluded that the fresh water fades of this stage form 

elongated elliptical outcrops related to present lay 

anticlines and synclines. This would suggest that 

embryonic folding has already commnced towards the elose 

of the Jurassic. In the 3ourdeau region a conglomerate 

occurs at the base of the Molasse. This has boon 

studied by Gidon (unpublished Ms.) who showed that when 

the formation is traced upwards the pebbles and 'gobbles 

suggest derivation from progressively older formations, 

thus indicating the progressive uncovering of emerging 

massifs in Neogene times, The Molasse in the Yenne 

basin is in general gently tilted. The pre.Molasse 

surfaces e:Tosedon the southern flank of the Mouthoux h 

show Molasse sediments filling channels and pockets in Lower 

Cretaceous limestones, obviously indicting emergence and 

exposure of limestcme surfaces to atmospheric weathering 

prior to the deposition of the Molasso. It is impossible 

to determine whether the absence of Cretaceous rock younger 

11 
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than the Chambotte Limestone is duo to non-deposition 

or pre-Molasse erosion, without a regional study of the 

Molasse. The movements of uplift initiated in the Upper 

Jurassic must have been amplified prior to the deposition 

of the Molasse and continued during its deposition. This 

continuity of tectonism until a relatively recent epoch has 

been tressed by zee it (1910. t3idon (unpublished Ms.) 

states that in the Chnmbiry region the Pontian remained 

horizontal and thence concluded that they'folding of the 

Jura chain in this region is of late Vindobian ago, 

The only locality whore intense movements have been 

observed is at the Tunnel du Chat whore fracture cleavage 

and drag folds are developed in the Molasse. The drag 

folds are indicative of a shear couple acting in a plane 

sub parallel with the thrust zone of the Charvas anticline 

which is only a few metres to the east. It is inferred 

that movements along tectonic lines continued for some 

time after the deposition of the Molasse and in the thrust 

zones they were relatively more intense than in the rest 

of the Molasse basin. 
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PART„ XI LOGY 

 

OTTO4 

The Mesozoic rocks of the, area show a wide variety or 

types ranging from limestones,  through dolomitic limestones 

to. dolomites and from limestones through siliceous 

limestones to cherts. As stated earlier, it was decided 

that a detailed study,should be made of two formations, 

the Parves Beds and the Mcurdeau Beds. The Parves Bede 

were chosen because they have been extensively dolomitised 

and some specimens showed unusual textures whiO'required 

more detailed examination. It was subsequently found that 

these textures had resulted from dedolomitisation. The 

MeUrdeaU Beds.show six cycles of sedimentation*  and it was 

felt that this formation would be a convenient one in which 



a regional study of facies changes could be made, 

In this part of the thesis, a general account is given 

of the petrography of the Mesozoic rocks occurring in the 

area, Although they are mineralogically simple, consisting 

of calcite, dolomite and various forms of cryptocrystalline and 

microcrystalline -silica, a wide range of rock types is developed. 

It is possible that certain of the dolomites and cherts are 

primary deposits; however there is considerable evidence which 

suggests that the_majority of the dolomites and the siliceaous 

lthmestones are the result of post-depositional dolomitixation 

and silicification. It is therefore necessary first of all 

to give a petrological account of the various types of 

calcitic limestones. In this account, the variations in 

depositional composition and texture are described, together 

with the diagenetic modifications in so far as these result 

from the post-depositional introduction - and redistribution of 

calcite. The post-depositional changes involving the 

formation of dolomite and chert are described in later 

chapters. 

Apart from the local occurrence of organic structures, 

i.e. bioherms, the majority of the Jura limestones can be 
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sub-divided on the basis of grain size into Icalciruditest 
'calcarenites' and 'calcilutites/, using the nomenclature of 
Grabau (1904) 	In this thesis the grade limits chosen are 
approxitately the same as those used by Wentworth (1922). 
The ualcilutites have been divided into two groups; the 
coarse-grained calcilutites'or'icalcite siltstonesf, and the 
fine grained calcilutites or 'calcite mudstonesi. The 

accepted boundary of 2 microns between silt and clay grades is 
a'natural one when applied to terrigenous materials, because 
it separates materiels which are essentially primary detrital 
mineral grains from those which are'essentially the insoluble 
decomposition produCts of weathering i.e. the clay minerals,  
However this boundary is not a suitable one when applied to 
the fine-grained limestones, because of the practical 
difficulty, if not impossibility, of measurement in thin 
section. 	It was therefore decided not to define the 
boundary between calcitic silt and calcitic mud precisely, 
but to differentiate them on the basis of whether or not, 
in thin section, the individual grains could be clearly 
resolved under the normal high power of the microscope 
(i.e. about 280). 



The calcarenites, in common with their torrigenous an. 

alogues, may be either clean-washed, or have a fine-grained 

matrix. In the calcarenites this matrix may be either 

calcite mud or calcite silt; and it would appear possible 

that every gradation between such a calcarenite and a 

calcite mudstono or a calcite siltstone can occur. 

Caloilutites and calcarenites are common rook types in the 

area. Calcirudites, are rare, but where they occur they 

are important because they provide 'marker horizons' In the 

field. However time did not allow for a laboratory study 

to be made of these rocks. 

of Itqbo;atory Study 

Before discussing the various rock types in detail, the 

methods and techniques which have been used in the laboratory 

will be briefly outlinedt 

1. Polished surfaces of the rocks were etched with cold 

dilute hydrochloric acid and studied under the binocular 

mircroscopeo  By,  this method, the presence of dolomite or chart 

is readily determined; and the relative proportion and 

distribution of these minerals assessed, 

11. 



2. Thin. seetions were Irade of sone 83!) specimens. As a 
routine procedure a small aria of each thin section was .  
etched with very dilute hydroohlorie acid before the cover 

glass was mounted. 

3, In thoso Specimens where the te7tural relationships 
between dolomite i calcite were complex or obseure, the 

*algae was differeotiallystainod with silver chromate; 
using the nethoi Ocaoribed by Lenlmrg (2892). 	This 

method of differential staining vas applied insoncins.ances 

to p 11 hoe! surfaces to . etehed po/ished curtness*, and more 

often to thin sections' 

Particle sine r..3easuz sntw ware made on thin sections 

by thestonUrd rathod of covarieen cireletu 

analyses were made using a point eounting °tam 

6. Che=ical nnelycls were made of slme 70 samples. The 
lime and magnesia content were determined by titrating 	h 

versine, ucinr the stanlard analytievl prooeiore. The 

total . 1rontentent vas (Morn/no-1 calorimetrically, and 

colorimetric method was also employ:A for determining 

manganese• 

aIt-vas founetthat differential staining of polinhe surfaces 
gives better results' if these surfaces were etched with 
dilute hyarochloric acid before the staining test In carried 



7. The insoluble residues of some 130 specimens were 

determined by dissolving 20 gnis of a sample in dilute 

(10Z) hydrochloric acid. The sand fraction was separated 

from the silt and clay by docaWation, and was studied under 

the binocular microscope, 



CHAPTSR 6 

CAWTLUT7TES  

The calcilutites have been defined in the proceeding 

chapter as those limestones in which the individual calcite 

grains are less than 0.06 mm in equivalent diameter. 

These rocks may be further sub-divided into fine-grained 

caleilutites or calcite muistones and coarse-grained 

calcilutites or calcite siltstones. Calcilutites are 

common in the Parves Beds and also occurs  but less extensively 

in the Chambotte Limestone. Argillaceous eilmilutites or 

marls, occur in the Chanas Oignon and the Chavoley Beds 

(but time did not allow these rocks to be.studied) 

The caleilutites of the Lower Parves Beds are inter. 

bedded with pellet calcarenitess  but rarely associated with 

bloclastic calearenites. Whereas m crofossils are virtually 

absent from the calcilutites*  the associated calearenites 

are relatively rich in mierofossils. No calcilutites 

have been observed in association with the bloclastie 

calcarenites of the Lucey and Bourdeau Bede. The absence 

of caleilutites from the latter formations may be due in part 

V.A 



to the difference in the skeletal components of the 

Parves Beds on the one hand, and the Lucey and the 

Bourdeau Beds on the other; the Parves Beds contain 

essentially calcareous algae and subordinate amounts of 

foraminifers and probably molluscs. The fauna of the 

Lucey and the Bourdeau Beds on the other hand consist 

mainly of echinoderms with subordinate proportions of 

bryozoa, brachiopods and molluscs. Calcilutites of the  

Parves Beds are for the most part fine grained i.e. calcite 

mudstones. in the field many of the beds show bedding 

laminations and they have clearly been formed by the 

accumulation of discrete particles 	In thin sections 

they appear cryptocrystalline undor crossed nicolst  but 

this is probably the aggregate effect of the several 

grains which are superimposed and overlap one another 

within the thickness of the thin section. 

In any one specimen the te:ture is essentially 

uniform and there is little variation from specimen to 

specimen. The calcite m4tones show little direct 

evidence of the origin of the calcite which make these rocks. 

The following possibilities must be considered: 



(a) That the calcite is skeletal in origin 

(b) That the calcite is a byproduct of organic activity 

(e) That, the calcite is inorganic in origin. 

(a) 3keletal origin of calcilutite. 

A fine-grainal calcite mud or calcite silt could be 

produced by the desintegration of- the calcareous skeletal 

structures of organisms.. The skeletal structures of the 

corals and the calcareous algae consist of very fino-grainod 

calcite and could be broken clown to form a calcite mud, 

and similarly the polyerstalline shells of such organisms 

as brachiopods and lamallibranchs could break down to 

produce calcite silt. 	Ult amicroscopic organisms, 

particularly coecoliths aould have also contributed to the 

formation of the calcilutites. 	Ming (.1.954.) suggested that 

the disintegration of skeletal structures could occur in an 

anaerobic environment. ,In the Lower larves Beds, where 

relatively .thin bed of calcite mudstono occuro• the 

calcilutitecould have originated in this way.. Dr. 3. Taylor 

(personal communication) has been able to bring about the 

disintegration of the shells of various modern lamellibranch 



by prolonged treatment with hydrogen peroxide (i.e. in 

an oxadising environment). The virtual complete absence 

of fossil fragments in these beds suggests either (a) that 

the disintegration of fossil fragments must have been 

complete or (b) that they were deposited in an environment 

which was unfavourable for the growth of organisms. In 

the latter ease the finesTrained calcite would have been 

derived mechanically from environments where conditions 

were more favourable for them to flourish. The uniform 

texture of the calcite mudstones of the Parves Beds suggests 

that if the calcite had originated in this ways  then it was 

probably derived essentially from One type of organism only, 

Although it is possible that some of the thin beds of 

caltilutite and the matrix rot some of the calcarenites 

may have been formed in this ways  it seems unlikely that 

such an origin could be postulated for the relatively 

thick beds of calcilutites which occur in the Middle Parves 

and in the Chambotte Limestone. 

(b) Calcite as a by-product of organic activity 

Calcite can be precipitated from solution as a 

by-product of the vital activities of two groups of 



organisms, viz. the aquatic algae ana certain bacteria. 

The aquatic algae obtain the carbon dioxide they 

require for photosynthesis by removing carbon dioxide from 

solution in the surrounding water. In so doing they may 

cause the precipitation of calcium.carbonte. 	It is possible 

that 4n' shallow Ilaters, where the bottom is covered with 

a dense mat of algae, such a procoss might operate, i.e. that 

a physio-chemical sub-enviroment could develop within the 

algae mat. 

Although the activities of certain groups of bacteria 

can'cause the precipitation of calcium carbonate it is 

difficult to imagine that thick beds and successions of 

such b Is could have boon forme,. in this way. 

(c) Calcite of inorganic origin. 

Ming (1.950 showed that e-7tensive inorganic 

precipitation of calcium carbonate is taking place in the 

Bahama Bank at the present day. This appears to result 

in part from the loss in carbon dioxide due to decreasing 

pressure in sea waters rising from the deeper regions, of 

the Atlantic, and in part from evaporation which must take 

place extensively in the shallows of the banks. That 
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some of the rocks at least may be in the nature of evaporites 

is suggested by one of the specimens collected by the late 

S, Taha, The thin section of this rock shows square shaped 

areas of coarse.grained calcite, and it is possible that 

these may be salt pseudomorphs, It is significant that 

the specimen was collected from the Parves Beds, which are 

believed to span the Portlandian-Purbecklan boundary, 

The calcium carbonate of these rocks may have been 

deposited as aragonite or calcite, bUt there is no evidence 

which bakes it possible to determine the original nature of 

the carbonate, The equigranular texture of the rocks could 

have been produced from either aragonite or calcite, If 

it. had been deposited as aragonite mud, the aragonite would 

have inverted to calcite, producing a granular texture. 

If deposited as minute calcite crystals, these could have 

been cemented by secondary enlargement to form an equigranular 

mosaic.  



C TAPT1111.2 

CALCAMTITES  

The calcarenites are those limestones in which 

the particle sine of the 'depositional components lies 

within the sand range- Es defined by Uentllorth (1922) i.e 

2 run. to 0.06 mm. Glauconite occurs in some of these 

rocks and some carry various proportions (up to 10,1) of 

terriginous materials. Such a high proportion of terregenous 

Cetritus is, however, uncommeh. 

 

c t **mei 

A wide variety of calcareous depositional components 

may be found within those rocks and may be sub-divided in 

the following way: 

1. Skeletal components 

(a) Polycrystalline skeletal fragments 

(b) Bioclastic mosaic psoudomorphs (Le, pseudo.. 

morphs of calcite after nragonitic shell frag.0 

ments). 

94. 



Cc) morocrystalline ske/etal framents 

(i.e. echinoderm fragments )s 

2. Non-skeletal components 

(a) Ooliths 

(b) Pellets 

3. 'Terrigenous end ether components 

(a) Quartz sand grains 

(b).Claucenite 

Microcrystalline anther eryptocrystalline matrix. 

Ske:Letal components  

The organic components of calcarenitos consist 

essentially of fragments of the calcareous skeletal 

structures of organisms. 	Por petrographic pur2oses these 

bioclasticcoMponents are sub-divided on the basis of the 

to-ture of the shell fragments 

95. 

(a) e s 	1 fr rragm-nts 

  

of all calcareous skeletons e7copt those of echinoderms 

and thosc creatures which secrete aragonitic structures 

are inclndoi within this group. The group is therefore 

a very broad one. In theory it should be possible to 

assign any particular fragment to its particular biologienl 

group. In practice, however, this is very difficult, because 

in rock slices the cross-sections across skeletal fragments 
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show random orientations and it requires specialist knowledge 

and e:tperience to make a complete assessment of all the 

types in any one specimen. The majority of the specimens 

studied showed a heterogeneous mi7turo elf fragments and these 

are described simply as "bioclastic calcarenites". 	In 

certain instances, however, the fragments of a particular 

organism becomes dominant and the specimens are named 

accordl.ngly, e.g. a "bryrzoan calcarenite", but these are 

relatively rare. 

(b) 	st 	d ar 	The term "bioclastic 

mosaic pseudomorph" is used to describe bioclastic fragments 

in which the calcite mosaic is not the mosaic of an organic 

structure. 	The outlines are commonly concave-convex and are 

clearly those of shell fragments. These are being inter. 

preted as calcite pscudomorphs often aragonitic shell 

fragments (Fig. 2z). These calcite mosaics may have been 

formed in either Of two ways; (a) by the inversion of 

,aragonite to calcite; or (b) by the solution of aragonite 

and the subsequent infilling of the cavity with calcite. 

The inversion of aragonite to calcite involves an increase 



in volume (in the order of 6 10%) and it is possible 
that such an expansion would cause deformation of the 
outline. There id little evidence from thin sections, 

however, to suggest that this has occurred in the Jura 
limestones, Many of the mosaic pseudomorphs show the 
features of a drusy mosaic (Bathurtt 1958) which suggests 

that the mosaic resulted from the infilling of a cavity. 

(c) NonocrYstalllipie qgel tA1 rragmerita 	The echinoderms 

stand apart from all other organisms in that the individual 

segments of the dkeleton are sisals crystals of calcite 

inlife, and are preserved as such in the fossil. 

Consequently fragments of echinoderms are readily 

differentiated from other bioclastic debris. From a 

purely palaeontological point of views  the differentiation 

of skeletal material into polycrystalline and monocrystalline 

fragments, is arbitrary and unnatural. 	However, from a 

petrological standpoint the distinction is an important 

and natural one, Sorby (1908) was perhaps the first to 

appreciate this. The plates, spines and ossicles of 

echinoderms have in life complex pattern of canals. 

Sorby found that the pore spaces of the spine of pchinus  
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amounted to 51% of its volumes  and that the specific gravity 

of the spine when full of water was 1.83. The effective 

weight of an echinoderm in sea water would therefore be less 

than half of that of a solid shell of the same bulk

(specific gravity 2.7 2.8). This is a profound 

differences  and quite clearly echinoderm fragments may 

be winnowed out from other skeletal debris and transported 

by gentle currents which would hardly disturb the denser 

fragments. "We earl thus easily understand why they so 

often occur almost or quite free from other material" 

(Sorby 1908, p. 189). 	These observations of Sorby are 

amply confirmed in the limestones of the aura. • Many of 

the bioclastic calcarenites are essentially pure coneeno. 

tration of the fragmented remains of this one group of 

organisms. Where echinoderms and other shell debris occur 

mixed in the one rocks the echinoderm fragments are 

characteristically coarsergrained than the other shell 

fragments; (see 	Fig. 26. 	). 

keltetal eqpitionezitg. 

(a) Opliths. Calcite Ooliths occur in some of the 
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calcarenites of the Bourdeau Beds, and the Parves Beds. 

Both cioliths and superficial 9oliths (Illing 1954) occur. 

These Qoliths may have been deposited as aragonite or as 

calcite. It would be expected that the increase in volume 
occurring as a result of the inversion of aragonite to 
calcite would be apparent in those eoliths which were 

deposited as of aragonite. 	The outer layers of some .of 

the 9oliths show a form of exfoliation 	This 

exfoliation occurs outside a layer which has u. coarse. 

grained crystalline mosaic the other layers of the ,eolith 

consist of very'fine.grained calcite, It is possible that 

these crystalline layers were originally composed of 

aragonite and that the exfoliation of the cuter layers 

resultn from the, increase in volume accompanying the 

inversion. 

(b), genet 	Many limestones contain pellets of calcite; 

these vary considerably in size and in their general form and 

make.up. Some consist entirely of crypilocrystalline or 

microcrystalline calcite. Others show a mixture of 

cryptocrystallino and relatively coarse*grained calcites and 

some contain microfossils or fragments of fossils. For 



convenience, all thenc compound_ fragments which aro not 
entirely skeletal in origin are classed as "pellet " * 

a practical point of view it wan found useful to 
differentiate tea main types of pellets; these are (a) 
bahamithe and 	oonposit& grains. 

The term "bahamite" vas introduced by Beam (1958) to 
describe.,  limestones cm:parable with those forming on the.  
main part of the tehama Dank, Illing (19:4) used the 
term wu:Alanith" for tho individual calcilutite grains or 
pellets which constitute the main part of the rock "bahaniite*  
The tom bahamith id used in this thesis to describe those 
pellets Voich are ossontially cryptocrystallinve' Some of 
them may have a corvo*nd texture, but the constituents all 
consist of cryptocrystalline calcite* The term "composite 
grain" it, at plied to Chase pellets leach aro not uniform in 
composition and texture but which contain skeletal fragments* 

Zahamiths occur mainly in the coloarenitos of the 
Parvep 3eds and in the Viriou and the Chambotte limestmeo 
Whilecomposite gratis rioe more•frequently found in the 
calcarenitcs of the Chanaz and tho Lacey Beds* 

Particles described 4S pellets may hnVe origthatod is 
a variety of ways* Certain ovoid cryptocrystalline pellets 
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which range in size from 0.061. mm to 0.25 mm. may be 

faecal in origin. Such an origin is probable for the 

pellets in the fine.grained calcarenites of the Lucey 

Beds and the Chanaz Beds (Fig. 23). Some pellets show 

a pellicle of microcrystalline or fibrous cilcite which may 

be algal encrustation; indeed others may be in the nature 

of algal balls. 

Some workers have pointed out that certain.  pellets 

may be fragments of preexisting limestones, but it .is 

doubtful that this mode of origin would apply to the majority 

of those occurring in the rocks described, because the 

composition of most composite grains is similar to that of 

the rock in which they occur; for example, in o)olites most 

composite grains contin ooliths and In bioClastic calcarenites 

they cantata skeletal fragments similar to those constituting 

the main part of the rock (Fig. 21). These, therefore, 

may have originated in either of two ways (a) they may be 

the products of contemporaneous erosion within the general 

environment of deposition; or (b) they may be accrete 

ionary in origin. The former mode of origin was envisaged by 

Folk (1959) for the majority of pellets or "intraelasten, 

while the latter was suggested by Illing (1954) or some 
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of the pelletsor "grapestonee etc. which occur on the 

Bahama Banks, 	There is the further compliSation that in 

certain instances the structures of some skeletal fragments 

may be obliterated by recrystallization in the manner 

described by Illing (1954). In such cases they are 

undistinguishable from pellets 
	

This is significant beiauso 

some pellets" in the calcarmites from the area studied 

contain faint)  probably)  skeletal structures. 

1 'the various components described above. occur 

the calcarenite 	Jura) and inOWY, of the rocks  

they. are. mixed. in riouS)proportions. The nomenclature 

necessarily. becomes. complex. However)  it was decided to 

use a systemisitsed on a triangular diagram)  using.  the. three 

Componentss Skeletal fragments)  ooliths andiniiets. 

(see. Fig. 19). . limy of ,the rocks in these, various groups 

occur either clean washed :or with a calcilutite groundMass. 

Some specimens have been found in which the'sandebsize components 

are scattered or 'float' in a calcilutite. groundmass which 

makes up the.buik of the rock)  and there are gradations 

between some of the calcarenites into the colcilutites. 

The problem of devising a satisfactory)  but generally 



acceptable system of nomenclature becomes increasibgly 

difficult, for example, when applied to rooks in which 

the various types of bioclastic fragments (polycrystalline and 

monocrystalline skeletal fragments) and pellets Cbahamitha 

and composite grains) are mixed. In the Jura rocks, 

however, it is not necessary to propose a comprehensive system 

covering all the possible arrangements and relative pro-

portions of components, because there are clearly certain 

preferred compositions& Figure 19 shows the range of 

composition of the calcarenites from the area studied. 

The following are the main rock typest 

1. Bioclastic calcarenites 

2. Pelletoid bioclastic calcarenites 

3. Bioclastic pellet calcarenites 

4 	Pellet' calcarenites (bahamites only) 

5, Qolites and oolitic calcarenites. 

These main groups of calcarenites and their textural 

variants are briefly described below. 

B4ocicistic cglgarenites 

The bioclastic .group of chlearenites of the Jura 
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includes a.l.l varieties of.calearenites which consist 

essentially of skeletal fragments and which may contain 

up to 2Z of composite grains (Fig..20), The two 

bioclastic end members are echinodermal calcarenites.add 

calcareaite* censi.ltinG oonentiolly of polycrystalline 

skeletal fragments and bioclastic mosaic 'pseudomorphs. 

The latter'rocks.are termed -"mollusc.calcarenites" 

"brachiopod cikcarenites" etc. according to the dominant 

polycrystalline skeletal element, As stated earlier, rocks 

consisting predominantly ofechinoderm fragments are by far 

the most common. 

These two varieties of. bioclastic c c c tes.show 

contr< sting textures, because the elongate, slightly convex 

fragments of brachiopod and mollusc values usually show 

an. orientation parallel to the bedding, thUs contrasting 

with the more or less equigranular texture of the echinoderm 

ealcarenites (Fig. 35  ) 
Rome sDecimens collected by' S. aha from the Lucoy 

Beds i.n the adjacent area consist essentially of brachiopod. 

and mollusc debris.' In the area studied, the Lucey Beds, 

however, consist mainly of echinoderm calcarenites. 

In some of the bioclastic calcarenites, echinoderm 



.77IG. 21. Semi.echinodorm calcarenito, showing composite 
grains, echinoderm fragments and other skeletal 
debris, cemented by sparry calcite. Dicey Beds 

south of Chanaz (x15). 

FIG. 22. Calcilutitic bioclastic callarenite, consisting 
mainly of mosaic pseudomorphs and recrocry- 
stalline groundmass. 	Lower Bourdeau Beds 
north.west of lourdoau (x3(). 



fragments are mired with a wide variety of other skeletal 

debris and often with some composite grains (Fig. 21)* 

Although these echinoderm fragments do not make up the 

bulk of the rocks  they are the most important single 

component and such calcarenites can be appropriately 

termed "semi.pechinoderm calcarenites". 

The clean washed bioclastic calcarenites and those 

with a cryptocrystalline or microcrystalline matrix occur 

extensigely in the Luteys  Chanaz and Bourdeau Beds. The 

matrix of the Iicalcilutitic calcarenites" is commonly of a 

heterogeneous nature and its texture and composition 

Suggest that it is in part at least bioclastic in origin. 

While there appears to be a tendency in the clearpowashed 

bioclastic calcarenites towards the segregation and 

Concentration. of certain types of organisms (e.g* echinoderm 

fragments) no such tendency has been observed in the 

calcilutitic calcarenitess what is mores  their skeletal 

fragments show little evidence of abrasion. A typical 

feature of many Icalcilutitic bioclastic calcarenites' is 

the presence of a heterogeneous mixture of skeletal debris.  

In some rocks belonging to this category, however, mosaic 



FIG. 23. Fine-gralned bioclastic calcarenite, consiSting 
of .3chinoderm fragments, polycrystalline 
skeletal fragments and pellets. 	The groundmass 
is microcrystalline. 	Lover Chanaz Dods, south 
of Chanaz (730) 

1 



ps u omorphs become an important ingredient (Fig. 22). 

This is probably due to their deposition in a quieter 

water environment. In the finer..grained bioclastic 

calcarenites (Fig. 23) the organic debris is usually mixed 

with a variable proportion of pellets, these range in size 

from 0.06 to 0.2 mm. and could. be faecal in origin. 

In the field the clean.washed calcarenites often 

exhibit current bedding (Fig. 4  ) but the author has not 

observed this in the calcilutitic calcarenites. 

(213) PeARtsuit4 likocklstA 94cape1lites,apd Wel stiq 
pctlleticAllcareratag  

In some calcarenites the biocla t- d skeletal fragments 

are mixed with various proportions of pellets (Fig. 14--). In 

these rocks the pellets are predominantly cryptocrystallino 

(i.e. bahamiths) and therefore the two main rock types are 

termc4 "bahamitic bioclastic calcarenites" and "bioclastic 

bahamites" according to the relative proportions of 

bzthariths nd bioclastic skeletal fragments. 

Variation in the nature of the skeletal components 

allows for the differentiation of two textural variants. 

In one, the skeletal debris consist essentially of 



FIG. 24. Dioolastic bahamito, showinr*, brhamitho and 
echinoderm fragments, lemented by sec,--ndary 
overgro- th. UfTer Bourdean Beds Conjux (x20) 



echinoderm fragments. Rooks consisting mainly of these 

and bahamiths present a characteristic texture (Fig. 2+) . 

and arciilsually cmented by overgrowth. The second variant 

contains a mixture of skeletal debris which usually includes 

polyzoa, molluscs and brachiopods (Fig. ", ). The coarse-

grained members of the bahamitic bioclastic calcarenites 

and the bioclastic bahamites are common in the Bourdeau 

Beds, and in the field they are usually cross-bedded. The 

fine-grained members are important in the Lucey and Charms 

Beds. In the field they rarely show currentebeddingl. but 

occasional beds show gently inclined cross-laminations. 

4.. )3tM, 

The bahamitos are those rocks Which consist essentially 

of bahamiths. Pure bahamites are not uncommon ,.but 

usually they contain up to 20Z of skeletal debris and 

composite grains (Fig. 2+a). In some fragments of 

calcareous algae and foraminifera predominate but these 

rarely form more than 15 of the rocks. In others 

bioclastic mosaic pseudomorphs are the chief skeletal com-

ponents.Bahamites are usually cleanewashed, but examples 



of bahamites with a calcilutit c grounarmss occur. Those 

however are rare and have only been found at the transition 

where clean washed ,bahamitos pass up into calcilutites. 

Bahamites constitute a considerable part of the Parvos 

Beds, and they also occur in the Virieu and Chambotte 

Limestones. 	In th atter formations some of the bahnnites 

are extremely coarsewzrained. The majority of them, 

however, lie within the grade limits of calcarenites. in 

the field the author has not observed cross*bodding in 

bahamites. They are usually interbedded with calcilutites. 

tcs 

• Rocks consisting essentially of ooliths are not rare 

in the Mesozoic succession of the area. in these oolitess 

the ooliths are mixed with minor proportions of bahamiths. 

Most of th,„se bahnmiths, however are spherical in shapes 

and could have had essentially the same mode of origin as the 

associated ooliths. In this case the lack of concentric 

and radial structure as seen under the microscopes could 

be attributed to their homogenous composition; these 

spherical bahamiths could originally have had a monominoralic 



FIG. 75. Junettrin between an ()elite with calcilutitic 
groundmasr gni one with a nicrocrystallihe but 
sparry ntArAte cent. 	Lower Parvcs 71C13, 

La Demo (25) 

F Oclite calcargnita, sheqing eoliths, pellets 
and silicified echinoderm fracmonts, cementl,,1 
by awl, enleitc. Upper nourftau Podat near 

nourdlut (Y25) 
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composition, 1.e., either aragonite or calcite..  Houever, 

for practical" purposes the spherical cryptoerystallino • 

pellets are counted as bahamiths.. .0olitcs occur either 

clean.washed or uith a calcilutitic growadmaSs (Fig. 25), 

but tbs. latter variety of oolito is comparatively rare,-

and as in the bahamites, they appear to be transitional. 

between the clean,washed oolites and the calcilutites.  

Oolitic calcarenites arc not uncommon. These are 

usually mixed with skeletal debris (e.g. in the Upper 

Bourdeau Beds), but the ooliths commonly have mucici of 

cryptocrystalline pellets (Fig 26), This would suggest 

that they may have originated in an essentially bahamitic 

environment, and have been transported and later deposited 

with bioclastic debris. Indeed, this phenomenon is rather 

common in the calcarenites from the southern Jura; minor 

amounts of ooliths are found in a wide variety of calcarenites, 

and probably the most prominant of these is the distinctive 

marker horizon of the Middle Parves Beds (Chapter 3) 	At 

this horizons pyri ised ooliths are found "floating" in a 

microcrystalline groundmass; pyrite is usually concentrated 

towards the periphery of the ooliths. This rock.  clearly 
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suggerts that the ooliths sight have ,originated in an 

onidising environments  and have later been transported 

and deposited in a probably reducing. environments  

Many skeletal fragments in btoclastic caicaronitoss  

mthibit a pelliclo of. eryptocrystalline calcite vhiat 

often shows a concentric structure,. Such particles are 

termed by Ming (l954) "superficial oolits". Although 

in somi,  rocks the majority of skeletal fragments have 

acquired an oolitic coating s  the latter,  usually Constitutes 

a minor proportion of the rocks  and such rocks are not con. 

sidered as oolites• 

In the fields  oolitcs-and oolitic calcarenites are 

urnxally current-bedded, They appear to be of limited 

areal r4141. vertical distribution. This has been demonstrated 

In the politic calcarenites of the Bourdeau Beds (Chapter 3), 

what is mores  although the writer has not observed oolites 

in the Viricu and the Lucey Beds, some excellent examples. 

from these formations have been collected by S. Tahatrom 

the adjacent area in the departement of Ain. 

G 

Grain..size analyses wore made of 3.4 thin sections of 
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F1G•27a—Grain size frequency distributions for the Upper 

Bourdeau calcarenites north-west of Bourdeau. 
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FIG. 27 b,— Grain size frequency distributions for the Upper 

Bourcleau calcarenites near Conjux. 
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calcarenites collected from the Upper Bourdeau Beds in 

the neighbourhood of both Bourdeau and Conjux. These 

analyses were made using the method of comparison circles. 

In each thin seetion.'up to 300 grains were measured. 

Several authors have attempted to establish a correlation 

between the results of thin section 1;artieleesize analysis 

and sieve analysis. Correction factors were determined 

analytically by Krumbein (1935) and Packman (1955), and 

experimentally by Friedman (1958) • Friedman, pointed out 

that the actual measure adopted (i.e. 'Whether the-Short or 

the long axes of the grains were measured) may introduce 

an error of greater magnitude than the theoretical correction 

factor. 	)hat is nore, Dr. 0.C. Taylor (personal communi-

cation) using the method of comparison circles to estimate 

the" size.of each grain of a sandstone on the basis of equal 

areas found that the values for the mean diameter obtained 

from thin section study agreed)  for all practicai purposes, 

with the true mean size of the loose grains. On these 

ground the atthor has therefore applied no, theoretical 

corrections to the results. What is more, the shape factor 

in calcarenites is so variable that theoretical corrections 
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based essentially on spherical and ellipsoidal grains. 

are of little validity,' 

he cummulitive curves of these samples (ag. 27) dhow 

a grain size distribution similar to those of the calcareous 

sands of the,  Bahama Bank (Illing 1954). Probability Curves 

of the najority of the distributions plot as straight lines 

(Fig. 20). This suggests that the grain size distributions 

are log normal. P 0 (phi percentile deviation) ranges 

from 0.6 to 1.3 (table 6  ) indicating that they ere reasonably 

well sorted sediments. A plot of P 0 0 against M d 0 

(phi median diameter), although scattered, suggests a general 

improgement in sorting with decrease in median diameter for 

the conjux specimens (Fig, 29), while the plot of specimens 

from BOurdeau suggests general improvement of sorting with 

increase in median diameter. these results volild suggest 

that calearenites with median diameters between 1.9 and 1.1 

phi (i.e. between 0.27 and 0446 mm.) are best sorted and that 

sorting becomes poorer' in coarser and finer..grained cal. 

carenites. This compares with similar relationship in sands' 

stones and sands in which case the best sorted sediment has a 

median diameter about 2.5 phi (0,18 mm.). However, the 

higher value for the median diameter in calcarenites may be 
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due to diffdren es 	density compared to the siliceous 

sediment. 
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CHAPTH 8 

pIAGENEap I. pIAGENvIc cliAK44Juswitiq 

THE IpT4ODUCTION AND REDISWRIBUTION. OF CALCITE  

general  

Attempts have been made to distinguish between 

"early diagenesis" and "late digenesis" according to 

whether diagenetic changes take place on the sea floor 

or after the sediment has been removed from direct 

contact with sea water, Such a distinction can be 

applied in the study of recent carbonate dedimentation 

(Ginsberg 1957) but is difficult to apply in the study 

of fossil sediments, because the time at which diagenetic 

reactions have taken place cannot always be demonstratiod. 

It is possible, however, to distinguish modifications 

which are due to "mechanical" processes from others which 

are due to processes essentially "physico"chemical" in 

nature. 

WaltleaViqns cluci to sestiarlieali jaroms9s  

In some instances, modifications which are essentially 



FIG. 3'. Two interpenetrating eclAnodem fragments, 
Luce- lees, south of Chanaz 	2c). 
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mechanical have caused no otsorvatlo solution ow calcite.  

Whilst in othtrs solutions itna probnbly redcposttion a? 

0111010 has Wcon place. 	Iho results of volntwcounting 

analysis of socic of the biool stid bahamites show that 

stn v of the vaucs which ropre,sent the volcano or gore 

space unoccupied by detrital trains, ore notably below the 
figures calcalatod and ezpor-mr,ntally dotervined by 

2orby (1908). For exarple, f.;0,:4 of the valuos aro 13.> and 

c=p3red with about 260 calculatfNi by Sorby for the 
tightest possible psalm, The texture ar those rods 

sanest that the bahaMiths have been methanically deformed 

and have coalesced so c to considcrabL' reauce the 

intoragranular pore spaces. 	Caha had observed similar 

mechanic:11 6c formations betwen ooliths„ V.ore commonly 

however, pressure solution has roellted in the forvatIqd 

of ricrosk:1611 Le baanacrio porticalfty among oolits 

("2;. Q6), "Ova .such an effect was noted between 

echinodorm framats, in coma instances ono of the fragments 

tripears to hove penetrated into thoothor MC. 30). This 
au meats scoo differential solubility'  probaLly related 

to the it 	orient-4.ton of the conocrystalline 

fragmmts, in order to chock h 0 obscrvationn some 
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ex r ments were conducted with calcite rhombobodra, in 

which these were partially dissolved in very dilute 

hydrochloric acid. The rhombohedra shoved matimum 

solubility along the cacrystallographic axes. 

Ellu&sstecluitseLiasivarat,ic,J*11tKiqations  

1. Cetriept9tioq.  Cewentation includes all the in- netic 

processes which bring about the lithification of the 

depositional components* Cementation textures may be 

expected to have some relationship to the texture of the 

depositional components. Where oily :one textural type 

of depositional component occurs, the cementation texture 

may be simple, but where the depositional ,?empenents are 

heterogeneous, a complex cementation texture may be expected  

to occur. These possible relationships are discussed below 

Towards the latter part of the research it was found that 

the calcite of the cement is not always of the same coma 

position. 	hie was determined by treatment of the thin 

sections with a solution of potassium ferricyanide in 1,7 

hydrochloric acid. 4he ironarich calcite stained blue, 

whereas the iron free calcite roitained unstained. Thus on 

the basis of the textural reatiboaships of the ironarich and 



FIG. 31. Secondary overgrowth enclosing bahamiths. 
Upper Bourdeau Bod near Conjux (x35). 



the iron-free calcite it becomes possible to identify a 

cementation sequence. 

Ce entaition Apouncil  eckinoderra frAgments. 

(a) Secondary overgrowth into voids.,  This is a well 

known phenomenon, and involves the infilling of the 

echinoderm canals and external overgrowth into the pore 

spaces. This secondary growth is all in lattice 

continuity with .the calcite of the organic fragments. 

In some specimensoovorgrowth is so extreme that it 

°ally encloses other (non-eChinoderm) . eomponants (Fig. 31)4 
Thin sections treated with potassium ferrie/anide 

showed that, in some instances, the secondary overgrowth 

VAS iron...rich and in others iron-free. Where the overr* 

growth was iron-rich the echinoderm fragments took on a 
patchy blue stain. This patchiness is probably the 

expression of iron.-rich calcite filling the pores'of the 

iron-free calcite of the echinoderm fragment. 
.In many of the specimens, the calcite of the secondary 

overgrowths showed minute blebs, which although apparently 

carbonate, failed to go into extinction with the rest of the 
crystal. These blebs give the crystal the general 



appearance of a Imicroperthite'l  and it is possible that 

they are an ex-solution phenomenon. S. Taha had noted 

a similar phenomenon, and what is more, whenever the 

orientation of an echinoderm of fragment and its overgrowth 

was such that an optical figure could be obtained, the 

calcite was always slightly biaxial. Although the optic 

axial angle was always small, the isogyres always parted 

completely. 

It was observed, however, that in those cleanewashed 

calcarenites in which the echinoderm fragments have acquired 

a pellicle of cryptocrystalline calcite, overgrowth is 

virtually non-existent (Fig. 35). This pellicle must 

have prevented free communication between the cementing 

solutions and the echinoderm fragments. In those rocks in 

which the pellicles were relatively thin, only some 

echinoderm fragments showed secondary overgrowth, 

(b) Overgrowth replacing calcilutite groundmass and 

bahamiths. In some calcilutitic calcarenites, echinoderms 

show overgrowths which clearly must have formed by the 

replacement of the depositional matrix in the insterstices. 

Bathurst's "syntaxial rim" boundaries (1958), between the 
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calcite mudstaone groundmass, is irregular but smooth in 

outline. In any one sections  however there are usually 
a few overgrowths which show an acute saw-toothed boundary 

with the matrix or replaced bahamith along one edge.,  

In all instances where this saw-toothed boundary 

is seen, the form of the teeth is always the same and clearly 

they must be acute cones. The fact that these cones are 

only seen in a limited number of overgrowths in any one 

section, suggests that they are perhaps developed only in 

certain crystallographic directions. No detailed statis. 

tical study was made to determine this, but in all those 

examples studied the cones only occurred on those over,. 

growths there the c-crystallographic axes of the crystal was 

• in or near the plane of the thin sections and in the general 

direction of the cones. 

(c) Volume of overgrowth. The point-counting Of echinow 

dem calcarenites has shown that=Whenever microcrystalline 

calcite is an important constitudit of the groundmasss the 

volume of overgrowth is low. On the other hands  in 

clean-washed calcarenites secondary overgrowth provides the 
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major part of the, cement*  These observations sugot 
that rimweementation r is affected mainly by overgrowth into 
voids, 	that in these limestones the replacement of 
microcrystalline calcite in the groundmass is quantitatively 
unimportant*  Thus it would appear that the relative volume 
of overgrowth in ccIi1.nodorz cloarenttcs is essentially 
detemined by the amount ,of pore.space available during 
cementation*  A plot of the overgrowth against echinoderm 
fragmants in any one thin-section, shows a wide scatter of 
points (rig*  33), and this woUld 'suggest ,the re ative volume 
of overgrowth is not simply related to the arandence of. 

echinoderm fragments in the rocks*  It appears that it is 
essentially detarDined by two factors (a) by the volume of 
• ava!lablo pore space and (b) by the extent to which 

the echinoderms were leaca by a pellicle of cryptocrystalline 
calcite*  The former partly depends on the original porosity 
of the rock and in part on the amount of depositional micro-
erystlUnt matrix. 

(ii) qonlonttltion_grourid oolvcrystalliqp fragments  

Polycrystalline frau.ents (i*e* pellets and skeletal 



FIG. 34A. Ground-pass of prismatic calcite cryta1s of 
normal to the margins of the interstices, 
with granular calcite :Tosaics in the centre. 
The detrital componentl; incluie recrystallised 
pellets and skeletal debris. 	Upper Bourdeau 

Beds near Conjux (x25). 

Fig, 31+B. prismatic calcite developed between see .fl'ar7,  
overgrowth and echinoderm fragment (x12- 
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fragments) are usually emented with a mosaic of granular 

calcite. The crystals of the granular calcite mosaic 

are always relatively fine-grained around the margins of the 

pore spaces and increase in size towards the. centre (Fig.). 

Two types of mosaics may be distinguished on the basis of the 

orientation of the calcite crystals lining the walls of the 

pore--spaces. In ono typo the lining crystals are orientated 

with their c-axes perpendicular to the surfaces of the 

detrital grains (i.e. the wails of the porespace); in the 

other type, no preferred orientation is observable. In the 

former, the crystals are sUsually prismatic and a textural. 

discontinuity exists between the prismatic lining and the 

mosaic at the centre of the pore-spaces. 

Since the cementation of the monocrystallino skeletal 

fragments in usually achieved by the secondary overgrowth 

of these fragments 	is logical, to presume that the 

cementation of polycrystalline fragments is also accomplished 

by the outgrowth of calcite crystals at the surface of the 

depositional components. In come specimens  it was observed 

that many of the crystals in some biocalstic mosaic pseudo' 

morphs are in optical continuity with orystals in the granular 

cement. However, if such a mode of origin did apply for the 



FIG. 3 	Echinoderm calctxonite, cerented with a 
granular mosaic of calcite. The echino-
derm fracnents shwa a pellicle of crypto-
crystalline calcite and no secondary over-
growths (x15). 
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ee...:4ntatlen of the rzaSer;Lt;i of polytalline frazmontni  

=dlo rosultini; granular aesalt,4 in calcaru.klitoS consisting 

of a mixturo c those components Should celbit a hoteroft 

i;enoous and a complex texture in aagt one speclvAm. Uhci 

is roc, the skeletal fracenta w: tick, for instances  consit 

Or filrous and prismatic calcite sh:Juld be cemented with 

calci.P of iimilar nature. too such relationships hsve boon 

obsorlied in' they cpccirens studied. Intact the s malty 

t1^. n.seCtiens shot ; ca5ontial17 a homoconenus :77.nd nomal,' 
owt ;'pc of corentetion tixturo (except for rimloveWth)* 
Thic; wolld therefore auggust that coentation in tho 

of culcuicnitcs'conuisti4 of tiolyeryatalize *frazmonta has 
boon r4chiolte(4 by deposition of cAcito en free eurrexos not 
in optic0. contitr4itirVith tho frai;pent*. Such n procc:ra 

may be vatic in a part te.the proseme of a pelliclo of 

crypteerystalline calcite on these fragmcnts, Aa ctAtod 

earlier such a potlicle hac tx!on observed in some bioclastic 

calcarenitoop arta in the"o it inn inhibited ovorcrouth oion 
of echinoaom tratrente 'tag. 35). It is .possible that mach 

a. pellicle is uaially doposited dtwie tho ft; t ptt 50 of 

corentati on, but rarely attAs4 sunficl4nt thicknoss to 

become noticoablo under thu potrolo-ical cierapcopoe The 
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exceptionally porous structure of echinoderm fragments , 

would leave sufficient pore spaces so that in the seomdd 

phase of cementation there would be free communication with 

the cementing fluids 	In normal circumstances, therefore, 

only these fragments become cemented by overgrowth. 

Deposition on free surfaces should give rise to a 

drusy type of mosaic (Bathurst 1958). Such a mosaic has 

been observed in coarseegrained calcarenites and also in the 

infillings ox large polycrystalline skeletal fragments. 

In madilum and fineegrained calcarenites, however, the drusy 

texture is not apparent. Bathurst (1958) emphasised the 

continuous nature of the process which leads to the formation 

of a drusy Vesture characterised by a gradual increase in the 

rise of the crystals towards the centre of the cavities. 

Although such a textural continuity may be observed at 

times, there is some evidence which suggests that a dime 

continuity exists between the calcite forming the lining f 

the cavities and that which occupies the centre. The 

evidence includes the followings 

(i) In the first type of granular cementation described above, 

coarse crystals often extend across a considerable number of 

crystals lining the cavity. Indeed, in some bahamites, one 



large crystal may occupy the whole p000 space. 

(ii) In the second type described above, the prismatic 

layer near the margins bears no textural relationship to 

the mosaic at the centre. 

These observations are further supported by differential 

staining with potassium ferricyanide which showed that the 

fine.grained calcite in ;he lining of the pore spaces is iron.,. 

rich while that in the centre is ironftfree. 
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CHAP TELR 9 

pXAGE',IAS 	ST TIC Inc ATZON 

convaX Stoterlap%  

In the Jura rooks, charts and siliceous limestones 

occur in the calcarenites of the Lueey, Mlanaz and Dourdeau 

Bede* The sole occurrence of °hefts in ealeilutites is a 

local development in the Lower nirieu Limestone at la Balms. 

In the Lucey and Chanae Dods there are alternations of 

bloclastic ealcoronites and cherty caleerc Atom, but in 

tho Dourdeau reds silicification is lens eftenelve. 

Partial silicification of the skeletal fragments is a 

common feature of eehinoderm and semimechinoderm calearenitese  

In tho ehorty horizons, however, silicification has eytended 

into the groundmass. There are also oehinoderm ca/earenites 

which are cemented essentially by granular quarts mosaics, 

but those appear to be only locally developed. 

silica occurs in the nilleeous calearonites in two 

forms, but opal van also found in sow of the calearenites 

studied by 	Taha from the Lueey Dods of the adjacent area. 



I 

The chalcedony shows either fibrous, spherulitic or granular 

aggregates. The distinction between granular chalcedony 

and very , fined.grained quartz mosaic is made on the basis of 

the anomalous optical properties of chalcedony as opposed 
to quartz. This is believed to be an expression of a 
disordered rather than an ordered lattice. 

selectivesilicific tiou et detrital components. 

There is evidence which suggests that where partial 

silicification of a rock has taken place, the silicification 
is selective. The evidence which supports the suggestion 

is as follows: 

(i) In almost all the specimens where extensive silicification 

of the skeletal fragments has occurred, the non skeletal grains 

in the rock are unaffected. 

(ii) No examples of silicification of bahamites have en 

found 
(iii) Composite grains also show selective silicificationg 
as illustrated in figure 36. The large polycrystalline 

skeletal fragment consisting of fibrous calcite has been 

extensively replaced by chalcedony and quartz; while the 



cryptocrystalline calcite pellet. near the periphery are 

unaffected by silicification. 

The tendency to selective silicification is well seen 

in the Upper Bourdeau calcarenites, Those from the 

neighbourhood of !3ourcleau are silicified whereas those 

from near Conjux are unaffected. These two grooms 

represent the skeletal and non-skeletal facies of the Upper 

Bourdeau Beds respectively 

 

cifiqation p ni akeletaj. ,fr ektp 

  

Silicified echinoderm fragments s%ow fibrous, 

aphorulitic and granular chalcedony as well as quartz 

mosaics. In some rocks the chalcedony occurs only as 

an 'infilling,  of the canals or the fragments; which 

suggests that in these examples the chalcedony may have been 

a collaidal precipitate. The majority► of the rocks, however, 

show clear evidence of replacement. 

Some echinoderm fragments are partially or completely 

replaced by chacedony; these fragments commonly exhibit 

fractures arranged almost at right angles to their length. 

In this type of replacement, the areas of chalcedony are 



virtually free from inclusions.  
Another type of replacement of echinoderm fragments 

can be seen, in which these fragments are replaced by 

quartz mosaics. In these two main types of silica 

replacement, silicification is confined, in the majority 

of crimples examined to echinoderm fragments only; the 

seenndary overgrowths are rarely affected. This suggests 

that in these rock,' s licification took place before 

cementation. Numerous examples have been found in which 

only, the outer zones of the echinoderm fragments are 

silicified with the central parts unaffected. This i 
	

ates 

that silicification has proceeded from the margins Inv 

However, examples do occur in which the chalcedony occurs 

as apparently random patches within the fragments* It is 

possible that these patches represent tongues of chalcedony 

which have grown in from the margins of the fragments, and 

this apparent randomness is due to the orientation of the 

thin section. 

SAUstOmat 	 nt 

The majority of silicified or partially silicified 



1T1G. 6. 3alective silicification of a composite 
grain. 	The skeletal fragrent consistt  
of fibrou3 calcite has been realaeed by 
Chalcedony (clear) and quartz '(show/ng 
rOier or fibrnus eal-ite), while the fine-
17roined ealtito near the perirhory is 
unsillifisi (x30). 



polycrystalline skeletal fragments are those which consist 

of fibrous calcite. This does not inply that fibrous 

skeletal material is selectively silicified rathern than 

prismatic and other skeletal structures, since the first 

type are the most abundant* Where extensive replacement by 

chalcedony has taken places  the chalcedony shows fractures 

similar to those occurring in silicified echinoderm 

fragments (see fig. 36)0  Where replacement by quartz has 

occurred, ghosts of the skeletal structure may often be 

seen in the form of inclusions of calcite within the quartz 

(Fig. 36). Where corals have been silicified'  the cavities 

within the structure are unaffected and are commonly filled 

with sparry calcite. 

In all partial. .y silicified rocks, with the exception 

of those to be described in this section, it is always the 

skeletal fragments which have been replaced, and the rocks are 

cemented by calcite. However, in what are probably the 

Lucey Beds near St. Germain, S. Taha found echinoderm 

calcarenites in which the skeletal fragments are cemented 



37A. ':!uartz cemented echinoeerm calcaronite. 
nchinolorn 7rag71,-Intr. are partially 
silicified. 	The rock is cemented by a 
.7nu1ar quartz . losaic 7and by secnndary 
cwergrowths on the echinoderm fragments, 

St. Oermain (,!3r1). 

FIG. 37B. Pressure-solution cr=macts between 
secondary overcrowths (i3O). 



dominantly by a granular quartz mosaie with aecenscrY 

aocfmdary ovorgrowtho of calcite, (sce rig, 37a and 3'T!).  
Thy te7.:1ure of this rock le very complo::„ Some of the 

echinoderm fragments aro partially silicified, either being 

replaced by granular chase my or by a Quarts mosaic whieh 

Ortendo inwards from their margins. The quarts replacement 

mosaics show ghosts ofthe canals of the oricinal skeletal 

etructure. The secondary overgrowths of the °acne, 

however, are not affected, and it would appear that this 

first phase of silleifiention preeeeded cementation, 

Gecondary overgrowths of calcite only occupy a relatively 

small part of the original peril spaces, the remainder being 

filled by the granular quartz .losaic, One unusual 

feature of this rook is that not-,•orfly de.the eehinoderm 

fragments allow microstylolitic contaete, but the mutual 

boundaries.between some of the &Damian,  over rowthe are 

microstylolitic ase. Such pressure solutien contacts 

could not have developed once the rook vas completely 

cemented, and this sugr!est that the first phase of 

cementation consisted of only a limited development of 

seeondary calcite conent.. This mutrz have been early 

because it proceeded or was eontemporaneous with, compaction, 



The granular quartz mosaic shows the characteristic texture 

of a drusy mosaic, and would therefore appear to be the final 

infillinc of the pore spaces. There is no conclusive 

evidence to suggest that the granular quartz mosaic of the 

cement is a ycplaeeTnont of an earlier calcite cement, 

t calez,ren (cherb0) 

  

In the rocks described in this section silicifi t on 

pr 	ded largely to completion; not only the skeletal 

onents but the groundmass also has been replaced by one 
or more forms of silica. 

In thin section, the 	zones of the 'ehert nodules 

slaw relics of fine.grained calcite and of skeletal fragments. 

The original detrital nature of these rocks is often shown 

by ghosts of skeletal fragments now outlined by ferric mzide 

or 'clayey' and other opaque matter. Many of the specimens 

studied come from the Limey Beds and appear to have consisted 

originally of echinoderm fragments.  

In the cores of the chart nodules, calcite is rare. 

The detrital texture of the original limestone can still 

be seen in the form of ferric wride ghosts. Chalcedony, 
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which forms the main part of the core, occurs as 

microcrystallino aggregates, but, is spherulitic in 

places. Paeudomorphe after polycrystalline shell 

fragments usually consist of chalcedony arranged in 

fibres at right angles to the length of the fragments, 

Detrital quartz and dolomite are common in these (shorts, 

and calcite after dolomite has been observed in a few 

of them. , There la a decrease In the amount of opaque 

clayey' matter from the outer zones towards the core of 

many of the chert ,nodules* 

9oporal pooOtugioym  

(i) All the specimen of chert studied have clearly 

erignatel by replacement. The detrital nature of the 

original calcaronite is rocognisable even in the central 

part of the chert nodules* 

(ii) The occurrence of cherty groups of sediments 

interbedded with non.cherty groups, and the localisation of 

the majority of cherts in finei.grained ealcarenites, suggests 

that certain primary characteritics of the sediments controlled 
the processes of silicification* 
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(iii) There appear to be four possible phases of 

silicification i, 110 Jura rock : 

(a) Pre.comentation, This is clearly demonstrated by the 

presence of partially silicified echinoderm fragments with 

their overgrowths unaffected, 

(b) During cementation. There is only one eyampie in which 

Silica has been introduced dttring ecnentation, This phase 
resulted in the filling of pore-spaces in echinoderm ellear.. 

mites, and it appers to have been accompanied by a little 

replacement 

(c) Post-cementation, The majority of the cherts studied 

formed after the limestones had been cemented 

(d) Post-jointing, In the Middle Lucey Beds, cherts occur 

at right angles to the stratification and sub.parallel to 

well developed vertical joints, These must have originated 

after the formation of these joints, 

(iv) Chalcedony, quartz and opal, that order of 

abundance, occur in the siliceous limestones, Quartz forms 

microcrystalline mosaics or coarser mosaics which may be 

clear or may be full of inclusions, 
(v) Silicification of the sand..size components 

appears to be selective; skeletal fragments are more 
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susceptible to replacement by silica than non.skeletal 

grains 	Illat may be of great significance, is that in 

all the specimens studied which s!low partial sill iciation, 

the me aic pseudomorphs are never replaced. On the other 

hand, in the cowlotely silicified calcarenites, i.e.,cherts, 

if mosaic pseudomorphs did occur they were replaced. -It is 

believed that the mosaic pseudomerphs are calcite after 

aragenito,skeletal struetutes. Thisfmggesto that, while 

the :'eplaeement of calcite by silica takes place with 

relative ease, the replaement of the orthorhombic dimorph 

cannot readily be achieved in the sedimentary realm 

(vi) Although this chapter was mainly concerned with 

the replacement of calAite by silica, evidence for the 

reverse process i.e. the replacement of quartz by calcite 

is not leaking 
	

In the arenaceous limestones many of the 

detrital quart 
	airs show corroded and irregular margins 

against the calcite of the cement. A few shows several 

small quartz grains in optical eonttnuity which are clearly 

parts of one larger quartz grain. The replacement of 

calcite by silica and of silica by calcite could be a 

matter of relative solution and precipitation. Correns 

(195b) pointed out that in acid solutions calcite is soluble, 
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whereas in alkaline solutions vil ea is relatively voluble 

while calcite xs insoluble. Thus it is possible that 

silicification may have resulted from 4he pott.leposional 

change in PH of the connate waters. In the case of. 

pme-tementation selective,silicifieation, it ispossiblo 

that the bacterial decomposition of protoplasmic matter 

within the skeletal structure, e.g. within.  the.canals of 

echinoderm fragments, may have produced organic acids.  

However, extensive silicification to produce' charts is 

more difficult to complain, as is later mobilisation of 

silica to produce the, charts which occur filling joints: 

What is more, there is little evidence as to the possible 

source of, the silica. 
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.uccession 

I e olomite occurs throughout the Mesozoic 

However, it is only in the 

Arieu Limestone arA in the Parves Dods that it becomes 

a significant oomponent of the limestone.,. In the 

Iririou Lime tone dolomite rook forms irregular masses 

(it to 10 metres in longt )* In the Parves Dods dolomites 

and dolomitic limestones oocur only in tha Lower and Middle 

divisions. They often form banded reeks and are inter• 
bedded with ealcilutitis and bahamites (Pig* 5 ). Both 

in the Virieu Limestone and in the Parves Beds, significant 

amounts, of the mineral dolomite occur mainly in the calciluum 

Wes, 	.amples of dolomitic calcarenitess,mith dolomite ae 

a major constituent s  have been founds  but those are rare 

While charts °lour e-tansively in the coarse.grained 

limestones(1.00 alcarenites) the mineral dolomite in these 



rocks is only an accessory, On the other hand, where 

dolomite forms the major pert of the rock, charts and 

even accessory authigenic quartz or chalcedony are 

virtually non-Km-latent. 

Meraacopic ei,hck  f,do le Agegtones and dol.omAte 

  

In the fielq o main typos of dolomites and 

dolomitic lime.,tones cnn be distineuinhodt 

1 	Those showing a homoeeneous totures These can 

usually be distinguished from normal limestone by their 

brownish colour and roughness to the touch. They have a 

fine. or coarse.grained granular appearance depending on the 

particle size of the dolomite,  

2. 	Those with a heterogeneous appearance. These can be 

divided into two sub.types, 

(1) Nettled limestonest These show patches of reddish brawn 

dolomite and light grey limestone 	nmination of polished 

surfaces etched with dilute hydrochloric acid shove that 

Some of the dolomite boundaries are sharp Haile others are 

irregular. A zone of ferric o:Tido (0,5 to I mm. wide) 



usua ly marks the boundary,Some dolomite rhotbs are 

scattered in the libostone 	some calcite also occurs. 

in the dolomite phtches. 

(ii) Banded dolomites and.do othitic limostenest In 

these the dolomite -rich bands aro stained with iron oxides 

and hence are easily stinguished from the limestone bands, 

In most of those banded dolomites, the bands are usually 

about 1 cm. thick. 'Bach bsnd, however, can be seen to 

consiSt of a number of thinner dolomite.rich and dolomite-

poor laminae (about 0,5 to I mm. thick). Some of the 

bands are wavy and in some eases the crests nro truncated. 

In others the bands are more irregular; they converge and 

eaaloscet  superficially resembling augen.struetures. Whe 

stylolites occur in the limestones interbedded with these 

dolomites, they often behave in a similarimanner. The 

banding a - laminationof the dolomitic limestones and ,  

dolomites is always parallel or cub-parallel With the 

stratification. It is of interest to note that banded 
dolomitic limestones and dolomites occur in wellAp,edded 

suecessions, while the mottled limestones occur in, massive 

formations. 



FIG.38. Flne—grained dolomite with interstitial 
microcrystalline calcite, Lower Parves 
nods at La Balm° gorge (725) 
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FIG. 39. Banded dolomitic calcilutiUe. The Upper 
loft hand corner sow s differentia' staininr' 
tr- silver chromate. Lower Parves r3e'3s at 

la Balme ror7e (725) 
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The minera 	om e occurs in 	the various ypes 

of calcarenites and calcilutites in va ing proportions; 

these rocks arc olasse4 as dolomitic limestones. The 

dolomites consist almost e%'clusively of the mineral Aolomits. 

The following rocks typos can be differentiated) 

Dolomitic limestones. 

(1) Dolomitic calcaronites. 	In these rocks,rhombs of 

dolomite - occur scattered at random, 	replace both the 

detrital components 'and the groundmass. The majority of 

calcarsni,tes contain less than 5 dol mitc. The occasional 

pre.,4nco of greater amounts of dolomite in some specimens*  

together with relics of skeletal materials  suggests that some 

dolomites have been formed by the compl e doIomitisation of 

calcarenitoe. 

(ii) Dolomitic caleilutites. These rooks consist'of a 

groundmass of cryptocrystalline calcite in which rhombs of 

dolor ito aro, " tribute-3 at random or are concentrated in 

bands (Pig, 39). In any one specimen, the thombs'are 

usually of the same order of sues  but in different specimens, 

they vary from microcrystalline to coarse...grained. 
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2. Dolomites. 
These rocks consist essentially of the miners. 

dolomite with or without aceessory calcite. Those with 
calcite can be sub-divided Ito tour typest 
(i) Dolomites with intestitial microcrystalline 
These patches of microerystalline calcite, see figure 33, 
appear to be relics or the earlier limestone, ipe. ()alai 
lutite. 
(ii) Dolomites with interstitial sparry calcite. Many 
of the insterstices between the dolomite rhombs are filled 
with single crystals of calcite. It is difficult to 
determine whether this insterstitial calcite is primary or 
secondary in origin, 
(iii) Dolomites in which the dolomite rhombs are poiNW 

ticaly enclosed by a coarser-grained mosaic of calcite. 

In the majority of these rocks the dolomite is fine- or 
very find-grained. 

(iv) Dolomite with relics of skeletal material. These 
dolomites have obviously resulted from the replacement of 
detrital limestones. 
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About 4() specimens from the Virieu Limestone and 

the Parves Beds of La Balms were analysed for magnesia 

and lime. These specimens includeldolomites, dolomitic 

limestones anddolomite.free limestones. The insoluble 

residues of these specimens were obtained by treatment 

with hydrochloric acid, The results are summarised in 

Table 2 and rig. 55 

The results of chemical analysis have been compared 

with the thin sections of the samples analysed, and a 

visual estimate of the amount of dolomite in these thin 

sections was made. Limestone, completely free from 

dolomite (Table 2) show a magnesian content ranging 

from 0,2% to 2.6% and these correspond to the magnesian 

limestones of Cayeux (1955). Two specimens with 

1,65% and 2.5% of magnesia respectively contain a few 

scattered rhombs of dolomite. Eight specimens contain 

between 3% and 10% of magnesia, while the remaining 

specimens carry between11.6% and 19.8. , Thin section 

examination of the specimens analysed indicates that when 

the dolomite rhombs are scattered throughout the limestone 



and the grains are n t 	fluently touching, the magnesia 

content is up to 14, 	When the number of contacts 

become c-nsiderable and anhedral grains of dolomite 

rather than rhombs become abundant, the magnesia content 

of the rock e:7ceeds 	(i.e. the rook contain over 7Z, 

of dolomite). The results of chemical analysis of dolo, 

Ates and dolomitic limestones from the south of France 

indicate that carbcnato sediments with dolomite 
p. 

,reater than 75% are far more abundant than dolomitic 

imestoms containing dolomite between /07,  and 75(1! 

(Charptl and others 1959. Fig.,39), Although the limit 

between "calcitic dolomites" and "dolomites suggested by 

Cayemr (1955) and other workers in 90% it appears that 

n is a more natural one. 

The insoluble residues of, the specimens analysed con« 

siet mainly of 'clayey' matter. 	The sand fraction Is 

insignificaa and rarely exceeds 0, 01 of a rock. When 
the polished surfaces of some of the banded dolomitic limes.. 

tones were treated with an alchoholic solution of safrahine, 

the dolomite-rich bands stained pink while the limestone 

bands remained practically unstained. The dyes are 



absorber by the clay minerals which can be son to be 

concentrated in the dolomitic bands. PUrthers  it will 

be soon from figure c5 	that the magnesia content 

of many of the specimens shows a close correlation with 

the proportion of insoluble residues. TIlis figure also 

shows that the dolomites and dolomitic limestones of the 

Lower Parves Deds generally contain higher amounts of 

insoluble residues than he interbedded unaltered 

ealeiluWes and bahamites, 

 

rigifrk ,d91"9F4-1 Aln97 ries tpd ,dolpm .t es 

 

The textural relations between the dolomite and 

a te in the ealearenites loam: no doubt that in 

rooks the dolomite is diagenetie in origin and 

has replaced calcite 	In the' calcilutitesvhoweveri  

some of the fineograined dolomiticlimestones and dolomites 

could be interpreted as "primary dolor ites% .This has 

boon suggested for similar rocks .occurring to the south 

of the area by Charpal and others (1959). Alderman and 

Skinner (1957) have shown that, in the South.East privince 
dokroe 	• 

of South AuStraliallis being precipitated at the present 



day in a tha ow inlot of the sea in conditions Of high 

In the Lower Parves Beds, fresh water horizons, occur 

intorbeds ed with marine horizons, and it is po Bible that 

similar shllow lagoonal environments mcisted in which the 

physico.chemical conditions verp. favourable for the., 

precipitation of dolomite. Such a'primary mode'eferigin 

bolievert  could only' apply to oome of the dolemite,which 

occur'in'I;he Lower .Parves Beds because there are'some 

rocks at this level which show evidence of a replacement 

origin.  
In some of the bahamites, which are interbedded. With. 

the dolomitic'ealcilutiten•and dolomites of the Parves 

Beds, bbth the detrital components and the groundmass have 

been 'partially ,replaced by  dolomite. rhythm, in many of 

the dolomitic 'calcilutites, dolomite occurs within 

stylolitos or is concentrated in the microcrystalline 
caldito immediately above and below these stylolites. This 

evidence would suggest that a late diagonetic-phase of 

dolomitisation has occurred. This has probably taken place 

after cementation. Some specimens of dolomite from the 

Parves Beds show secondary overgrowths of dolomite around 

dolomite rhombs, and in ot'vrs small rhombs of dolomite 



are enclosed cri.thin larger ones. This suggests the 

presence of, at least, two generations of dolomite. 

mince much of the dolomite in the Mesozoic succession 

is of replacement origin, it is important to enquire whether 

selective dolomitization has taken places i.e.whether 

certain types of sediment are more prone to dolomitization, 

and whether or not any one typo of carbonate, sediment 

contains components which are more susceptable to dolomiti 

nation 'than others. raifbridge (195?) observed that the 

majority of dolomitizod limestones were originally 

grained and suggested that fineness of grain is a primary 

feature for most sediments destined to become dolomite 

It would be true to say that in the Jura the majority of 

dolomites are associated with fine-grained limestones, but 

dolomitized calearenites do occur. Prominent among these 

latter are dolomitisod pisolites occurring at the top of 

the Qignon Limestone in the west of Bugey, and dolomttisec 

bahamites which occur in the Viriou Limestone and in the 

Parves Beds. In these calcarenites, however, the detrital 

components are essentially fine-grained. The heterogeneous 

tortures of these calcarenites permits further observations 



regarding selective doloznitization to be made. FIrstly 
it appears that the groundmass is more susceptible to 

dolomitization than the detrital components. In the 

dolomitized pisolite, for instance, the majority of the 

piaoliths have escaped dolomitization while the groundmaes 

is almost completely dolomitized. Secondly, in bioclastic 

pellet cacarenites„ microerystalline pellets are more 

susceptible to dolomitization than the skeletal debris. 

The author has rarely seen dolomite rhombs enclosed within 

echinoderm fragments or within polycrystalline skeletal 

components. It is also evident in some of the dolomitic 

calcilutitos that coarse*grained calcite is less favoured 

by dolomitisation than fine.grained calcite. In these, 

patches of sparry calcite occur, and the dolomite rhombs 

embedded in the cryptocrystallino groundmass only penetrate 

into the margins of the ares of the coarser.-grained calcite. 

Examples of cavities containing internal sediment and drusy 

mosaics have been observed, anq in these the layers of fine* 

grained internal sediment at, the base of the cavities have 

been dolomitized while the drUsy mosaic. at the top is free 

from dolomite. 



emitizat_en also appears to be selectively 

associated with certai n. sedimentary structures. The 

association of dolomite with etylelites has already been 

mentioned, and the dolomitization may be related to the 

ease of permeability along the etylolites, The tendency 

for the dolomites of the Parves Beds to be bonded, night 

at first sight be interpreted as resulting from the selective 

dolomitioation of the relatively more permeable bands and 

laminae, but it is the clay-rich bands, mentioned earlier, 

which are dolomitized. 

The possible sources of 	 magnesium required to 

produce dolomite are the fell ngt 

(a) sea water 

(b) connate waters 

(e) magnesian calcite 

(d) magnesium absorbed in clay minerals* 

There is no evidence to suggest that the magneium has been 

introduced into the 'Tura limestones by metacomatic or 

other processes* 

If, as is considered possible, some of the fine grained 

dolomites are primary, they would have derived their magnesium 

from the sea water. The majority of the dolomites and 



appe 

tie limostones, w'Ach e clearly the result of post 

tional replacement, would have boon removed from 

contact with sea water, and an internal source would 

to be more probable, The original concentration of 

magnesium in eonnate waters can only have boon very small, 

and it 1.5 considered at magnesian calcite of organic 

origin was the most 1 .ely souree* 

Tt has long bees known that the skeletons of certain 

modern organisms, which Include corals, echinoderms and 

calcareous algaeo,Ontain signifleamt proportions (1 e 

10 to 15 ) of magnesium carbonate in the lettice• 

is Some evidence which indicates that redistribution of 

magnesium in the sediments takes place during diagenesis,  

Clarke and Ileeler (1922), who investigated the chemical 

composition offlossil crinoids from tower Silurian to 

Foceno in age, pointed out that their magnesium content 

is considerably lower than is that of modern crinoids 

V1nogrado, (1953) suggested that thin may be due to the 

emoval of magnesium carbonate from the skeletons of 

erinoidea during "metamorphism". Graf and Goldsmith (1955) 

suggested that high.magnesian calcite is unstable under 

normal conditions, and that in the course of time CIO 



magnesium is re/eased 	It would pass into the intrastratal 

solutions and be available to promoo dolomitization. 
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DI.4G;2;NT.3 S 111 	TV:Jr:OMIT:MAT I 

e term file`. olomitisationn wan “ntroducod by 

lorlot (1848) in the eourso of a discussion of the 

pr~acc 	of dolo,it 	ion, He snvested that dolomiti 

eation,- of a lit c ton could result from then introduction 

ref tancsium anlphate lutions accorling to the equation 

2 Ca Co3 ¢ Mg 	,a Co, IgCo3 	nSod;. 

T)^!is reaction is a reversible ono, and it is possible 

that calcium sulphate solutions might cause the replacement 

of dolomite by calcite. von Morlot, however, knew of no 

e7amplos of rocks which had been affected in this way. 

J.K. T all (1908) used the term to describe the 

metamorphic transformation of dolomite, but such a process 

was not implied by von Morlot when he first coined the word. 

Apart from a general statement by Gilbert (1954), there does 

not appear to be any reference in Western European or 

.6* 



North Amol-ican geologic 	maturc,,to rocks in which 

dolomite ha boon roplan.A jay calcite, but such rocks 

have been described by Russian conlor,ists. The recent 

translation of Stra,:hov to-thook into Pronch gives the 

only oenvenient.petrogr lic account of these rooks, erith 

photographs or some .c.r tho replacement te:ztures. 

Amongst the 7ura roc 	numerous specimens were found 

which showed te7tures which could only reasonably be 

interpreter a,s having been produced by the -placement 

or partial replacement of riolomite by calcite. 	It wns 

not until the author has found a transition, ilithin one bed, 

of the{,:_open Viricu Limestone from del©; te into a 

limestone after a dolomite that the ultimate proof that 

the make-  had Inen dedolomitised was obtained, 	In the 

following -.,ection an account will 	'given of the known 

distribution of deeolomiticed_rocks in the Tura, and this 

viii be followed by a description of the transition In the 

Viriou Limestone of la ralme gorge before the various types 

of replacement textures are dis=sed, *Taper on these 

rocks by p. T. Shearman, S. Teha and the preeltIlriter -(1960) 

has been read to the Geode gists' Association and sho,Yld be pub.. 

Asher shortly In their proceedings. 



Tte D st u. 	Pedqlo t4.c+ d 	s in the Southern 

,O-Vroa. 

Dedolemitised carbonate rocks occur in the Upper ?irieu 

Limestone, the Parves Buds and in the Bourdeau c s. nelow 

the viriou Limostw:e, although.accessory dolomite does occur, 

no replacement of dolomite by calcite has boon observed. 

11,;d(aemitised rocks have been found in the Virieu Limestone 

and the Bourdeau 3cds near Chanaz, at the northern extremity 

of ;he area. 	this locality no dolomite masses have been 

found In the Upper Virieu Limestone, but fiv out of six 

speciclens collected rem this formation.shoged complete 

r- lacement of dolomite by_ calcite. At la. Balme gorge, the 

vertical extent. of dcdolomitisation in the Lo-mr Parves 

Bads is shown in figure 55. In the beds underlying the 

Lci er Dreccie group, about 75"' of the dolomite' and dolomitic 

limestones have been dedolomitised. At aossillion, 3. Taha 

recorded similar extensive dedolomitisation at this Iowa* 

However, both at la Balme gorge and at'4ossillion dedolomitt 

cation is less extensive in the highest parts of the Lower 

Parvos Beds (i.e, the limestones with breccias)than below* 

In these upper beds only ? of the dolomitised rocks have 

been dedolomi ided. 

Specimens collected by students of Imperial College 



'from the UpporTirieu limostone and the Loer Parves, Beds 

'of an area coveringnuoh of Bugeyshowed numerous examples 

of dedolomitisod rocks. 	Thus it wou/d appear that there • 

has been extensiv.: dedolmaitisnin in the Viriou 

Lmesteno aryl 	thc. Lower Parves Dods over an area m:tending 

from Lac cu Bourget in the east to and beyond Rossillion an 

Promeyzel in the West (Pig. 2) 	An interesting o3:amp1e of 

dodolomitioed oolitio limestone teas also found by 

Mr. J urray of Imperial College in the Kimmeridgian of 

the S'Ass Jura at )stscite, 	Vero work is necdod, however, 

before the 1 glonal extent of dedelomitisation is knouns  

3. .71 jr'i1ti6 from t)olomito into Limestone aft 

mito qtLa  Berne  

.ithin the Upper Virieu L1m.stono of la Brimo oro  

there are large irregular masses of dolomito up. to 11 metres 

in lateral extont. 	The dolomites are granular, coarse. 

grained rooks, and pass into fine-grained limestones. 	The 

transitions ore marked by zones of fesrrio o71de.stalningt 

the staining is strongest against the dolomite and. fades 

Off into the limestone. 	In the field it was thought that 



FIG, 41A. Composite calcite rhombs with a micro-
crystalline core surrounded by coarser-
craincd calcite. Upper Virieu Limestonos  

La Pnlme gorge (712'1). 

FIG. 41B. fnombc of dolomite. The rock was treated 
with hydrochloric acid which dissolved the 
interstitial coarse.-gained calcite. 
7rper Virieu Limostone, La T1lmc :•orge (400). 
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the r 	tiona 	. those resulting Pron 4elom .sntion, 

and specimens ,were collected across two of them in the hone 

that the stucly of 'hese ;;1i ht shec some light on the nature 

of the process of dolomil;loatteno in the laboratory it 

was found that these transitions were not from limestone 

into dolomite resulting from dolomitisation, hut from 

dolomite into limestone resulting from 1eolo7Atisation. . 

One of these tvansitint 	be disclIssed in detail. 

The tranc-ition.zone between the dolomite and 

limestone is .narrow (about 4 cm.) and three specimens 'Jere 

collected, one from the zone of transition and one each from 

the limestone and dolmnite on either sire« 	In thin soctien 

the te7tures of the limestone and dolo ite are superficially 

similar (set3. figures 41A and 13) both consist of mosaics of 

mutually interfering rhpmbs with coarse.grained crystals 

of calcite filling the insterstices between the rhombs. 

In the dolomite rock, the rhombs are rhombs of dolomite, 

but in the limestone the rock is entirely calcite, and 

each of the rhombs is made up of a fine-grained mosaic of  
calcite crystals. These rhombs aro clearly pseudomorpho of 

calcite after dolomite. 	,cross the transition the dolomite 
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FIG. 1+2. Acid etched polished surface of a transition between dolomite and 
limostone. Upper Viricu Limostone, La Balme gorge (x20). 

a. dolomite side of transition 
b. limestone side or transitift. 



crystals are progressivel7 repine 7 b,  calcite and the 

comploto change from one rock. type to the other toles place 

within a:distance of'apprrnImately one centimetre. 	rigures 

42A anO. i-23 are photographs of an acid-eteed polished 

surface of the transition zone. 	f7n the delo.Ato siele or, 

the tranci,:ion (Fig. 42A) only the cores of the rhombs have 

boon ropla ed by calcite, whereas towards tho limstono side 

of the transition (Fig. 4-273) the calcite cores have increased 

in size, so th t only the outer zones of many 
	

t'-e'dolomite 

rhornhs remain. 	Thoro con be no dollht that this trnnsition 

is ono of dedolo.A.tisation, because the dolomite pal-  es 

laterally into n limestone which shows the ghost te7ture of 

dolomite 

tii7 Teoloit 1ce1 . Tz( tS 

Carbonate rocks in which dcdolomitisation has not 

proceeded to completion were differentially stained with 

sitver chromate to distinguish the replacement crficite.from 

the relic dolomite. Several c7amples have 'been found in 

which dolomite rhombishow cores of fine-grained calcite 



FIG. 43A. A junction between calcilutite and dolomite. 
The dolomite rhomb shot: grains of fine. 
grained ealcito randomly scattered. Upper 
Virieu Limestone, La Balme gorge (x50). 

FIG. 43B. Junction between calnitUtite and limestone 
after dolomite. The former dolomite grains 
now show a core of microcrystalline calcite 
surrounded by coarsor-grained calcite. Upper 
lririeu Limestone la Talme gorge (x50), 



4, Fully dedelomitised rock. 	he dolomite 
rhombs and grains ahvo been re)laccd by 
microcrystallino calcite in the core and 
coarser-grained calcite toward:: the 
periery. Upper Virien Limestone tt 

la Brlme gorge (x25). 



FIG. 45, thombs of dolomites  partially replaced 
by microcrystalline calcite (stained with 
silver chromate) in the core, and alone 
certain rhombic zones. Upper Virieu 
Limestone, La 9. 2mc -ore (x120). 

FIG. a. Composite calcite rhos bs (x120  ) 
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(Fig, 48). 	A further stage in this styie zf replacement 

is illustrated in Ple 47. In this specimen only the 
obtuse and acute angles of the outer zones of the rhombs 

have esacped replacement. In this mode of replacement, 

dodolomitisation appears to have proceeded from the centre 

of the dolomite rhombs outwards, ie, centrifugally, This 

is typical, of dolomitic calcilutites, 	Fo,lever, in some 

rocks corroded  grains of dolomite have been observed, 

and in these the majority of the rhombohedral faces have 

been destroyed, In these rocks dedolomitisation must have 

proCeeded inwards i.e. centripetally, 	This has been 

observed when the relict dolomite is poikilitically enclosed 

by larger crystals of calcite. Khvorova (1950), described 

calcite poikilitically enclosing rhombs of eolomite which 

are not corroded, but which show cores of ;aicrocrystalline 

calcite. 

In some rocks replacement of dolomite by calcite has 

taken place along particular zones ("ig. 45), These 

rocks show zones of dolomite of uniform width alternating 

with zones of microcrystalline calcite. In other specimens, 

however, dedolomitisation has taken place apparently at 



FIG. 47. Partially dedolomitised rocks  showing relics 
of dolomite rhombs. The calcite has been 
stained with silver chromate. Lower Parves 

Beds, Eossillion (x25). 

rIG. 48. Partially fiedolomitised rhombs, shcoling r.ores 
of microcr-stalline calcite. The calcite has 
boon stainod with silver chromate, Lower 

Parves Beds, La P Ime gorge (x25). 



random. 	n lusionss  of cc,leite are 

scattered throughout the rhombs and the rhumb boundaries 

Show a considerable amount of corrosion. 

It would appears  therefore that dedolomitisation may 

takeplace either con ripotallys  contrifUgallys  along 

certain selected zones or even apparently at random. 

C rb 

filly edolomitine 	n be subdivided into two 

MIA groups on the basis of thgB torture of the caleite 

replacement mosaic: 

(i) Dedolomitised rocks in which the dolomite has boon 

replaced by a fincr.grained Calcite mosaic and 

(it) Dedolomitised rocks in which the dolomite has been 

replaced by a coarser grained ecleite mosaic. 

Each of those groups will be des,,,ribed in turn. 

(i) 

azaci fl ajallt, 

' she dolomite in this group is usually replaced by a 
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, 49, Fully cicdolomitised roc!1, consisting of 
ricrocrystalline replacement calcite and 
coarse.grainod sparry calite. Upper 
Viricu Limestone,•Chanaz. (x40), 

4edolonitised rock1  con71.-ttng of 
rhnmbs of microcrystalline calcite and a 
crypt.;:crystalline 1a cite groundmas':. 

a W- lme cOrge 'On) 



granular mosaic of microcrystalline calcite (see Fig. 50) 
which can be clearly differentiated from the crypt°. 

crystalline goundmass. 	In those dolomitised calcilutites 

in which the distribution of dolomite was patchy, with the 
dolomite crystals aggregated into a system of clots and 

stringer dedolomitisation produced a rock with a texture 

which superficially resembles structure grumeleuse. 

Several exapples of dedolomitised dolomitic calcarenites 

have been found*  The original sediments includes both 

baha>it©s and bioclastic bahamItec. 	It has been stated 

in the previous chapter that dolomitisation appears to 

be a selective process, and that in dolomitised calearenites 

dolomite rhombs occur mainly in the groundmass or replace 

bahamiths. In those rocks in which the rhombs are embedded 

in a groundmass which consists of relatively coarse-grained 

sparry calcite,. the rhombs have been replaced by calcite 

of similar particle size and texture to that of the surrounding 

groundmass. In specimens in which the groundmass is 

essentially cryptocrystalline calcite, the replacement calcite 

Is microcrystalline, 1.e. slightly coarser-grained.Further-

morec  some specimens have been found in which all these 



features are di.spl *Cr in a singlo rhomb. 	In these 

pocimens, ghosts ombs cut across bahamiths, sparry 
calcite and secondary overgrowths on echinoderm fragments. 

Any one of these rhombs in seen to consist of three types 

of calcite mosaic, That part of a rhomb which cuts across 

bahamiths is essentially nicrocrystallino. That part uhich 

is surrounded by sparry calcite of the cement s lows a 

cos.rso..grained calcite mosaic and the remaining part, of the 
rhumb is in optical continuity with the secondary overgrowth. 

These observations suggest that dedelomitisation tends to 
regenerate the pre.dolomitisation texture of the limestone, 

Where dolomites have been replaced by calcite two 

textural types have been observed. In one, the dolomite 

has been replaced by an essentially equigranular calcite 

mosaic. 	In the other, the individual rhombs show a core 

of microcrystalline, calcite surrounded by a rhombic zone 

of coarser.grained calcite (see Fig. 41A). 

Dedolomitised carbonate sediments in which the original 

rock consisted of a mutually interferring grains of dolomite 

show relatively more complex texturos. However, if the 

grains in those rocks are replaced by microcrystalline calcite 
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surrounded by ci ono 	coarserrained Icitc, tho ghost 

structure of the original dolomite con be detected (Pig. 44). 

'esa rocks usually show occasional ghost rhombne 

Examples of "mottled limestones" have been found in 

which the dolomite has boon partially replaeed by calcite, 

Pig. 43A is a photograph of a part of a mottled limestone 

and illustr►rles the junction between dolomite and csIcilutite. 

Sozo spocimens collected from the some mass of mottled 

limestone are megaseopleally identical with that deseribed 

above, but in thin section they are seen to consist 

entirely of calcite. Fig. 43A illustrates the 3unetiOn 

betwcon a calcilutits and a limestone after dolomite of one 

of them specimens. The replacement textur-,S in this rock 

and that illustrated in Pi 44 may superficially rose!,:ble 

that of grain-growth mosaic Oathurnt 1.9584 thn proseneo of 

occasional composite calcite rhombs any thel comparison 

with the textures of dolomites .collocted from the unroplaced 

dolomite mans, however, loaves no doubt that they have 

rosuitetl from dedolo vitisation. 



FIG. 51. Echinoderm ealcarenite with rhombs in the 
secc - ndary overgrowth shown up by ferric 
oxide staining. Lower Bcurdoau cis, near 

i3ourdeau (x75). 
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Thi, group can be conveniontly subdivided into 

two main types ..The one has resulted from the dedolomiti 

Sat .on of dolomitic limeston7s, and the other has resulted 

from the dedolomitisa uion of: dolomites. 

(a) 	F oplacement of el imitic, limostone by calcite which 

is coarser. -►k ruined than the dolomite rhombs has boon observed 

on15.in echinoderm calcai onites. In theses  rhombic zones 

of ferric ozido occur-withis the calcite of the secondary 

overgrowth. (Fig. 51). These ferric cmide zones reset" 

the zones which often occur within dolomite rhombs; they 

are interpreted as being ghosts of former dolonite crystals 

which have been replaced by ca/cite. Mere these zones of 

ferrie cmide. octur within the calcite overgrowths on echinow 

dorm debris, thw calcite is crystallographically continuous 

coos Jhe overgrowth and the included rhomb. Locally, the 

rhombic zones lie across the boundary between two Secondary 

overgrowths; the boundary passes 'unbroken across them. 

A thin ..section of this rock was treated with very daft 



hydrochloric acid anct pbtass um ferricynnide to test for 

the distribution of ferrous iron in the calcite, The 

calcite of each echinoderm fragmont, the overgrowth oh 

those fragments and the included rhombe„ althoUgh all 

Ingle or; stal of calcite, stained differentially, The 

. calcite of the oehinocierm fragment took a faint irregular 

blue stain; the overgrowth stained trongly blue; but the 

calcite enc el within the rhombic zones of ferric oxide 

remained unstained„ What is more, outside the ferric oxide 

zones there remained a narrow rhombic zone of unstained 

caw P 	Thie differentiation of iron.rich and iron-poor 

cabcito Kelps to elucidate the dlagenetic history of the 

rock. The first phase was the development of iron.rich 

overgrowths on and in,latice continuity with the calcite 

of the detrital echinoderm fragments, The rock was 

subsequently dolomitised, and scattered dolomite rhombs locally 

replaced the calcite of the overgrowths, Later, the process 

of dedolomitisation replaced the dolomite by an essentially 

iron free.calcite 	The limits of the earlier.dolomite 

rhombs are marked by the boundaries between the stained 

and unstained calcite, and the zones of ferric oxides represent 



FIG. 52. Fully dedolomitised rock, consistin of 
a coarse-grained calcite mosaic which shows 
ghost texture of a finer-grained dolomite 
mosaic. Lower Parves Beds, Iossillion (X45) 



cones within theoriginal dolomite. 

(b) True dolomi 
	

placed by calcite alb° ac(sae 

Fig. 52). 

It has been mentioned i.n previous chapters that some 

rocks occur in which granular aggregates of dolomite crystals 

are poikilitically enclosed within larger crystals of 

calcite, In these rocks some grains of dolomite show 

sharp clear a yste/r:boundc rice, and the dolomite has 

not been modified in any way 
	

However, several examples 

have been found In which the boUndaries of the dolomite 

crystals are ir gular in outline and are embayed by the 

enclosing colon crystals inamanner suggesting replacement 

If this process of replacement by poikilitio calcite weret0 

go to completion, the resultant limstone would be an 

oquigranual coarsei.grained calcite rook. In such rocks 

the grain boundaries of the earlier dolomite mosaics are 

outlined by ferric oxide staining. In a variant of this 

type of dedolomitisation texture)  the calcite crystals are 

optically clear and free from inolusions. The author 

interprets this limestone as a dodolomitised rock in which 

the outlines of the earlier dolomite grains boundaries are 



not preserved as a palimpsest texture. 	In both t7pes, 

the grain boundaries are complete, and in thin section 

these rocks have the general feptures of metamorphosed 

limestme, and they appear strangely out of pyres in a 

normal sedimentary sequence* 

The author has already drawn at nt on to t effect 

that in many rocksI dedolomitisat 	,.. ion.endsto regenerate 

the pro.dolomitisation texture of the rock. 	It is possible 

that , when a limestone is dolomitised, submicroscopic relics 

of the original calcite may remain unroplaceci within the 

dolomite crystals. 	;Airing dedolomitisation these 

inclusions would act as nuclei about which- the replacement 

calcite would be orientated. The textures of many of the .  

dedolomitised rocks can be ozTlained on the basis of this 

suggestion* Thus in dolomitised calcilutites minute relies 

of calcite within the dolomite rhombs would show random 

orientations, so that on dedolcrlitisation thapo might give 
rise to microcrystalline calcite mosaics,. In the calcar©nites, 

when rfilplacement by dolomite occurs in the overgrowth on an 

echinoderm fragment, the calcite relic8 which remain in the 

dolomite will all have the same lattice orientation*  On 
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dedolomiti 	ose in a ions iro:z1d therefore tend to 

regenerate a lattice in continuity with the secondary 

overgrowths., 

it has already been mentioned, that Von Mori* (l1143) 

su 	sted that dedolomitisation could be caused by. 

ea 	um sulpha e - solutions.._ 

Tatar-1T 	disucs ng the occurrence ©f dedolomitift 

sod rocks 	 sla, observed that dedolomitisation is 

always a near surface phenomenon, and that bore hole samples 

do not show evidence of dedolomitisation at_dep h te believed 

that the preeets resulted from superficial g-Ypsifer0us  
solutions as suggested by Von Morlot, Khvorova 	 8)  

attributed the dedolomitisation of the Carboniferous rocks of 

the Russian,  platform to the action of salts gashed out from 

Lower Permian rocks. 

If gypsiferous solutions were t'o cause 'of dedolomitisation 

in the Jura they could have been derived from any of three. 

sources: (a) From above; 'during or after the deposition of 

the Tertiary sediments; (b) rrom within; from the Lower 

Parves Beds which show some evidence of the former existence 

of evaporites, or (c) From below: from the underlying 



evaporites of. the Triassic sediments. 

The possible:ezistence of two generations of dolomite 

woulc1. suggest that the magnesium liberated during dedolomi-P 

tisation may have caused a .ecomi phase of o1oiitition in 

the jura. 

Yizrthermore, the presence 'of 	nsively dedolomitisOd 

horizons, together vith others which show little dedolomiti.. 

sation, throughout a significant par of the Southern Jura, 

would suggest that other factors may have ben importnnte 

However, further speculations on the possible mode of Origin 

should-be . reserved until the field relations of these rocks 

are better known. 



C 114 	PIP 	CITIM ONS 

In this part of the thesis a brief general 

description will be given on each formation in the 
eso oic succession of the aroa. An attempt will 
be made to correlate the field and the pitrographic 

evidence in order to deduce the possible depositional 

environm nto  

petrogranhy The Lower Lueey Beds consiet essential 

of bloclastic calcareates• The major components include 

echinoderm fragment° and polyzoa. Pragments of lament'', 

branehe and brachiopois are relatively lose ablutdant. 

Those bloclastic calcarenitos are common]; cemented by 

overgrowth andfor with granular calcite mosaic. They . 



range in grain size .from medium to very coarse. Polymt ial 
particle size distributions are not uncommon 	The 
arenaceous layers in the Lower Lucoy Beds are often 
laminated. This lamination is due to variation in the 
relative abundenee of quartz grains in suecessive 
laminae. 

The Midale Lucey Beds are mainly fine-grained 
bioclactie ealearenites. They consist essentially of 

two componentsi i.e. cryptocrystalline ovoid pellets and 
echinoderm fragments. These rooks are almost equigranular; 
the grain size of their components commonly ranges from 
100 to 250 microns. They are usually oemented by 
overgrowth. The sandy partings in the Middle Lucoy 
comprise up to 25% detrital quartz grains. These quartz 
grains, together with subordinate ammounts of felspar, 

are embedded in an calcareous groundmass strongly► stained 
with limonite. The iron oxide stain makes the determination 
of the carbonate material rather difficultt  if not impossible. 
The sand grains are subangular to sub rounded and often 
contain numerous inclusions of apatite. The petrography 
of ehert modules in the Middle Lueey has been already 
described in Chapter 9. The specimens studied suggest that 



at least some of the chart nodules have originated by the 
replacement of fine..grained bioclastic calcarenites, 

The tipper Lucey calcarenites are petrograptlically 
aim3.lar to those of the Lower Lacey, Composite grains 
are s  however, relativJly more important while polyzoa are 

rather rare in these calcarenites. 

The following criteria art 

important 	 connection with the depositional environment 
of the Lucey Beds: 

1. 	In the field the Loiter t nd Upperacey consist 

essentially of *oars ► grained, current-bedded calcaren 

wh le the Middle Lacey comprise mainly finsimgrained 

calcarenites with charts, 

2, Torrigenous matter occurs as arenaceous layers inter. 

bedded with the bioclastic chlcarenites in the Lower and 

the basal part of the Middle Lacey Beds, They are virtually 

absent from the rest of the formation, 

3. Farther west in i3ugey, a eoralline facies occurs in the 

Lacey Beds. This facies thins out in an easterly direction, 

while the overlying chorty horizons appear to thicken in 

(b) 



the same direction. This facies is absent from the 

area studied and it,has probably been replaced by the 

fine*grained calcarenitos with charts, which constitute 

the'Middle Lucey Beds in this area. 
4, ,Petrographically the sediments consist essentially 

of bieclastio clean-washed calearenites in which 

echinoderm fragments predominate. At some horizons 

polycrystalline skeletal debris, especially, that of 

polyzoa, become important 

5. The majority of charts appear to be post-depo tional, 
and have resulted from the replacement of the fine-grained 

bioclastic limestones. 

6. The depositional components are well, rounded and fairly 

well sorted. 

It can be inferred from (1) and (4) that the Lucey 

Beds were deposited in a shallow water environment, This 
evidence further indicates strong current and wave action. 

During the deposition of the Lower Lucey and the basal 

part of. the Middle Lucey Beds it appears that neighbouring 

land areas supplied greater amounts of sand than clay 

matter. During the deposition of the rest of the Lucey 

Beds, there must have been an appreciable decline in the 
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supply of terrigenous matter. 

In Lucey time a reef must have existed throughout 

most of Bugoy. The faunae  which includes corals, 

presumably indicates warm clear waters. Reef corals 

usually flourish in waters less than 30 metres deep. 

Carozzi (195/0 suggested a limit of 5 to 15 metres for 

the reef limestones of Grand-Saleve 	Thus a tentative 

suggestion for the depth of water in the west of the, area 

is from 15 to 20 metres. Between sac. du Bourget and the 

Thom, finew.grained bioclastic sediments were probably 

deposited alongside the roof which formed further west. 

It is perhaps significant that current..bodding is virtually  
absent from these fine-grained calcarenites, although it is 

well developed throughout the rest of the formation. This 

would suggest that relatively quieter waters must have 

prevailed during the deposition of the Middle 'Amy Beds, 

which could be related to the e-istence of a reef immediately 

to the west. 

Although most of the everts appear to be post..depositi 

lanai, more extensive petrographic study is needed before 

it can be ascertained whether or not the beds in which 

replacement took place were originally rich in sponge spicules 



and other siliceous organisms. However, the arenaceous 

layers of the Lower and Middle Lucey Beds may be considered 

as a possible source of silica. 

The oepositional environment of the Upper Luce,* Beds 

must have been similar to that of the Lower Lucey, but as 

stated earlier, relatively small amounts of terrigenous 

tatter, especially sand, must have been supplied from 

neighbouring land areas, 

2. The Chanaz De 

(a) Petroftraehy.  The Chanaz Beds present'a rather 

significant petrographic feature which distinguished them 

from the Lucey Beds i.e. the presence of a caleilutitic 

groundmass throughout the whole of this formation. In 

this feature they contrast with the elean-washed bioclastie 

calcarenites of the Lucey Beds. The presence of fines. 

'grained shell fragments and the heterogenous character of 

this groundmass suggests that it has originated mainly by a 

mechanical, breakdown of the skeletal debris. 

The Lower Chanaz Beds comprise essentially fine-grained 

calcaronites and marls. In the former, the sand-size 
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components include pellets, ranging from 80 to 120 microns 

in size, and skeletal fragments. Among the skeletal 

debris only echinoderm fragments could be determined. 

The pellets and the skeletal fragments, are embedded in a 
dark grey groundmass of microcrystalline or cryptocrystalline 

calcite. The dark rmey colour of the groundmass is 

probably due to admixture with clay matter. 

The Middle Chana7 Beds consist essentially of coarse+  

grained bioclastic calearenites. The ma3or components 
include polycrystalline skeletal fragments, particularly 

brachiopods, monocrystalline skeletal fragments and 
composite grains in that order of importance. These 

sand-size components are embedded in a dark, cryptocrystalline 

matrix. The composite grains form a coarser fraction with 

particle sizes up to 2 mm. Unlike oter calcareous grains 

they aro heavily stained with limonite. These characters 

suggest that they have originated elsewhere in the basin of 

deposition.. Unlike the coarse calcarenites of the Ludy 

Beds, the skeletal fragments in the Middle Chanaz are 

subangnlar and commonly ill-sorted, 

The Upper Chanaz Beds V*, Fig. 3) consist of fine. 
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grained calearen tee similar to those of the Lower Chanaz, 

They differ, however, in that pellets are subordinate to 

skeletal debris, and also in the presence of minor amounts 

of sponge spicules and pyrite. both field and microscopic 

evidence suggests that the irregelar chart nodules which 

occur in this division originated by replacement. 

Evidence in connection 

with the depo 	nment of the Chanaz Beds includes 

the following:  
1. The passage from the current-bedded clean-vash d calc 

ices of the Upper Lucoy to the finepsgrained limestones and 

marls or the Lower Chanez is rather abrupt. 

2. The marly horizons which frequently occur in the Middle 

Chanaz Beds are extremely rich in well preserved fossils 

These include brachiopods, lamellibranchs, echinoids and 

ammonites. Among these fossils brachiopods commonly 

predominate, 

3. The highest beds of the Upper Chanaz are highly 

ferruginous, and ertromely rich in well..preserved ammonites 

and brachiopods. 

4. Except for the coarse-grained calcarenites of the 

Middle Chanaz, the main part of this formation is fine..grained. 

(b) 
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The sand-size components include ovoid pellets (probably 

faecal pellets) and skeletal debris. These components 

are invariably embedded in a calcilutitic groundmass, 

The skeletal fragments are commonly 111..sorted and have 

suffered little abrasion, 

5. The terrigenous matter consists essentially of clay*  

In the calcarenites, The clay matter is probably admixed 

with the calcilutitic groundmass* 

Points (1) and CO indicate a sudden incurring of 

quiet water. sedimentation which prevailed throughout the 

deposition of virtually the whole formation. At times 

(points 2 and 3) the amount of sediment accumulating must 

have been very small, thus reflecting the stability of 

the sea floor*  

Recent work on present day carbonate sedimentation 

(floubelt 1957, Tiling l95+) shows that fine or coarse-

grained carbonate sediment, with calcilutitic groundmads, 

usually accumulates in the quiet-water and sheltered areas 

of the shallow banks. Quist water sedinentation does 

not necessarily indickte a greater depth of water. 



the 	vole!,.Deis 

(a) EgttroRraphv,i Tlme did not allow for a detailed 

laboratory study to be made of this formation. Thin 

seetions of specimens collected at random auggeet that 

the limestones consist essentially of cryptocrystalline, 

calcite mixed with various proportions of clay matter, 

Many specimens cruamined are speckled with iron oxide. 

The latter together with the terrigenous material are 

probably responsible for the brown colour observed in 

thin section, 

(b) DopetationgT qnyAronmerit. The relevant evidence 

regarding the depositional environment of the Chavoley 

Beds is summarised below: 

1, The Chavoley Beds consist essentially of alternations 
of marls and caleilutites, with marls predominating in the 

middle part of the formation. 

2. The formation is relatively rich in well-preserved 
macrofossils. Among these, ammonites are the most 

abundant and appear to be concentrated in certain horizons. 

3. Petrographically the formation appears to consist of 

wi  4.  
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fine-grained calcilutites. 

The evidence briefly outlined. above suggests 

deposition in quiet-water environment. It is possible 

as suggested earlier for fino*grained carbonate sediments 

to accumulate in the shelOored quiet-water areas of shallow 

banks on which carbonate sedimentation is taking place. 

Such a mode of origin is probable in those instances where 

relatively thin caleilutites are interbedded with coarser 

grained carbonate sediments and facies changes would be 

expected to occur over relatively short distances. However, 

for such a thick succession (about 200 metres) as the 

Chavoley Beds to be deposited in a shallow water environment 

it would require a delicate balance between subsidence and 

the rate of sediment accumulation, This formation shows 

fairly uniform lithologies in the area studied by the 

author and over much of Bugey. Other workers also recorded 

similar lithologies from adjacent parts of the southern 

Jura. It is therefore more probable that a slight deepening 

of the basin of sedimentation has taken place. This 

suggestion is further supported to some extent by the 

faunal assemblage, Assuming that the supply of terrigenous 

matter was sonstant, such a deepening might have been 



accoMpanied by a general decline in the deposition of 

carbonates and t;::eir replacement by marls, 

0 

(a) Fetroarauhv. 	with the previous formation, no 

detailed laboratory 
	

dies 'were made of the limestones 

and thin marl partings of the Oignon.Limestone. However, 

thin sections cut of some specimens from the limestones 

show an equigranular texture of cryptocrystalline calcite 

with occasional small' cavities, Specimens collected from 

the pisolitic facies in the western extremity of Bugey 

near Luis, show pisoliths up to 2 cm in size, Many of 

these pisoliths are flattened and slightly concavo.convex, 

and the majority have nuclei of polycrystalline skeletal 

fragments. It appears that the shape of many of ,the

pisoliths has been partly determined by the shape of their 

nuclei. The flattened and slightly concave.convex 

pisoliths, for instance, often show concentric layers 

parallel to nuclei of concave.convw: skeletal fragments. 

Some pisoliths have nuclei of optically clear calcite 

mosaics, comparable to the drusy mosaic described by 



Bathurst (1958). Such pisoliths probably originally had 

nuclei of aragonitic skeletal fragments which were 

subsequently dissolved and the resultant cavities were 

subsequontly filled with secondary calcite. 

The groundmass of the pisolite has been emteneively 

dolomitised, :lowover, ghosts of skeletal fragments 

mainly those of brachiopois.and molluscs, together with 

remnant. of calcilute can still be recognised, It 

appears that the majority of the pisolits haVe escap+d ,  

dolotitisation. 

Degos4tional eovAronment, The following evidence is 

significant in connection with depositional environment 

of the Oignon Limestones 

1, The formation consists of a rhythmic alternation of 

shales and well.bede3ed calcilutites, except at the top where 

a pisolitic facies occurs. 

2. The pisolite facies extends over much of Bugeys  but thins 

out in a southeasterly direction and is absent from the 

area between Lac du Bourget and the Rhone. 

3, Fossils are relatively rare, but when present they are 

usually well preserved. 
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The limestones consist essential, of finefterained 

calcilutitee. 

• The Aztion LtinotQno narks a phaee of rhythmic o1imett. 

tut ton which beeones a dominent feature of many of the 

overlying formations, The reletively thin ehales might 

represent the came /ength cf tine as the interbelezed ealois.  

lutitos but with impoverished carbonate deposition. Apart 

from a net increase in carbennto matter and a marked 

decrease in faunas  the eediments of the Oignon Limestone 

are eseentially simile? to those of the Chavol nods 

The pisolite hioh occurc at the top of the nignon neatens 

over much or nugey initent s that reposition above the wave 

hose was probably reeestablished at the end of the Oilmen 

times. South eastwares however 	approaching the 

sub-alpine domains  the rieposition or fineegrained calcilutites 

must have continue' since tLc pisolite is absent from the 

area hetwen Lae du neurret and '.he nhone, Dreyfus (1954) 

envisaged n reduced mte of subsidence in the whole of the 

Jura and the prevalence of water depths or 60 to 70 metros 

during the deposition of this formation. 



The  V rAeq L 

(a) Petrogyaelly. 	he Lower Virieu Limestone, which is 

seen in the field to consist essentially of calcikeite has 

not been studied in thin section. Specimens collected 

by S. Taha from the neighbourhood of Virieuele-Grand 

comprise mainly fine-grained caleilutito with various 

proportions of skeletal debris. 	The basal part 

comprises medium-grained dc:1omitos which have been extensively 

dedolomitised. Dolomitisation and subooquent replacement 

by calcite has destroyed most of the depositional characters 

of the basal part of the Upper Virieu. Those parts which 

escaped dolobitisation consist essentially of calcilu ite 

with some scattered skeletal fragments. The petrography 

of the dolomites has been described earlier (ace Chapter 1t ). 

The higher parts of the Upper Virieu Limestone consist 

predominantly of calcilutites with considerable proportions 

of bioclastie mosaic pseudomorphs. Theso probably represent 

what were originally aragonitic lamellibranchs and coral 

fragments. Other components which form minor constituents 

are calcareous algae, brachiopods and echinoderm fragments.  

Host specimens from the Upper Virieu contain some scattered 

no 



composite rhombs of calcite mosaic. Pellet calc renites, 

mainly bahamites occur especially near the top of the 

Upper Virieu. These bahamites are commonly cemented with 

granular mosaics. Some consist of pellets embedded in a 

predominantly calcilutitic groundmass. 

(b) Depositional tyr,aronmpn 	The field and lab rotary 

evidence which is important in connection with conditions 

of deposition of the Viricu Limestone can be summarised as 

follows: 

1. Except for some 1+C metres at the base, the lTiriou 

Limestone is essentially massive and frequently unstratified. 

2. The formation is richly fossiliforous. The fossils 

include calcareous algae, lamellibranchs and corals. The 

latter appear to be often in the position of growth. . 

3. Some intraformational conglomerates or broccias occur 

locally (e.g. at Chanaz). 

4. The Virieu Limestone shows a considerable variation in 

thickness, even within the limits of the area studied by 

the author. 

5. Petrographically, the formation consist essentially 

of calcilutito mixed with various proportions of skeletal 



FIG. 53. CilmOn  Jurassica Favre, Lover Parves 
Beas, La ilrime gorge (160) 
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debris, and some subordinate bahamites occur, especially 

near the top. These limestones have been dolomitised 

to various degrees and in part subsequently dedolomitised. 

It has already been pointed out that, towardtthe west 

of the area, a shallow Alter environment was re.established 

over much of Tiugey at the end of the Oignon times. The 

breccias observed locally at the base of the Virieu Limestone 

reflectIs/  the instability of he sea floor at the beginning of 

Virieu times, During the deposition of the Virien Limestone 

both field and laboratory ,evidence suggests that a shallow 

water environment was re-established over much of the 

southern Jura. Fowever, corals and dasyclad algae become 

abundant only in the. Upper Virieu Limestone. This would 

suggest that the shallowing of the sea floor must have been 

a gradual and progressive process. The .corals and dasyclad 

algae indicate clear and presumably /Jam shallot/ waters, 

and the presence of some clean.washed bahamites would sug7ost 

that relatively strong current action must have prevailed at 

times. At Nantual  Riche (1893) estimated a depth of water 

of 70 to 16;1 metres for this formation. The base of modern 

reefs ranges from about 7 to 18 metres whilst at Bikini 

atoll corals rapidly disappear below a depth of 82 metres. 



FIG. 5r vgtor rvili Groves. Lower Parves Beds 
pper div1sim), La Dalme gorge (i45). 



Dasyclad alcao 	today in depths of -eater between 

IL and .60 metres. 	It would appear therefore that 'a 

maximum depth of 6.0 metros, and probably ::such ohallower.  

at times must have pr Ala let3 tlirouchout much of Viricu 

times. 

6() T! Lower Parses :Kids  

In this section, the field evidence concerning the 

Lower Parves Beds at la BtIme gorge, has been combined 

with the petrographic Studied to give a somewhat detailed 

succession of this division. It was Only after the latter 

study was carried out in The laboratory, that the field 

succession became intelligible. For this reason the 

latter was excluded from Chapter (3) on the Mesozoic 

succession. 

The reappearence of stratification is taken as marking 

the base of the Lower Parves Beds. However, some 30 metres 

of the basal beds, although stratified, are poorly exposed, 

and these have been excluded from the table given on page 

These beds appear to consist mainly of pale grey caleilutites, 
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TA.181, 3. 

The Succession or thq  „;tower P 

1,2 	Pale grew calcilutite. 

3 

6,7. 

Laminated dolcritic c 	lutite; alternation 
of laminae rich and poor in lolomite. 
Calcitic dolomite 
Laminated dolomitic ca1_cilu ite, 
Pale grey calcilutite, th stylo es wt.lich 

merge into one another. 
Dahamite, comented vith worry calcite; with 
Acicularia sp. and. 

 

ravra. 

  

9,10. 	Ca/cilutitic bahamite, with com.o ite calcito 
rhombc associated with s tylolites, with te7trlarids, 
miliolids, Actinonoyella,podolipa ATth. and 
glyeing,lutosice, Fevre. 

11.13. 	Yellowish grey calcilutite. 

14. Pinkish grey dedolomitised dolomitic calcilutite; 
te::ture superficially resembling "texture 
grumeleuse" of Cayeux (1936). 

15. Reddish brown very fine-grained dolomite; 

replaced by coarser.grained calcite mosaic. 
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16. 	Reddish.brown micro rystailine dolomite repl2c d 

by coarser' brained calcite, alternating with 

clay partings. 

17,18. 	Yollovish grey calcilutite. 

19, 	Brown dedolomitised dolomitic calcilutite. 

20,21 	Reddish.brown dolomitic calcilutite partially 

replaced by calcite. 

22,23. 	Brown calcilutite.  

24,25, 	Wbitish.grey calcilutite. 

26,27, 	Pinkis a grey dedolomitised dolomite. 

28 29, 	Whitish-grey dedolomitised dolomitic ba amite with 

Aciculari&sp"nViliolicis, twAularidst  and 

01avator_provesi  Harris, 

30.31 	Brown dedolomitised dolomite. 

32,33. 	Light grey bahamite, 

34, 	Palo brown dolomitic calcilutite with zoned 

dolomite rhombs, 

35936. 	flodolomitised dolomitic calcilutite with stylolites 

and marly partings, 

37. Palo grey calcilutite, 

38. Pale grey calcilutite with some calcilutitic pellet 

calcarenites, 



Coarse a.,ned bahanitc with sna gastropoas, 

Brown dolomitic calcilutite. 

Pale 	lcilutite. 

Broccia, with pale grey f'raguents of calcilutite 

and a dolomitic atrill:„ 

Brown d.o 	

m

lomit4c.cacilu 

Breccia, with pale gAey and blactti h fragments 

of calcilutite, passing laterally into marl 

Pale grey calcilutite. 

Preccia, with light grey and dark grey calcilutitis 

framonts and a dolomitic matri- 	resting on an 

eroded surface. 

49. ,Laminated dolomitic calcilutite. 

50. Breccia, with light grey fragments of calcilutite 

passing laterally into marl. 

51, 	Laminated dolomitic calcilutito, 

52. 	Breccia, with light grey and blackish calcilutitic 

fragments an ,T a dolomitic matri., 

Pao grey calcilutite with stylolites. 

56-61 	Dolomitic calcilutito with Olvnoina nervulei  

Cavoozzi. 

62. 	Pale grey calellutite. 

630.65 	Laminated dolomitic ealcilutito 

66, 	Pale grey calcilutite. 

67. 	Dolomitic calcilutite with miliolid and ClAritor  sp. 

39 

43. 

44 

46,47 
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68. Brown dolomitic calcilutite 

69. Palo grey calcilntito with m .liolids and Clayettor  sr), 

70 	Pale groy caleiltttite 	stylolites. 

71. 	WIAto Icilutite, bahamitie at the top end with 

. 	Fvvrei Actin oorala.maalea 

to Will Groves. 

72,73. 	Pale 

?ale-gre 	cilutite with fine- ained bre eta 

at the base. 

.75-79 	Pale grey ea eilutite. 

80-87. 

 

Whitish  rtihitist troy 	ilutite with stylolites near the 

top and bottom of each bed. 

8. 	Pale grey caleilutitie bahamite, 	miliolids and 

Act n 	1 ode c filth. 

  

89. 	Brown fine-grainod lamincted dolomites, 

90-92 	Pale grey eolite, with clros,ina narvula  Cavezz4 

93. 7,,rownish.ogrcy argillaceous calcilutite. 

94. Fine-grained bahamite. 

95. Brecciated limestone. 

96.1.00 	Pale grey calcilutite. 

101.104 Pale grey alcilutite interbedded with marls and 
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caleilutitic pellet calcarenite, with miliolids 

and 1 	ca Alth. 

105,1)6. Pale ,2,-cy bahamite„ 

107 	Brcciai with light grey and blackish fragments 

of calcilutite, with Clavator roict,  Gro-res 
203,109, Brace' , with pale 3r9y and dark grey cnloilutitie 

pebbles, resting on an aroded and channslled surfaest. 

110!411 Brawn calcilutite, brecciated in parts. 

112,113 Dark gray calcilutitc with stvlolites, 

4.14. 	Dreccial  with light grey fragments of calailut 

overlain by a shaly bad. 

115.117. Palo grey calcilutite, 

118. !rgi1laccous calcilutite, brecciated in parts. 

119. B;Ahamite, partly brecciated, with milialid3 

te::tularide, ,t,cieularia sp. .20MLU sp. 

and Latiamargna P2Eic4 ath. 

12C,. 	Pale grey caleflutite. 

122 	Breccia, with pale grey grasments, resting on an 

oroded fmrface and overlain by shale 

123. 	Pale grey 
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As stated in Chapter WI two lithological groups could 

be recognised; (1) a lover division Ulthout breccias and 

(11) an-upper division with brecnias, 	I3ach of these 

will be doscribedin turn. 

(1) 1ore,rjjvis n. The succession in this sub—division 

is presented in table ( 3 ) and figure 55. An inspection 

of the table shows that certain litholocical croups aro 

often repeated in an orderly manner. The rlain rock types 

that occur in the succession can be grouped as follows: 

a, Dolomite or dedolomitisod dolomite. 

b. Dolomitic calcilutite or its dedolomitisod 

equivalents. 

c. Calcilutite or calcilutitic bahamito. 

d. Bahanite. 

Beds I to 27 show the following sequence; cb, cd, cbs, 

ON ca. With the ozeeption of one bed therefore (no. 8), 

the succession consists up to this level of a rhythmic 

alternation of calcilutito and dolomitic calcilutite or 

dolomite. Higher up in the succession (beds 30 to 31) 

the sequence; a, dbe, db show that at these levels the clean 

washed bahamites become important. 



(ii) T2Tiesm_attpjaa. In addition to the rock tepee 

a, b, a, d breccias occur in this subedivision, This 

.additanal type cats be referred to "e". The succession 

beg5.ns with the sequences (beds 42 to 52) ce, be, ce, be, 
be; which is essentially an alternation of breccias with 

ealellutitet. This is followed by the sequence eb, eb, eb, 

be, (beds 3 to 70), The highest breccia beds (Pie. 55) 

are preceded by the sequence cd, co*  cd, ed (beds 71 to 

4),which appart from a local brecciation is charecterised 

by the occurrence of cleanewashed bahamites. This etn be 

compared with the sequence which preceded the first group 

of breccias. Thus it appears that bahamites become important 

just before the appearance of breccias in the succession. 

The highest ioquence ocd, ec, ec, ecl edel. ecl differs only 

from the breccia sequence above In the absence of dolomitic 

limestones, 

The significenco of these rhythmic alternation become 

clearer when the rock types are related to some variable 

which can be determined, in the limestones, The insoluble 

residues, for instance, aro useful for this purpose. 

Inspection of table ( 2 ) and figure ( ) would suggest that 



dolomitic and dedolomitised carbonate rooks carry a 

relatively higher amount or insoluble residues than 

daomit free liMestones. Fevre and Richard (1927) 

pointed out that dolomites ;hich occur in this formation 

aro generally richer in detrital quartz than the dolomitic 

limestones. 	Thus it appears that the sequenceabcd 

indicates a gradual impoverishment in the amount of 

torriginous matkir. 

DeposItinalLguyttament. fhythmle fluctuations in the 

amount of torrigenous mat,:rial must have taken place during 

the deposition of the basal part of '.he Lower Parves Beds. 
Such fluctuations could be duo to periodic changes in 

carbonate deposition. The frzquent occurrence of fresh 

water fossils, however, especially towards the top of the 

Lower Parves Weds sugFp,:sts that vertical °seta:Miens of the 

sea floor, and probably some corresponding movements of 

neighbouring land areas were responsible for these, fluctuations. 

This Is similar to the conclusion reached by nIvro and 

Richard (1927) after a consideration of various linos of 

evidence regarding the origin of breccias which occur in the 
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upper part .of the succession, 

Ono.of.the, major difficulties regarding .the origin 

of the broccias occurring n the Lower Parves Pods V' 

the presence in t' em of blackishfragments.of limestones.which 

cnnot be .matched with, any of the known limestones of the. 

Mesozoic succession. 	ri!t:t account for these fragments 

Carro i(1948) postulated emergent islanls, covered with 

lucu trine sapropels in the awiss Jura during the Purbeckian 

times. Dense (1953) pointed out that the black colouration 

of these fragtents is due .to the presence in them of 

hydr licarbons. 

The beds underlying some of the brocolas in the Lower 

Parves Beds of la iklme gorge show black mottling withaUt 

being brocciatod. ThiS would suggest that soma of the' 

Lower Parves carbonate sediments right have been blackened 

prior to their brocciation, It is possible that reducing 

conditions, Which could have prevailed in parts of the 

lagoons which. must haVe e'71sted at times, inhibited 

midation of organic matter. 

Two of the r7ost significant features-  of the Lower 

Parves breccias at la B!Ilmo are their deposition an eroded 



and channelled surfaces (Fig. /o 	and their frequent passage 

Into normal limestone or marls. 3.. me of the channels 

filled with breeeia.s cut through revere/ beds of limestones. 

he recession of the sea and the extreme shallouing of the 

eoa floor would bring the sediments under the influence of 

current and wave action as suggested by 'Fevre and Richard 

(1927). 	T 
 
is -eight have resulted first in the erosion and 

channelling of the depositional asrfaces, Later submergence 

and lowering of base level might bawl led 
	

the infilling 

of those channels wl h breccias. 

The period of emergence observed toward the end of 

Lower Parves times marks the clone of a major cycle of 

sedimentc,Ition. The cycle began with the shallow and current.,  

swept environment of Lucay times, A slight deepening of 

the sea floor may have been initiated in the Chant= times 

and must have reached its maximum during the deposition of 

the Chavoley reds. A shallowing of the sea floor during 

Oignon times led up to the re-establishment of Shallow« 

water sedimentation during the deposition of the Viries 

Limstone, This shallow-water environment persisted 

troughout the Lower Parves times and ended with a period 



of emergence at the close of Iuraszic sedimentation. 

The 172,(16.,10 and ner,Parves Beds 

(a) 	trorru= 	It is possib to recognise two 

lit 1 gical sub-divisions in the Mif101e Parves Beds 

(chapter 3), The lower sub-division begins with a 

pellet cllcarenite consisting of bahamiths and minor amounts 

(105) of skeletal fragments. The lat%or include 

Foraminifer% echinoderms and lamellibranchs. The overlying 

limestones are dolomitic. The basal part of these beds 

(Fig. 9) contain up to 5r..) of dolomite. 	Relics of skeletal 

fragments arc found scattered throughout the rock, Higher 

up the skeletal fragments become rare and the sedirnents 

pass into a dolomitic calcilutite. The overlyin;: strata 

consist essentially of cacilutites with a minor proportion 

of foraminifera (2 3! ). 

The upper sub.division of the fiddle Parves Beds 

(Fig. 9) consist of limestones characterised by the presence 

of eoliths. Those eoliths commonlg "float" in a hetero.• 

canons gvoundmass of micrecrystalline calcite. They contain 

grains of pyrite especially touards if:e periphery. 	Pyrite is 
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also present a^ irrocu 	patches in the grounftass of these 

limestones. 	nther components inoludo fragments of 

brachiopods, echinoderms .end lamellibranchs. 	These 

skeletal fraf;ments are cemmohly ill-sorted and sub-angular. 

No thin sections have been out of the Upper Parves Zeds. 

(b) 	itiona nvirnom nt' The basal part of the 

  

1,11,1dle 	es Beds mark the return of marine conditions 

after a rotatively short period of fresh water conditions 

at the close of the Jurassic (ievil 1911). 	These bed 

consist mainly of clean-mshed calearenites, indicating 

the crzistence of currents sufficiently strong to winnow 

away the finer grained calcite, 

The ooliths, in the upper sub-division of the Middle 

.Parvos Beds, may have originated elsewhere in the general 

environment of deposition, since the texture of the limestones 

which contain these eoliths indicates an almost complete 

absence of wave and current action. In these eoliths most, 

of the pyrite grains aro concentrated towards the periphery. 

It is possible therefore that the ooliths originated.in 

orygenated and agitated waters, and were later pyritised. 

Although the presence of pyrite does not necessarily indicate 



the presence of reducing conditions above the water.sediment 

interface, (Martin l958), it suggests that the raw material 

from which it later formed was present in the sediment, 

The Upper Parvos Beds mark a return to n rough-water 

environment. 	fleelimentation must have !rept pace with 

subsidence bccaus3 it appears that some 40 metres of 

sediment accumulated mainly above wave basal.. Towards the 

top echinoderms become important, and the frequenco of 

oyster covered surfaces indicate the occurrence of several 

halts in sedimentation. The highest surface in the Parves 

Beds is bored and with this non-sequence the essentially 

bahatAte typo of carbonate sedimentation comes to an end. 

7 Tie Dourdeau toq9  

(a) PetroAranhT, The Burdeau Beds consist essentially 

of bioca/stic caicarenites and marls, The former can be 

divided into calcilutitic calcarenitos and cleanuwashed 

calcarenites according to whether or not they were 

deposited with a groundmass of calcilutite. Thane 

correspond to phases at  b and et  respectively, of the 

cycles already recognised in the field (Chapter 3). 

Besides these rhythmic alto .nationst  which expresses 
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themsAves petrographically by the presence or absence of 

a rounth;cts of calcilutite thin section studies, aided 

by modal analyses of tho various cm:aperients, have shown that 

some significant vertical and later vsriations eyist in 

the Bourcloau Beds. 	,,:ost of these variations are unreeognts- .  

able in the field. In the Lower Bourdeau, however, except 

for sore minor variations the composition and torture of 

each phase is essentially similur. 

The cUrrent-bedded calcarenites, (phase 'a' of each 

cycle) consist essentially' of coarse-grained bioelastic 

calcarenites. The skeletal fragments consist largely 

of echinoderms and subordinate .polycrystalline shell fragment 

These calcarenites are cemented mainly by overgrowth. in 

the clean-washed calcarenites of cycle ITI, glaneonite is 

an important accessory (Fig. 56), 

Phase 'b' of each, e:'cle includes both shales anc7 

limestones. The shales consist of about 500;7 carbonate matters  

probably in the form of ricrocrystalline calcite. The 
limestones of cycle T. consist almost exclusively of echinoderm 
fragments, while in cycle III, bioclastic mosaic psoudomorphs 

are the dominant sand-size component. The skeletal fragments 
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arc co!lmonly mb-arru1 r anti ill-nortod. Thor are usually 

embedded in a dark 'ay nicrocryntallino 7rorndrans. 

Minor colutituonts Include compenite calcite rhombs„ 

de',;r1 n- tiatz grainz rm g/aueonite. 

2he nodular limestones (phase 'c' of each cycle) 

comprise two major san1-31z0 components, i.e. ochinolerm 

fragments awl biocIastic zloseic pcond7;morph (Fi. 22)0  

The latter (which are typical of this group) are circular in 

ems section. Their longitudina1 and oblique e,tions 

together with their circular cross-sections suggest an 

originally rcylinirical shapel organic frartent. The 

gromass in these limestones consists mainly of flne-

grained microcrystalline calcite miNed with some fine-grained 

skeletal debris which gives it a beternonoun appearance. Xn 

some specimens, the calciTutitic groundnans nay for: the 

major part of the roe in which case the sand-nine 

components are no longer in contact. Minor constituents 

in the nodular limestones incThdo dolomite, calcite after 

dolomite, detrital quartz and glouconite. 

In the calcarenitcs of the Uppernourcau Beds two 

additional components make their appearance i.e. eoliths and 
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pellets (.71g. 58 and 60). 	These, however, are subordinate 

to echinolern - fragmonts at the base 	t!lis 01.71sion,_ but 

towards the top 	become the dominant c.')mponents. 	The 

malor components are, usually well-sort 	in the clean.. 

washed calcarcnite (phase *at, they. are cemented by .  

optically clear calcite either as overgrowths or echinoderm 

fragments or as granular mosaics of calcite. In the 

argillaceens calcarenite (phase *b*) the pellets and 

echinoderm framents are embedded in a groundmass of 

microcrystallinc cplcito. These are commonly rich in 

dolomite or calcite after dolomite. 

To summarise, the to:mr Ilourdeau Beds are almost 

exclusively skeletal, while the Upper Bourdeau Beds consist 

of a mixed bahvlite and skeletal facie: at the base. 

Towards the top bahaniths and ooliths occur in sufficient 

abundance to form an essentially non-skeletal facies. 

Thus It appears that physio.chemieal precipitation of 

carbonate mat%er_became relatively important towards the 

top of the formation. 

The skeletal fragments also show sumo varirtion in 

their vertical distribution. Those are best demonstrated 
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Detrital composition of the 
Upper Bourdeau Beds at 

Conjux. 
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F1G.60 b. 
Detrital composition of the 
Bourdeau Beds north west 
of Bourdeau. 

  



FIG. 61a. 

Variation in the skeletal 
components of the Bourdeau 
Beds north west of Bourdeau. • LOWER BOURDEAU CALCARENITE 

%UPPER BOURDEAU CALCARENITE 
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FIG. 61 b. 

Variation in the skeletal 
components of the Upper 
Bourdeau Beds. 
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by plotting the three main variables 	eallineerafrag-

ments, bieclstic mosaic pscudomorphs amt.! polycrystalline 

skeletal fragments) en triangnlar di:7,grams (7ig. 61a j: b). 

These diagrams clearly shall that; the Lauer 7ou::.eau _eqs 

fall into two main groups. 	One group consists of tiro 

main components i.e. echinoderm fragmentt 	polycrystaMne 

skeletal fragments:Aillo in the ctther, these two components 

are mixed in various proportions with mosaic pseudom:Irphs. 

The two voups occur in the clean-cashed and calcilutitic 

calcarenites respectively. The relatively high proportions 

of bio&stic mosaic pseudomorphs in the latter can be 

attributed to neir preservation in comparatively quiet..water 

environment. 

Figure 59 demonstrates the existence of some la teral 

variation in the clean-washed calcarenites of the Upper' 

BeurdeaU Beds. At the northern extremity of the Charvaz 

ridge, at Conjw:, this division consists almost entirely 

of bahamiths. 	In spite of this probsble passage into a 

bahamite facies, there is little apparent variation in the 

composition of the skeletal components. 

Cb) ,Ii soluble ;sesVu9s. The study of the insoluble residues 
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further confirms the field and the petrographic evidence 

regarding the rhythmic pattern of sedimentation in the 

Bourdeau Beds (rig.51-7). Carbonate-rich groups alternate 

with others which may contain up to 55r,  of terrigonous 

matter. The sand fraction (Figs. 56, 5?), of the insollible 

residues does not always ropresent only detrital material. 

Glance:mite and chalcedony do in certain rochs form over 

907; of the coarse fraction. The detrital quarts is usually 

fine-grained and sub-angular to sub-rounded, Chalcedony 

ferns relatively large whitish grains, while glauconite 

occurs in two varieties; in one variety it forms dark 

green spheroidal grains, while the other variety is light 

green. The latter displays an intricate network of 

micro-columns :ald appears to be an infilling of the canals 

of echinoderm plates or ,pines. Authigenic silica appears 

to be associated with the coarse-grained clean-washed 

calcarenites in many of which it forms up to 905 of the 

insoluble residue. In the calcilutitic calcarenites, authi-

genic silica rarely exceeds 57 of the residue. Glauconite 

on the other hand, occurs in a variety of rock types in the 

Bourdoau Beds, in cycle III, for instance, it occurs in the 

clean-mashed calcarenitos, in the calcilutitic calcarenites 



and in the shales. In the Upper Bourdeau Bede the coarse-► 

grained calcarenit 	t the top of this division are 

virtually free from glauconito while the finer-grained 

calcarenites at the base are relctively glauconite-rich. 

This distribution of glance lite in the Upper Bourdeau Beds 

(Pig. 57) persists throughout the area studied in spite of 

the fecies vartction described above. 

(c) 'qtem11.1-anglYTAs.. Same 38 samples from the Bourdeau 

3eds were analysed for magnesium crl,le, calcium oxide sand 

total iron.content (ferrous and ferric iron) (Piguros 56, 

57 and'Table. 	.Ftom these samples ten were analysed for 

manganese..  Only traces (about 0.03') wore present in the 

different types of. limestones-  fild showed little variation. 

,The magneium oxides content ranges from li.2;T; to about 

7r,.. The relatively high magnesian content in.some cal. 

cilutitic calcarenites can be related to. the presence of 

dolomite. The magnesian content depends partly on the 

composition and, relative abundance of the. skeletal 

fragments. Beggild (1930) and Vinogradov (1953) pointed 

out that two groups of calcitic  skeletons can be recognised; 
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in one groups 'which includes brachiopods and molluscs the 

skeletons contain only up to 2r of magnesium carbonate, 

while in the other group, wAch includes echinoderm 

fragments and polyzeas  the skeletons contain /05 or more 

or magnesium c rbanate, This would suggeEtt that variation 

observed in the modal analysis of the skeletal fragments 

and also that between the skeletal fra,mentss  bAlrimiths and 

eoliths should correspond to the variation in the magnesian 

content of these specimens 
	

Comparison of the results of 

chemical and modal analysis shows that no such simple 

relationship exists. The comple-Ity of factors on which 

the magneolan content depends readily eNplains this lack of 

correlation. Among other things, the magnesian content 

depends on cho amount of glauconito presents  and probably also 

on the amount of clay matter. Further diagenitic changes 

such as dolomitisation and dedolomitisation introduce further 

complications. 

The Ca/mg  ratios (Table 4 ) range from 5 to 40% and 
it appears that lower ratios are particularly confined to 

the calcilutitic calcarenites. However, no such low 

Caimg  
f ratios have been recorded from the Upper Dourdeau 

calcarenites at Conjux. This, of courses  could be the 
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re 	f' insufficient sampling. it appears, however, 

that the 'use of 'Callug  ratios for correlation of carbonate 

rocks as has been suggested by Chillinger (1953) is 

unreliable *Ilhen applied to calcaronites with a variable 

composition and .e complex diagenitic history. 

The total iron content is relatively high throughout 

the Bourdeau Beds.(pigs. 56, 57. and Table 4 ). , This iron 

enrichment is.reflected in the field in the typical 

reddish brown colour of these limestones. dome of the 

iron is related to the presence of glauconito. According 

to Pettijohn (1956) glauconite is roughly half silica, 

one quarter iron oxide, one tenth alumina and .magnesia and 

one fifth potash and water. 

(d) Derositional enW.ronmen. The most important evidence 

concerning the environment of deposition of the 3ourdeau 

Beds can be summarised as followss 

1. The Bourdeau Beds consist of rhythmic alternations of 

current-bedded clean.washed calcc.renites, shales and 

calcilutitic calcnrenites. 

2. In the Lower Bourdeau Beds shples and calcilutitic 
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calcaronites predominate while in the Upper Bourdeau Beds 

this relationship is reversed.  

3. Oyster-covered surfaces often occur in the calcilutitte 

calcareittes of the majority of the cycles. 

4 In thin section the clean wcshed calcarenites are seen 

to be well sorted wile the calcilutitic calcaronites are 

rather ill.sortod an contain sub-angular skeletal debris, 

5 The Lower Bourdeau Beds are essentially bioelastic 

while the Upper Bourdeau T3ods near 3ourdeau show a grad-

ationP1 passage from a bioclastic to an oolitic and 

bahemitic facies, and the whole division appears to pass 

in the north Into a bahamite facies. 

6. The insoluble residues and to some extent the chemical 

analysis confirm the rhythmic pattern of sedimentation. 

Depeettion in Bourdeau times must have commenced in 

a shallow-.water currant-swept environment' (Points land 4). 

This, however, appears to have lasted for a relatively short 

period of time, and must have been followed by a quiet-water 

environment of relatively long duration (Point 2). A 

quiet water environment could have been achieved by the 

establishment of a barrier on neighbouring areas of the see 
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floor. Tilis however n/Mely, since it would be 

difficult to envisage the establishmont or such a 

hypc,the ical barrier and itd removal .at least six times  

during the deposition of the Dourdeau Beds 	It is more 

probable that a periodic subsidence of the, ea floor 

loWered the sediments repeatedly below-wavebase 	The 

sediment „deposited in quiet.water environment is typified 

by an increase in the proportions of terrigenous material, 

eapecially clays. This could have been achieved in at 

least two ways. Either the supply:ofterrigenous material 

increased, probably indicating some positive movements in 

neighbouring land areas, or the rate of deposition of 

carbcmte-mati;er has declined during this period. The 

frequent occurrence of oyster.covered surfaces '(Point 3) 

suggests a slow rate of sediment accumulation. .This could 

have resulted from a decline in the deposition •of carbonate 

matter in slightly deeper waters. This alternation of 

turbulent and quiet.water environments, must have been 

repeated three times during the Lower BoUrdeau times. 

In Upper Bourdeau times, bioclastic sedimentation 

must have gradually given way to a morn physico.chemical type 



of sedimentation (Point Sub ,idecce must have kept 

pace with sediment accumulation over a relatively long 

period of.times  thus retaining deperltion above wave b s 

The presence of oy ter-„overe0 surfaces suggest that 'a 

slower rote of sedgy mentation e:dsted also during the\ 

.cpWsi.tion of the Upper ;)ourdicau Beds. 	At least, two 

facie rust have e:Astet in the s alto ac of the Upper 

Bourdeau seas. These are behamite 

oolitic and sheletal facies. 

,Ind a mi7ed„ bahamite 

llow.water sedimon 

tation resembles in many rc.Ispocts recent carbonate deposition 

described 7y tiling 0_954) and others on the Bahama Banks.. 

That of the Lower Bourdeau Beds can be even rore closely 

compared with the recent carbonate deposition described 

by Houbolt (l9,1) in the Persian Gulf. 

Ttie Ch mbotte Ltmes 0,n9 

(a) 1111=2=212.7• The Chambotte Limestone consists 

essentially of pellet calcarenites and calcilutites, with . 

occasional calcirudit0). The calcilutites consist of 

cryptocrystalline calcite with variable proportions of 



ckoleta.l fragments. 	hose consist mainly of Veramminifera 

and lamellibranchs. 	ae calcaronites and calcirudites consist 

chiefly of pellets of cryptocrystalline calcite, i.e bahamiths, 

but they -lso contain subordinate amounts of composite grains.  

The latter usually contain .iragments of molluscs and Foram. 

inifera. Most of the coarse.grained limestones are 

cemented with critically clear calcite showing a drusy te7turei 

(b) DenositilzaLmalumaga, Shallow.wator sedimentation 

which prevailed during the Upper Bourdoau times must have 

ocntinued during the deposition of much of the Chambotte 

Limestone. The depositional environment, however, must 

have differed in many respects from that of the Bourdeau 

Beds. The echinoderm skeletal fragments which predominate 

in the sediment of the flourdoau Dads are virtually absent 

from the Chambotte limestones. Instead, fragments of what 

presumably were originally aragonitic skeletons, and 

foraminifera become important. The calcarenite facies 

in the Chambotte Limestone are essentially bahamitle, and 

are comparable Ilith those which formed in the shallow seas 

of the Parves and the Viricu Limestone. Carbonate sedimen. 

tation, as inferred from the exposed part of the Mesozoic 



swoession, therefore ends, as it began, with n shallow. 

water, eurrent.strept environment 

F. 
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TAPTIE 2 

Insoluble Be dues, Magnesia and Lime content of Limestones'  
Dolomitic Limestones and Dolomites from the Virieu Limestone 
and the Parves Beds at la Balme-gorge. 

Specimen Location %Mg° 50a0 Insoluble 
no. 	 Residue 

II 
1 
119 
120 
1 
1
21 
 

136 
139 
141 
15 
147 
148 
151 
152 	

g*8 	
3* 05 	80 5 	9,7 

155 	0 	,10,08 42,32 
156 	75.3 	5,87' 48.81 	4.2 
5 13 

161 	PI 	1.6g 54.55 
1.5u 5 2 	

2.0 
1,1 

164 	93,8 	1.59 	82 	. 
168 	100.6 	18,42 35.58 	2.0 
169 	101.5 	19,8 30,8 	16.2 
170 	102,0 	17,59 3.52 	4.0 
171. 	106.2 	0.72 	35 	2.5 
174 	110.0 1.33 5.4 	107 
176 	114.8 	1,29 55.07 	2,1 

*Distance in metres above the base of the Virieu Limestone,. 

SFr= specimen onwards distances are measured upwards from 
the base of the Parves Beds. 

2,22 
2 9 	1.1 	0 
30,3 	17.8 4,2 
31 0 	7,6 	0 
314 	7 	6 

48  3.2 	6,62 46.68 
1.8 	82 
1.65 51.32 

1;7 	
1,35 49,7 
143 53.62 	3.4 5.7  

62.2 	1.77 55.09 	10 
63,7 	.40 9+ 
67.4. 	11.62 e1,22 10,8 

5.4 
2.1 



2:ADW, G,.,C.Q.nru!. 

... A* u F • • , 1 

Spocimen Location %~igO %CnO % Insoluble 
no. Residue 

• t ' ft1 t '. rill' 1 l' . U .11 • , 

177 116.1+- 1.18 51t.8; 2.2 
lK8 117.0 2.31 ~.16 1 1 123.8 0.9 , 2.0 
184 129.0 2.0; ;:76 ~2 18; 130.8 3.'+2 49.16 :8 
106 'l~'+.6 9.97 41.65 2.4 
189 '1 1.4 0.86 ~.86 1.2 
190 llt3.~ o.71f. , .91 0.7 
191 '1'7. 1.~; ~.;8 0.8 
192 '1,-8.6 o. ; !9+. ,3 .-
•• flt J J' II 1 T. ., 
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Lime, magnesia and ferric oxide content of limestones from 
the Bourdeau Beds (a) north-west of Bourdeau and (b) west of 
Conjux. 

TOLE  
a 

Specimen 	Locationw  
no 

04g0 Ca0Mg0 5F0203 

1.8 
16 

35, f, 
7 	1:30* 	1. 

1.1323 

57/219 	 50.8 1,If 36,3. 
57/217-  14.2 	52.2 1.2 '43.5 
57/216 	17.3 51.0 604 Soo 
57/213 	23.3 , 	51.7 	1.1 	27.2, 	0 
57/211 	29.2 	52.0 	5.6 	.9.3 	0 
57/203 	43.7 	4 2, 	190 10/ 
57/207 	47,2 	6,9 6,6 	7.1 10+7 
57/204 	52,1 043 5. 9.5 1618 
57/201 	56.1 	8, 1.41 
42 	59.3 4401 1.8 24.5 1.08 

1  
61.1 37.5 1.9 

	

38,1 . 2,4 	
19.7 	1.45 

 65,2  15.9 	0.58 
48 	77,8 	44.6 . 1,6 	27.7 	o.66 
• 50 	79.4 	40.3 . 2.5 	16.1 	1,03 
55 	84.g.. 

	8 
51.3 	2.2 	23.3 	0.83 

59 	870 	2.5 	20.7 	0197 
60 	90.0 , 	50.7 	14 	42.3 	1.25 
71 	119.8 	41.8. 1.5 	27.9 0.27 
73 	122.4, 	3p,, 1,7 	21.6 0.47 
76 	128.o: 	34.8

7 
 . 1.2 	29.0 	0.26 

78 	134,6 29.5 1.9 	15.5 0.83 
79 	137.9 190U 1.0 19.8 2.11 
80 	138.1 28.0 4.1 	6.8 1-.7 
82 	141.0. 	49,5 	2.0 	.24.8 	1.51 
83 	143 	47.3 , 2.3 	20.5 	3.2 

'Distance in metres from top of the formation. 

0.62 
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T.AIB 	Callsla. 

Specimen Location 
	0 CaO/MgO ;To 

no. 

106 
105 
103 
101 
100 

1.6 
110. 3.6 11.6 

13.7 
15.8 
16.8 
20.9 

b. 

55.6  
57.7 .  

. 	5'.o 
5 w 5  

8 
-i7 

554 

3.6 
1.6 
1.9 
2.0 
2.8 
1.9 
1,9 

15.4 
36.0 
28.9 

	

37.8 	. 

	

19,2 	, 
2808 
29.0 

007 
0.08 
0.23 
o 	9 
0 
0.40 
0,12 
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Insoluble ros1duese 
west of Bourdeau. 

Specimen 
no. 

specime 	from 

Locations ;'Coarse 
Residua 

the Bourdeau Beds north- 

5Tine 	%Total 
Reoldue 

17 
18 
19 
57/219 
57/27 
7/21

1
6 

57/213 
21 
23 
22 
2 26 
27 
28 
29 
32 
3R 

3 

.8 
2,2 
2.5 
3.2 

14.2 
17.3 
23.3 
26.2 
26.4 
27.0 
34.5 
36.6 
36.8 
40.2 
42.3 
44.8 
45.4 
51.8 
52.8 
540 
57.4 
59.3 
61.1 
65.2 
70.4 
70.8 
77.8 

6.66 
14.4 
7.3 
21.0 

1.3 
2.3 
30 
26.4 
14.3 
18.2 
1.5 
5.6 
134 
1.2 
2.5 
3.2 
6.0 
6410 
2.9 
3.4 
22,6 
7.2 
13.9 
14.6 
31.9 
17.7 
14.8 

14.11 
8.3 
22.5 
14.6 

1.7 
3. 
3 
20.8 
8.2 
17.3 
4.6 
9.6 
12,4 
3.4 
3,8 
5.9 
7.5 
1043 
6.5 
6,3 
9.4 
12.8 
17,9 
1.1 .4 
8.1 
2.8 
15.3 

20.7 
22.7 
29.8 
35.6 

2,6 
5,8 6,8 
42.2 
23.1 
35.5 
6.1 
15.2 
25.5 
4.6 
6.3 
9.1 
13.5 
16.3 
9.4 
9.7 
32.0 
20,6 
31.8 
29.0 
40.0 
20.5 
20.1 

rom top of the formation 



%Coarse 	F no 	5Total 
RoOidue Residue 

120, 
 24.4 	17 

$80 	22.9 	.9 
31.1 	25.3 	6.4 
le 	13.1 	314.4 
19, 	1 1 	2.5 
16.6 	2 s.6 	5.2 
45.9 	19 	65,4 
10.0 	31, 	41.4 

12.6 

12.2 	9.7 	21,9 
15,0 	17 	32 

4.2 	5.3 
6,3 	6.3 

9.5 

10,5 
1,3 
15.9 
1.0 
2.6 
6.6 	6.7 
39.0 	17.3 
2,2 	4,2 

2
4
5,6 
36.5 
2.9 
22.9 
7,3 
41.9 
5.8 
8,9 

570 
13.3 
6.4 

6.3 	19.3 
1019 	14.0 
6.3 	30.2 

12.4 
6,0 
26.
8
0 

4. 
6.3 

213. 

TAT3pt 5 Co tit. 

Specinon 
no, 

Location 

50 79.4 
51 80.2 
52 81,4 
53 82.4 
55 84,0 
56 84.4 
59 87,0 
60 9000 
61 93.2 
63 95.1 
66 111.4 
67 114.6 
69 116.6 
70 119.2 
72 

123 
75 125.8 
76. 128.0 
78 134.6 
79 1374 
80 138.1 
82 141.0 
83 143.2 
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TMLE§ 

(1) Results of grain size analysis of samples from the 
Upper Bourdeau Beds west of Con3ux , 

IU ••• I I • "ill 

Spocimen no. XIII XI09 Xl06 nO) Y.l00 X98 

Loost1on 
._.-.' 

Pidoter 

Sf, _1 
11" J d • I r ( 

> -1.81 1 .. 8 MI" - - - ... 
~l.a to ... l-i· ~.o . .. .. •• 0.2 0.2 
-1.3. to .0. 8 .; , -, 0.2 .. 0.4 0.6 
.. 0.08 to .O.6~ 2.1 .. 4.; .. 1.g 1.6 
, .. 0.63 to .0.3 ;. !$ - 7.2 1.; 3. 1.6 
.,0.38 to-o.17 ;.~ .. " 7.2 1., 9.1 2.7 
.0.17 to 0.1; 6. 0.6, . ' 9.0 4. 1 ..... 2 0.'-
0.1;. ....0.38 5.1 0.6 ,6-i 2.9 12.1 ' ,3.2 
0.38 .0.66 ' 9.1 0.6. 12. 7.3 18.9 3.2 
0.66 .0.86 8.2 4.0; '5.4 2.9 14..4 5'.3 
0,86 .. 1.1 ,16.0 3~'; ... 17.'0 7.6 10.0 
1.1 .... 1.3~ 6.4 li:i: 1;.3' ;.8 3.8 ' ',6.4 

... 1.3; .. 1.61 10.0 '; 5".4 2~.O 1.!1 . 11.1 
1.61.- 1.86 8.2 19.; -, B.l :Q.7 s,;.r'\ ,,~. 20 2 

,~,'" . 
1.86 • 2.0 4.6 3'.~ ,: 9.9 20.1 1.8 '23.7 
2.0 .. 2.4 0.6 ,_ ,,' 0.1 1." , ,I.; ,0.6 
2.4 •. 2.9 .. 6.3 ' 0 .. 1 1.' 1.5' 0.6 
2.9 - 3.9 .. 2.3 0.1 l.g 1.0 t~.6 

-< 3.9 0.5' - 8.~ ,0, .4 • .fJ 3.0 

r~dt6 ' 0.7, 1.9 0.73 1.4 o~; 1,,6 
Pd~ '1.3 0.78 1.2 0.'17 1.03 0.96 

•• ~ I" I ... I- I • ••• • • 



0.5 
0.7 
.3' 
0,9 
2 04.78  
M.  
2,0' 
9.4 
10.0 
18,7 
12, 
12, 
11.9 
9.3 

3 
0.3  

1.2 
0.8 

0.64 

29.2 

0.6 
0,6 
0.5 0,5 
1  

1123  . 1322  .6: 687 7 
2.0 
1U 
0,6 
1.85 
1.0 

1,  5' 
1.  

215. 
TEL 6_0ontd%  

(ii) Results of grain-size analysts of samples from the 
Upper Bourdeau Beds north-west of Bourdeau. 

peotmen no 	57/219 57/217. 57/215 57/213 57/211 
Location* 
	

3.8 	14,2 
Diameter 

a,Eitz 
-1.8 to .1 
.1,3 to .0 . 
.0,88 9-- %.1). 
.0.63 to .0.3 1.6 
.0.38 to'40,17 .0 
.4).17 to .0.15 4,8 
0.15 to 40.38 6,4 
0,38 . 0.66 90.2 
0.66 . 0,86 12.3 
0.86 . 1.1 15,1 
1.1 	1.35 10.7 
1,35 ... 1.61 8.7 
1,61 . 1.86 3.3 
1.(76 	2,0 7 .9 
2.0 . 204 1.6 
2.4 - 2.9 2,8 
2.9 	2.9 40 
<3.9 2.0 

Mdf 1.05 
PPO 1,1 

ance in metres from top of the division. 

16.8 23.3 

- 
- 
0,3 
0.3 
1  0.30.6 
0.6 
2.0 
5.3 
17. 
250 
14.7 
14.5 
7.6 
14..8 
0.33.3 
0.6 

. 	0 

1.12. 
0.6 

0.3 
0.6 

.0.9 
0.6 
3  

2.9 0,6 
3.5 
g9,? . 

11126113.;7255  

141-7.73 0,3 
1.6 
0.9 

5.9  



(ii) 	Contd. 

TABLE 6 Contd. 

Specimen no. 

Location 

57/207 

47.2 

57/204 

52.3 

57/201 

56.1 

Diameter 

M.M. 

2 - 1.4 - 
2 - 1.4 - 1.4, - 
1.4 - 1.0 - 3.1 - 
1 - 0.84 - 0.9 - 
0.84 - 0.68 - 1.9 - 
0.68 - 0.62 0.4 1.4 0.1 
0.62 - 0.57 0.7 1 1.3 
0.57 - 	.51 2.4 3.2 .  1.0 
0.51 - 	.46 - 1.0 0.6 
.46 - 0.40 3.2 5.8 0.9 
0.40 - 0.35 3.1 6.5 3.2 
0.35 - 0.31 7.3 10.5 6.4 
0.31 - 0.24 10.8 13.6 14.4 
0.24 - 0.2 16.7 17.3 18.5 
0.2 - 	.14 21.6 11.0 28.1 
0.14 - 0.08 27.0 18.4 4.4 
0.08 - 0.04 6.3 1.4 20.5 
.04 0.5 0.2 0.3 

Md0 2.6 2.02 2.43 
PDO 1.09 1.21 0.85 
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